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1. Sn..,ary 

INTEJUM OPINION OM DEMAMD-SIOE 
IlARAGKIfEN'1' BIDDING PILOTS 

By today's order, we continue the process 6f testing 
various forms of demand-side management (OSH) bidding and bid 
evaluation techniques, pursuant to public Utilities (PU) Code S 747 
and our adopted rules governing DSM. l We approve DSH pilot 
bidding programs for san Diego Gas & Electric Company (SDG&E), 
Southern California Gas Company (SoCal), and SOuthern California 
Edison company (SCE), as modified by this order. 2 

In D.92-03-038, we authorized pacific Gas and Electric 
Company (PG&E) to conduct a bidding pilot designed to enhance and 
augment its planned D5M programs. Today we authorize bidding 
pilots designed to replace portions of soeal's, SDG&E's, and seE's 
existing and planned DSH programs. we adopt SDG&E's propOsal to 
put out its residential appliance efficiency program for bid by 
third parties. For SeE and soCal, we broaden their proposais to 
encompass the industrial and large commercial sectors (for SeE) and 
the single-family residential sector (for Socal). 

specificaily, seE is directed to solicit bids in two 
marketing regions to replace its energy management hArdware rebate 
program in the small/medium commercial sector (i.e., targeted to 
smAll offices) and in the industrial and large commercial sectors. 
We direct SoCal to solicit bids to replace both siogle- and multi
family portions of its residential weatherization retrofit and 
appliance efficiency incentives programs. We also direct seE to 
coordinate with SoCal in implementing the pilot, so that winning 

1 See Decision (D.) 92-02-075, mimeo., pp. 60-62; Rules 26-29. 

2 We refer to SDG&E, seE, and SoCal collectively as -the 
utilities· throughout this order. 
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bidders can receive payments for bOth gAS and electric savings in 
gas-heated homes. As a result of these pilots, SOCal, SCE, and 
SOG&E will be soliciting bids for 20-30' of their 1992 DSH resource 
programs, or approximately 6-15\ o£ their overall DSM budgets. The 
utilities are authorized to earn shareholder incentives on these 
pilots, in the same manner that they earn on in-house DSH resource 
programs. 

By this order, we also establish a consistent set of 
cost-effectiveness criteria to be used in evaluating replacement 
bids. First, as a threshold requirement, the bidder's project must 
have a total resource cost benefit-cost ratio that exceeds the 
utility'S program total resource cost ratio, or 1.0, whichever is 
greater. projects are then ranked based on a -bang for the bUck
criteriOn, i.e., the level of total resOurce net benefits per 
dOllar of utility expenditure. In order to give credit to bidders 
that propose comprehensive projects (e,g6, that achieve greater 
savings penetration per site), we direct the utilities to 
incorporate methods for evaluating project comprehensiveness into 
their bid evaluation process. We make other modifications to the 
utilities' proposed evaluation criteria, in order to make them more 
transparent to potential bidders and consistent with our 
determinations in 0.92-03-038 for PG&E's pilot. 

To implement its pilot, SCE will redirect a total Of 
$35,398,080 (in 19~3$) from DSH funding authorizationst beginning 
in 1993. SeE's pilot will not involve any incremental funding, or 
impact revenue allocation and rate design. Beginning in 1994, 
socal is authorized to spend a total of $13,658,880 (in 1993$) in 
DSH program funding to implement its pilot. ~his represents 
incremental funding of $324,000 (for measurement studies) relative 
to current authorizations, over the life of the program. 
Determinations on revenue allocation and rate design fOr this 
funding will be made in soeal's 1993 biennial cost allocation 
proceeding. 

- 3 -



Beginning 1n 1993, SDG&E 1s authOrized to fund its DSM 
pilot at a total of $19,599,159 (in 1993$). This represents a 
funding increase of approximately $4 million abOve current 
authorized levels, over the life of the program. Determinations on 
revenue allocation and rate design for this funding will be made 
either in 5DG&E'S test year 1993 general rate case, or in another 
appropriate proceeding. we authorize all three utilities to carry 
over pilot program funding fron year-to-year, and to exceed 
authorized levels to the extent that they have the flexibility to 
do so for their in-house DSM programs. 

Within 60 days, SDG&E and SCE will file revised bid 
solicitation material, consistent with the modifications described 
in today's order. Within 120 days, Socal and SCE will jOintly tile 
revised sOlicitation materials for SoCaI's bidding pilot, in 
compliance with our directives for a coordinated program. 3 

2 • Procedural Backgrouild 
on August 7, 1991, the Commission issued an Order 

Instituting Rulemaking and companion Investiqation to establish 
rules and procedures governing DSM activities (DSK OIR/OII). One 
of the procedures discussed in the August 7 rulemakiog was the 
competitive procurement of DSM prOgramS, referred to generally as 
-DSM pilot bidding.- The CommiSsion directed utilities to develop 
and present pilot programs for consideration, consistent with the 
mandate of PU COde § 747. PU Code S 747 requires that one or more 
energy utilities implement pilot programs to ~estt (1) the ability 
of DSM bidding to deliver benefits to utility customerS, separate 
from any qeneratlon resource bidding system; (2) the feasibility of 
an integrated bidding system that includes both generation 

3 Attachment 4 explains each.techn~cal acronym or other 
abbreviation that appears in this decision. 
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resources and DSM programs, and (3) a program of competitive O$H 
bidding auctions for gas utillties. 4 For th~s purpose, the 
Commission endorsed the formation 6f a Bidding Advisory Committee, 
with representatives from utiiities, consumer and environmental 
qroups, energy service companies (ESCOs), and other interested 
parties. (DSM oIa/oII, mimeo., p. 4) 

By D.~2-03-038, the Commission approved a oSH-only pilot 
bidding program for PG&E. proposais for additional DSK-ortly 
bidding pilots were filed by SoG&E, s6Cal, and SCE on February 28, 
1992, after submitting them for review in the Bidding Advisory 
Committee. S At the prehearing conference on March 5, 1992, the 
assigned administrative law judge (ALJ) ruled that SDG&E's 
proposai, which involved bidding for a residential new construction 
program, posed procedural difficulties. Since the Commission had 
recently deferred consideration of guidelines on how to evaluate 
new construction programs until a later phase of this proceeding, 
the assigned ALJ directed that either (1) consideration 6f 5DG&E's 
proposed bidding pilot be deferred; or (2) SDG&E replace its 
proposal with one that uses a program for which the Commission 
established guidelines in D.92-02-07S. SOG&E elected to submit a 
revised bidding pilot proposal, and filed its revised testimony on 
April 3, 1992. 

4 The full text of PU Code § 747 is presented in Attachment 1. 

S Pursuant to the DSM OIR/OII directive, the statewide Advisory 
Group on DSK Bidding was created to assist the utilities in 
developing t~eir pilot DSM bids. The Advisory Group met three 
times to review and discuss seE's, SDG&E's, and Socal's propqsals, 
prior to submittal. participants included representatives of 
en~rqy service companies, large and small energy consumers, the 
California Energy.Commission, t~e Divisional Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORAl' the Natural Resources Defense Council and the four energy . 
util ties. Some technical details were agreed upon, but consensus 
was not reached on many aspects of the proposed pilots. 
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Intervenor testimony was filed by ORA and Ttansphase 
Systems, Inc _ ('l'ransphase)'. SOO&E, SoCal, and SeE filed rebuttal 
testim6ny. Evidentiary hearings wer~ heid fr6m April 27 to Hay 6, 
1992. Opening briefs were filed by-SDG&E, soCal, SeE, ORA, 
Transphase, SESCO Ino. (SESCO), th~ coalition for Energy EffJ6iency 
and Renewable ~chnologies (CEERT), and Utility C6nsumers' Action 
Network (UCAN).6 SOG&&, SoCal, SCE, ORA, Transphase, and SESCO' 
filed reply briefs. 

By this interim order, we address the DSK-only bidding 
pilots proposed by SCE, SOCal, and SOG&E. We will addresS 
additional utility proposals for integrated and interruptible 
bidding pilots in separate phases of this proceeding. 
3. Sn_ary of PropOsed pilots 

In 0.92-03-068, we adopted a ·partnership· form of bid 
for PG&E's pilot, where third parties compete for DSH programs that 
augment and enhance (rather than replace) existing or pianned 
utility DSM activities. For their pilots, SCE, Socal, and SDG&E 
propOse that energy service comptirlies (ESCOs) and other third 
parties compete to replace existing or planned utility DSM 
programs. 7 

Each utility has selected a different market sector or 
in-house program for its pilot. seE propOses to conduct two 

6 SESCO is an ~nergyservice company specializing in res~dential 
conservation and ,low-income weatherization. UCAN i~a San Diego
based consumer advocacy group suppor~ed by res~dential and small 
business ratepayers. Transphase designs, manufactures, and 
installs thermal energy storage systems, primarily for large. ' 
commercial and industr~~l buildings. These systems shift coaling 
load from on-pe~k to off-peak hours. CEERT represents a coalition 
of environmental groups, renewable energy developers, and energy 
service companies. 

7 We use the terms ·ESCOs· and ·third parties· interc~angeably 
throughout this order to refer to nonutility providers of DSH 
services. 
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separate solicitatiOns to replace a portion ot its energy 
"management hardware rebate program in the commercial sector. one 

for schools (K-12) and one for small office buildings (under 200 
kilowatts (kW». SCE plans to conduct its pilot within two 
marketing regions, while continuing its own programs in the 
remaining five regions, S6Cal has targeted its bidding pilot to 
the existing multi-family tesidentiai sector. soeal will solicit 
bids to replace mUlti-family portions of its home energy audit, 
weatherization retrofit incentives, appliance efficiency 
incentives, and master meter conversion programs. SDG&E propOses 
to replace its residential appliance efficiency incentives program, 
for both single and mUlti-family applications. Unlike SCE, SDG&E 
and SoCal propose to solicit bids in all geographic regions within 
their respective service territories. 

The propOsed pilots also differ with respect to bid 
design. SCE's small office pilot solicits proposals for third 
parties to implement a utility-designed program, which includes 
explicit design elements to test the ability of third parties to 4It ' 
achieve high intensity savings that persist over a seven-year 
period. The other pilots allow bidders to propose any program 
design or delivery mechanism for replacing utility efforts in a 
particular s~ctor. soeal's and seE's pilots are designed to test 
whether ESCOs can cost-effectively increase savings penetration or 
capture lost opportunities in a particular market. SDG&E's pilot, 
on the other hand, is designed to test whether ESCOs can achieve 
the same level of savings As planned by the utility for less cost. 

The size and cost of the bidding pilots also vary among 
utilities. SOCal is seeking savings of 1 million therms per year, 
at an estLmated cost of Approximately $6.5 million over the program 
period (in 1993$ net present value or NPV). SCE estimates that it 
will award four contracts totalling 30 to 50 gigawAtthours (gWh) 
per year at a total cost of approximately $22.4 million (in $1993 
NPV). SDG&E projects savings of approximately 7.2 megawatts (MW), 
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30.8 gWh per year, and 2.3 million therms per year, at a cOst of 
approximately $17.8 million (in 1993$ NPV).8 SOCal and SDG&S ate 
requesting increased authorizations for their pilot programs, while 
seE plans to redirect existing DSM program authorizations to cover 
all pilot program costs. All three utilities request that the 
Commission include the energy savings produced by these bidding 
pilots in the calculation of sharehOlder earnings incentives for 
1993 and thereafter. The costs of the proposed pilots, in 1993 
dollars and NPV are presented in Table 1. 

For each utility, the bid solicitation process begins 
with the issuance of a Request for proposal (RFP), including a 
sample contract. SoCal, SDG&E, and SeE present their proposed RFPs 
and sample contracts in Exhibits (Exh.) 102/103, 109, and 114/115, 
respectively. The RFPs describe a bid evaluation and selection 
process that involves essentially three steps. (1) an initial 
screening of bidders, based on threshold or minimum requirements, 
(2) a bid evaluation/scoring process, based on price and non-prlce 
criteria, and (3) negotiations. The initial screening of bidders 
would eliminate unqualified candidates from further consideration. 
The bid evaluation/scori r.'; process would be used ~o identify a 
"short list- of bid proposals for negotiations. As discussed 
further in the foliowing sections, and summarized in Attachment 2, 
the specifics of 'eAch bid evaluation stage vary among the 
utilities. 

SDG&E and seE estimate that their bid solicitation 
process, from the issuance of the RFP through contract signing, 
will take approximately eight months. soCal estimates that its bid 

8Un~er SDG&E's program, the savings buildup to these amOunts 
cumulatively, wh~reas seE expects to achieve approximately 3D gWh 
from its small offices solicitation in the first year, and ma~ntain 
the savings over a seven-year period. (See Table 2 and Exh. 108, 
Table 2-B.) 
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solicitatIon process will take approximately one year. (Reporters 
Transoript (TR) at 1212, 1372.) 
4. Issues to be Decided 

By ALJ ruling dated Harch 11, 1992, parties were directed 
to identify and address two types of issues. threshold and 
implementation or technical issues. In response to that directive, 
parties identified the following general threshold issuest 

1. ~hat is the appropriate competitive 
framework for replacement. bidding? 
In particular, should utilities be allowed 
to earn shareholder incentives on 
ESCO-delivered DSH? 

2. What is the appropriate bid design and size 
for these pilots,· from both a legal and 
policy standpointt 

a. Are there legal reasons to support a 
parti~ular pilot design or size? . 
Specifically, do the uti~ities' DSH 
programs and proposed pilots violate 
antitrust laws? 

b. From a research perspective, what bid 
de~ign and size will provide the 
information needed to assess DSK 
competitive bidding? 

Parties also raised technical or implementation issues in 

the following areast 
1. Bid Evaluation Criteria. How should non

price ~nd price (e.g., cost-effectiveness) 
criteria be defined and considered in the 
bid selection process? 

2. Sample Contract Terms. What contract terms 
should be included (or conversely, excluded) 
from the sauple contracts? 

3. Funding Authorizations. What .lev~l.6£ 
funding should be authorized for SOCal's and 
SDG&Eis pilot programs? What degree of 
flexib!lity should utllittes.~av~ to exceed 
author~zed amounts, or to sh1ft funds 
between DSH programs? 

- 9 -
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4. Approval 6f Negotiated Contracts, How 
should negotiated contracts between winning 
bidders and the utilities be reviewed and 
approved by the Commission? 

5. Measurement and Evaluation. How should 
winning bidders' activities be monitored and 
evaluated in terms of achieved energy 
savings? 

6. Commission OVersight, What type 6f 
Commission oversight is appropriate during 
bid solicitation, contract negotiation, and 
pilot program implementatiOn? Should 
expedited or alternative dispute resolution 
mechanisms be adopted? 

We address threshold issues in the following section. 
Implementation issues are addressed in Section 6, below. 
5. ~hresbold Issues 

SoCal, SCE, SDG&E, ORA, and Transphase filed testimony 
and briefs addressing various threshold issues and participated in 
the direct- and cross-exaninatioo of witnesses. SESCO did not file 
testimony on these issues, but participated in cross-examination 
and filed opening and reply briefs. UCAN filed an opening brief 
addressing the size and scope of SDG&E1s bidding pilot, CEERT 
filed an opening brief re~pondin9 to certain legal issues raised by 

Transphase. 
5.1 Competitive Framework for Replacement Bidding 

In its direct testimonYt DRA outiines the major 
characteristics of a competitive framework for xeplacement bidding. 
(Exh. 11S.) We present ORAis proposal first, followed by the 
utilities' and SESCO's responses. 
5.1.1 DRA·s Position 

DRA contends that true competitive bidding requires a 
bidding process that mimics, as closely as possible, the supply
side model of qualifying facilities bidding against an identified 
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utility supply-side project,9 Accordingly, DRA prOpOses that OSH 
replacement bids incorporate four ~dlstlnguishing features,
First, the RFPs sh6uld clearly define the size and load 
characteristics of the DSK programs or program elements t6 be 
replaced through competitive bidding, 

Second, bidders should be required to meet threshold 
performance requirements designed to ensure that the bidder/pi6ject 
is capable of replacing the utility's program. In particular, 
bidders would be required to (1) match the size and load 
characteristics of the utility program and/or sub-elements 
replaced, (2) measure project savings using ptotoco)s similar to 
the utility;s methods, and (3) incur the primary risk of. acquiring 
the necessary level of participation in the program and/or of 
paying the utility for assistance. 

Third, once those minimum requirements are met, the 
selection of winning bidders should be based predominantly, if not 
exclusively, on the relative cost-effectiveness Of bid propOsals. 
Fourth, the utility Should not be eligible to claim shareholder 
earnings on ESCO-delivered savings, 

ORA argues that its recommended four features are 
necessary conditions for emulating the "pro-competitive· bidding 
framework established for the acquisition of supply-side resources. 
Without these features, ORA contends that the bidding framework 
does not enable third parties to effectively compete with the 
utility. In particular, ORA believes that there is no basis 
consistent with a competitive bidding policy for providing the 
utility with profits when it is not the winning bidder. To do so 
would, in ORA'S opinion, inappropriately allow utilities to profit 

9 Qualifying ~acili~iest or -QFs· are n9n-utility generators 
that satisfy various effic1ency and technology cri~er~~.establlshed 
under the Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1918 (PURPA). 
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when all the risk lor performance and financing is imposed on a 
third party, i.e., the ESCO. 

Moreover, ORA argues that the continuation of sharehoider 
earnings in a bidding environment eliminates -downward pressure- on 
utility costs that a true competitive replacement bid would 
provide. According to ORA, this is because ratepayers would be 
paying -double profits---ortce for the profit margin built into the 
bid by the ESCO and again to utility shareholders. ORA believes 
that there is no basis in law or policy for -diluting ratepayers 
benefits from a program where not a single dollar of shareholder 
money is at risk. - For these reasons, ORA suggests that continuing 
shareholder incentives for bidding pilots would expose the 
Commission and utilities to antitrust liability. (ORA Opening 
Brief, pp. 4-5, 17-18, Reply Brief, pp. 6-7.) 

To ensure a favorable utility respOnse without financial 
ince~tives, ORA recommends that the Commission adopt clear 
guidelines and directives regarding expected utility performance. 
In particular, ORA suggests that the commission declare the planned 
utility 1994 DSH programs ineligible for utility earnings if a 
repiacement bid solicitation is not conducted by a specific date. 
Other specific directives miqht include requirements that the 
utilities provide the resu} tJ of completed customer energy audits 
t - ~SCOs on a regular basis and customer listings/bililng 
i ,-. :.ormation at the request of the ESCO, with the concurrence of· the 
customer. 

ORA also recommends that minimum requirements for utility 
administrative support be established. Bidders requiring 
additional assistance would pay the utility a fee for those 
services. In addition, the commission would need to develop 
oversIght procedures to ensure that savings measurement protOcols 
are appiied uniformly to utiiity and ESCO DSH activities. (ORA 
opening Brief, pp. 13; 28-29; TR at 1453-1466.) 
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DRA recommends that its propOsal be implemented in twO 
pilot stages. During the first stage, the utilities' bidding 
pilots would be implemented as propOsed, except for the size and 
scope modifications that DRA also recommends. (See section 5.2.2 
below.) soCal, SCE, and SDG&E would be eligible for shareholder 
incentives on their pilots, but the pilot programs themselves would 
only last through 1993. During 1993, the commission would conduct 
workshops to further define (1) size and load characteristics of 
specific DSH programs, (2) threshold performance requirements, 
including measurement protocols, and (l) specific regulatory 
procedures to ensure utility cooperation in implementing a 
replacement bid without shareholder incentives. (TR at 1453-1466, 
1637-1638, 1689.) After those features are further defined by the 
workshop process, the utilities would be directed to issue a second 
set of RFPs soliciting replacement bids for the 1994-1995 period. 
5.1.2 Responses to DRA's Position 

While supportive of some aspects of ORA's proposal, soeal 
and SDG&E argue that DRA's definition of competitive bidding is too 
restrictive for a pilot bidding program. SoCal contends that DRA's 
proposal is premised on the false assumption that all the utilities 
are required to conduct replacement bids, and that those bids must 
be designed according to ORA's definition. Similarly, SDG&E and 
SCE argue that it is inappropriate to adopt a blanket polley on 
what constitutes -replacement bidding B before the pilots are 
completed and evaluated. In the utilities' view, bidding pilots 
should be designed in a variety of ways to explore the potential 
benefits of procuring DSH services competitively. 

SESCO, SOCal, SCE, and SDG&E strongly object to any 
definition of replacement bidding that automatically eliminates the 
potential for shareholder earnings on ESCO-delivered OSH. seE 
argues that DRA's supply-side reference model of competition 
ignores important, inherent differences between demand- and supp1y
side resources. SCE contends that a utility carrying out an energy 
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af f lclency bidding program can never be completely isolated from-' 
the customer, in contrast to supply-side programs, seE argues that' . 
utilities must continue to satisfy customer needs for energy and 
energy services by responding to customer inquiries and ensuring 
quality energy service. BecAuse the utility'S role in the delivery 
of the proposed bidding pilots will be active and substantial, seE 
believes that shareholder incentives are appropriate even if ESCOs 
operate the DSH programs. (&xh. 113, pp. 24-251 TR at 1313-1314.) 
Similarly, SoCal argues that utilities should be allowed to earn a 
profit on ESCO-delivered DSM, to compensate both for the profit 
they voluntarily forego by not making a similar investment 
supply side, and for their continued role in DSM bidding. 
Opening Brief, pp. 26-28.) 

on the 
(SoCal 

SDG&E stresses the importance of viewing the proposed 
programs as pilots, as opposed to long-term programs. SDG&E urges 
the commission to create an environment where the utilities are 
indifferent t6 the choice between participating in these pilots or 
continuing to rUn tbeir own programs. (SDG&& Opening Brief, 
p. 34.) SDG&E, socal, SCE and SESCO argue that the most effective 
way to ensure utility cooperation in the pilot stage is to maintain 
the earnings potential in place for other utility resource 
programs. Without that potential, SESCO contends that utilities 
would construct barriers to contract execution and project 
implementation that would result in more utility dominance and 
monopolization of DSM, not less. Moreover, SESCO argues that many 
bidders are unlikely to compete if the Commission approves a 
bidding form that creates inconsistent incentives between utility
and ESCO-sponsored DSM. (SESCO Opening Brief, p. 3.) For similar 
reasons, soeal argues that inclusion of shareholder incentives is 
likely to improve the competitive natura of the pilot bids. (SoCal 
Reply Brief, p. 18.) 

SoCal, SCE, and SDG&E maintain that DRA's proposal to 
impose ·strong regulatory oversight R as a method tor ensuring 
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aqgressive utility implernEmtation of the pilots is ill-defined and 
flawed from a publio polIcy perspeotive •. 'Socal argues that the 
-heavy-handed regulatory oversight and micro-management techniques· 
that DRA suggests are ones that the commission has traditionally 
rejected. (SoCal Opening Brief, p. 28.) seE, sOG&S, and soCal 
argue that DRA has not proven that strong regulatory oversight will 
benefit utility customers. In particular, they point to the fact 
that ORA has performed no calculations of the cost of its proposed 
regulatory oversight, relative to the ratepayer cost of utility 
earnings. (TR at 1470.) Moreover, SOG&E and others argue that the 
specifics of ORA's propOsal for strong regulatory oversight remain 
undefined. (SDG&E Opening Brief, p. 35.) 

SESCO and soCal also respond to DRA's contention that 
ratepayers would pay ·double profits· it utility shareholders earn 
on ESCO-delivered programs. They argue that rAtepayers regularly 
pay profits to more than one entity in the delivery of OSH 
services, since all businesses in the -OSH production chain- (e.g., 
manufacturers, distributors, and contractors) earn a protit4 
Otherwise, Socal and SESCO contend, these entities would not 
participate at all. SESCO argues that the payment of such multiple 
profits can stili lead to reduced ratepayer costs as long as the 
final bid price (which includes bidders' profits) is lower than the 
utility's internal DSM program without utility profits. (SOCal 
opening Brief, p. 28; SESCO Reply Brief, p. 7.) 

Finaily, SESCO, socal, SeE, and SoG&E consider ORA's 
proposal to be based on an impractical tirnetrame. They argue that 
few bidders would be able to complete program installation (or even 
finalize program commitments) ov~r the few months available after 
Lhe solicitation, review and contract negotiation process in 1993. 
In addition, they argue that the information derived from those 
pilots would be limited. Moreover, SDG&E and others contend that, 
in addition to the other DSM-related activities sched\1led for 1993, 
it would be infeasible to conduct the number of workshops necessary 
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to define DRA's recommended replacement bid features in time to 
issue another set ot.·RFPs for 1994. socal also argues that its 
current schedule, which requires a full twelve months from the 
issuance of the RFP to contract signing, cannot be shortened to 
accommodate DRA's proposal for a 1993 solicitation. tO 
5.1.3. Discussion 

DRA's proposal establishes a competitive framewo~k for 
DSH replacement bidding that is designed to be identical t6 the 
framework currently in place for supply-side resources. As we 
stated in 0.92-03-038t 

·OUr bidding process for supply-side resources 
does not enable utilities to earn a return on 
winning QFs' projects. Nor are QFs limited to 
proposing supply-side projects that augment, 
rather than defer or replace, the utility'S own 
construction plans. On the supplysid~, OFs . 
compete head-to-head w~th the utility for . 
planned resource additions. If the QF's.~id ·is 
lower than the utility'S proposed cost-effective 
addition, then the OF wins the bid and builds 
its own project. If QFs cannot beat the . 
utility'S costs, then the utility meets the 
resource requirements itself, and shareholders 
earn a rate of return on that investment.· 
(D.92-03-038, pp. 33-34.) 

As we aiso stated in 0.92-03-038, our supply-side 
competitive framework has conceptual appeai for DSKbidding forms 
that are designed to replace current or pianned utility programs, 
rather than augment them. (Ibid., pp. 33-37.) Despite that 
appeal, we conclude that DRA's proposal is premature for the 
reasons discussed below. 

DRA's proposal is premised on the assumption that our 
supply-side competitive framework can be, and should be, 

10 See SESCO Reply Brief, p. 7, SoCal Opening Btief"pp. 31-35, 
SOG&E Opening Brief, pp. 38-40, seE Opening Brief, p. 22. 
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trartsferable to demand-side bidding. However, the record in this 
case raises significant questions about the applicability of 
various aspects of that framework to OSH bidding. In terms of 
evaluation criteria, we are not convinced that predominant or 
exclusive reliance on the economic attribute is as apptopriate for 
all types of demand-side bidding as it is 6n the supply side. As 
SDG&E points out, there may be fundamental differences among types 
of programs or customer classes that warrant different weights 
among evaluation criteria; And even different threshold criteria. 
By testing several different types of bid evaluation designs, and 
customer responses to the programs, we should gain some information 
as to whether such fundamental differences exist. 

Similarly, ORA's proposal to require bidders to exactly 
match the size and load characteristics of the utility'S program or 
program sub-elements may not be directiy transferabie to demAnd
side bidding. on the supply side, it is easy to project the size 
and load characteristics Of the utility's planned addition, and 
identify bidders that can individually, or in aggregate, displace 
that resource. We have 00 evidence to indicate whether the same 
holds (or does not hold) for demand-side resource~. Before 
establishing detailed minimum performance criteria on size and load 
characteristics, we would want to explore the feasibility of -
applying such size and load matching criteria to a OSH bidding 
framework. In particular, we wouid want to assure ourselves that 
doing So does not unduly restrain innovation in the development and 
delivery of third-party proposals. 

Moreover, it is not clear to us that DRA's proposal for 
ensuring that bidderS match the size and load characteristics of 
utility OSM programs is consistent with our supply-side bidding 
approach fOr multiple supply-side resources, since those policies 
are still evolving. (TR at 1643-1646; 0.92-04-045, mLmeo., 
pp. 94-95.) Even if it were consistent, ORA has not convinced us 
that, for the purpose of these pilots, it makes more sense to 
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devel~f ~xplic!t size and load criteria in the screening stage 
DSH than to take those characteristics into account in the 
negotiation stage, as SOG&E proposes. (TR at 1649, Exh. 109, 
p. 1-1$.) 

for 

The need to establish explicit size and load criteria, 
along the lines suggested by DRA, can certainly be evaluated during 
the pilot stag~, as we learn how effectively winning bidders match 
the size and load characteristics of programs being replaced. For 
this purpOse, and in order to provide bidders additional 
information in planning for their bids, we will require that SDG&E, 
SoCal, and seE include in their RFPs the size and load 
characteristic information outlined in lines 1-3 of Exh. 120, 
Appendix B, for planned program activities. The utilities should 
provide this information for the program as a whole and for major 
program sub-categories. (See TR at 1649-1651.) 

with regard to shareholder incentives, DRA contends that 
the only acceptable competitive framework for DSM bidding is one in 
which the utility loses earnings pOtential if it does not win the 
bid. DRA's contention is based on the assumption that the most 
effective regulatory approach for keeping rAtepayer costs down is 
one that (1) places all utility competitive resource procurement 
activities in a ·win-lose· situation and (2) uses stronq regulatory 
oversight to ensure utility cooperation. 

As described in Section 5.1.2 above, the utilities and 
SESCO challenge the appropriateness of this assumption fOr DSM 
bidding. They argue that the utility will continue to be 
significantly involved in the delivery of demand-side services, 
even if third parties deliver DSM services. Therefore, they assert 
that it could be more cost-effective to use financial incentives to 
ensure utility cooperation in DSM bidding, rather than to implement 
the detailed directives And oversight procedures that would be 
necessary in the absence of incentives. Their challenges to DRA'S 
proposal also reflect a very different view on the most effective 
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xegulatory approach for resource procurement. In contrast to DRA's 
preference for a -win-lose- competitive framework, they argue that 
the 90al of least-cost resource procurement is best served by 
creating a bidding framework in which the utility maintains 
financial -indifference,-

Parties to this phase of the proceeding raise impOrtant 
issues to consider in developing our regulatory framework for 
resOUrce procurement in general, and for competitive bidding in 
particular. However, a determination on this issue at this stage 
of the proceeding would be premature. Many of the arguments for or 
against DRA's proposal have little or no factual basis in the 
record. For example, we have no factual evidence on the extent to 
which third parties can effectively provide the type of DSH-related 
customer services that seE and others claim will still be required 
of the utilities in the future. (TR at 1287-1288.) Nor do we have 
evidence indicating how much administrative and customer service 
functions will, over time, still be required of the utilities to 
effectively deliver DSM services. This is not surprising, since 
one of the purpOses of the bidding pilots is to obtain and evaluate 
this type of information. 

Similarly, there is no information on the record to 
assess the relative cost-effectiveness of alternative regulatory 
strategies. DRA did not develop sufficient details on its ·strong 
regulatory oversight- proposal to even begin to aSsess the 
ratepayer costs of that approach relative to a continuation of 
shareholder incentives. MoreOver, none of the parties presented
analyses comparing the relative cost-effectiveness of a ·win-lose
versus a -financial indifference" competitive model in meeting 
commission resource procurement objectives. This too is not 
surprising, since the focus of this phase of the proceeding is to 
develop specific test piiots in compliance with PU Code S 747. 

Even if parties made the information described above 
available in this phase of the proceeding, we could not address the 
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broader regulatory issues in today's deoision. As we described in 
D.92-02-075, issues related to the appropriateness 6f continuing 
shareholder incentives in general will be addressed in a later 
phase of this pr6ceeding, beginning in 1993. If shareholder 
incentives are continued, we will need to further define what 
constitutes -comparable earnings· or -financial indifference· for 
the pUrpose of establishing the appropriate return to shareholders. 
As we also stated in 0.92-62-075, we will consider the risk to the 
utility of investing its own funds in supply-side resources 
relative to managing ratepayer funds to procure DSH services. (See 
0.92-02-075, mimeo., pp. 41-53 and Rule 19.) In addition, as ORA's 
testimony suggests, the relative risk of utility-spOnsored versus 
third-party contracted energy services should also be 
considered. 11 until we complete that phase, we will withhold 
making blanket determinations on whether shareholder incentives for 
DSM should continue and, if so, on the appropriate level of those 
earnings. 

we are also conducting a separate investigation of 
ratemaking incentives in the gas and electric industries. 
(1.90-68-006.) The purpose Of oUr incentives investigation is to 
take a comprehensive look at current practices for regulating gas 
and electric utilities, and to evaluate the advantages and 
disadvantages of new inceritive approaches. As part of that 
investigation, we plan to examine ongoing changes in gas and 

1~ < As in the case of PG&E's partners~ip bid, we do not have 
sufficient information on the record with which to assess the 
relative risk to the utility ~fa replacement bid, vis-a-vis the 
utility's own programs. (D.92~03-038, mimeo'l p. 38.) While ORA 
asserts that under a replacement bid all the performance risk is 
placed on the third party, that assertion was not supported. For. 
example, we note t~at the utilities will conti~ue to be responsible 
for program accomplishments and subject to performance penalties 
pursuant to PU Code § 746(b). 
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eleotric utility industry struoture (e.g., the emergence of 
competition in resource procurement) and'evaluate regulatory 
alternatives for managing those changes. Therefore, any 
determinations that we make regarding the most effective 
competitive model for resource procurement will also need to be 
closely coordinated, and consistent with, the pOlicies established 
in that pr.oceeding. 

EVen if ORA's proposal were timely, it suffers from 
implementAtion problems, as various parties pOint out. Under DRA's 
proposal, customers could be introduced to a utility program in the 
first half of 1993, a new ESCO program in the second half of 1993, 
and yet a third program in 1994. We agree with SDG&E and others 
that such a sequence would unduly complicate the bid pilot process 
and serve to confuse both third-party bidders and utility 
customers. Moreover, DRA's proposal for a limited initial pilot 
phase is unlikely to provide the commission with information that 
can be transferred to the second pilot phase. (TR at 1687-l689.) 
Therefore, we find that there Are significant implementation 
disadvantages, without any compensating research advantages, to 
implementing the two-stage pilot approach recommended by ORA. 

Finally, we find no merit in DRA's contention that 
providing shareholder incentives on ESCO-delivered programs wouid 
expOse the Commission and utilities to antitrust liability. DRA 
has failed to provide any evidence that utilities would be likely 
to restrain trade and participate in anticompetitive behavior if 
they operate under a regulatory frAmework that provides financial 
incentives for successful program outcomes (and penalties lor 
unsuccessful outcomes). 

DRA asserts that overall ratepayer costs would be lower 
under its proposed regulatory framework; however, that argument has 
no bearing on whether the utility is allowing third parties to 
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fairly compete in its bidding pilot. 12 Nor is it obvious to us 
that the only effective way to pU~'downward pressure on utility 
costs over the long run is to establish the competitive frameWOrk 
that DRA proposes. We also agree with socal and SESCO that DRAls 
-double profits" argument is poorly reasoned. The issue is not 
whether more than one entity receives a profit from ratepayers' 
investment in the short run. Rathet, we seek to assess whether an 
incentive approach to regulation more effectively puts dOft~ward 
pressure on utility costs over time, relative to traditional 
regulatory approaches, 

For the reasons stated above, we will not adopt DRA's 
definition of replacement bidding in today's decision. Later 
phases of this proceeding and our incentives investigation are the 
forums where we will address the broader regulatory issues raised 
by DRA's testimony. we will leave open the pOssibility of 
reconsidering DRA's proposal after our investigation of incentives 
in genera!, and DSK incentives in particular, hAs resolved 
threshold issues regarding the appropriate regulatory framework for 
resource procurement. Until then, we must view the issue of 
shareholder incentives within the limited context of these 
particular pilots. The relevant questions at this stage are 
whether the inclusion of shareholder incentives (1) is necessary to 
secure concrete results from these pilots and (2) will allow us to 
evaluate the potential of bidding to put downward pressure on 
utility costs. 

Based on the teStimony in this proceeding; we believe 
that the answer to both questions is yes. As currently designed, 
all the replacement pilots require substantial utility involvement 

12 In Section 5.2_6.1 below, we address the issue of whether 
utility DSM programs In general, and the proposed pilots in 
particular, are anticompetitive and violate antitrust laws. 
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and varying degrees of utility discretion in the solicitation, 
selection and negotiation stag6s. Therefore, the cooperation of 
the utilities 1n these pilots in an unbiased fashion is critical, 
if we are to obtain meaningful information about the pOtential of 
bidding to provide customer benefits. 

We see no purpOse to creating a test environment where 
utilities are penalized for cooperating in the process. Sh6uld we 
decide to implement a "win-lose- competitive framework for DSM in 
the longer term, we will have ample time to develop appropriate 
procedures for oVerseeing utility involvement. For the pilot 
stage, however, we agree with SDG&E and socal that the retention of 
shareholder earnings is necessary to secure concrete results from 
these pilots. Moreover, as DRA Witness schultz conceded during 
questioning by the assigned ALJ, one can test whether an ESCO can 
deliver savings at a lower cost even if shareholder earnings are 
included in the pilot. (TR at 1532.) 

Finally, the impact of retaining shareholder incentives 
on ratepayer costs is relatively small. The total cost of 
shareholder incentives for the proposed pilots of all three 
utilities, over the program life, is not expected to exceed 
$4 million (1993$, NPV). (see Table 1.) We note that inclusion of 
shareholder incentives in replacement bids does not represent an 
incremental cost, as it does for partnership bids; since the 
utiiity would have been authorized to earn incentives on the 
in-house programs being replaced. 

For the reasons stated above, we approve the utilities; 
request to include the energy savings produced by these biddirtg 
pilots in the caiculation of shareholder earnings beginning in 
1993 (SeE, SDG&E) and 1994 (SoCal). In order to minimize the cost 
impact of this determination on ratepayers, we have directly 
incorporated ratepayer cost impacts into the bid-selection process. 
(See Section 6.2.1.2 below.) 
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In calculating shareholder earnings under the pilots,' 
utilities should use the most currently adopted shareholder 
incentive mechanism that is applicable to the programs beiog 
replaced. ~he shareholder incentive mechanisms adopted for seE in 
D.91-12-076 and for socal in D.92-06-061 are the adopted mechanisms 
at this time. SDG&E's incentive mechanism for 1993 will be adopted 
in its current general tate"case (A.91-11-024). Any future 
modifications to these mechanisms (e.g6, in a later phase of this 
proceeding) will also apply to these pilots on a prospective basis 
regardless of when ESCO projects are contracted for, paid for, or 
reviewed for ratemaking purposes. 13 
5.2 Bid Design and Size 

Transphase, SESCO, DRA, and UCAN propose modifications to 
the design and size of the utilities' proposed pilots, based on 
legal And policy Arguments. Their positions, and other parties' . 
responSes, are summarized below. 
5.2.1 Position of Transphase 

Transphase objects to any bid approach that targets 
specific sectors' regions or programs, Or that excludeS certain 
technologies from consideration (e.g., thermal energy storage and 
fuel substitution measures). Transphase recommends that bidders be 
allowed to bid for cost-effective energy or capacity saVings across 
all sectors, similar to PG&E's pilot bidding program. In 

13 For exampl~, assume that iricentive mechanism. 11 is in place at 
the time a utility signs a contract with an ES<;:O in 1~93,· but'. " 
incentive mechanism 12 is adopted in June of 1994,.before the ESCO 
completes the proiec~.Assurne further th~t incentive mechanism .3 
is adopted in June of 1997. Regardless of when the ut~litysigns 
thecontra.ct, actuAlly pays the ESCO, or submits its clatm for 
shared-savings to the CPUC, shareholder earnings ,should be . _ 
calculated based on incentive mechanism 12 fOr ESCO-delivered 
savings between June 1994 and June 1997. Shareholder earnings fQr 
ESCO-delivered savings after June 1991 should be based on incentive 
mechanism #3. 
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~ransphase's opinion, all or substantially all of the utility's 
annual DSH funding should be put out "to bid under th~se pilots and 
for all future DSH procurement. 

Transphase argues that the viability of DSK bidding can 
only be effectively tested with a broad bidding pilot, rather than 
a pilot limited to -the functional equivalent of a one-eyed man 
with a limp.- (Exh. 107, p. 6, TR at 925.) Transphase points to 
the fact that no other state has limited bidding programs to the 
market sectors selected by respondents as evidence of the 
unreasonableness of such selections. (Transphase Opening Brief, 
pp. 14-15.) Transphase contends that, by selecting unattractive 
market sectors, the utilities have -rigged- the pilots to 
demonstrate that the utilities are the only entities that can 
perform DSM in california. (TR at 931.) Moreover, Transphase 
alleges that the utilities' proposals result in utility . 
monopolization of the DSM market, and thereby violate st8teand 
federal antitrust lawst 

-At present, Californi8'sDSK needs are only 
being met through the Utilities' in-house DSK 
programs ••• these programs violate federAl and 
state antitrust laws in that they create an 
unlawful monopoly by the Utilities over "" 
ratepayer DSK funds and the procurement of DSM 
resource~, There is neither competitive a~cess 
to such funds n6r,a competitive framework for 
the acquisition of DSK resources. Rather, the 
Utilities have the sole and exclusive power 
within their service territOries to determine 
how much is s~nt on DSK measures, what the 
price will be for DSM measures, the size of the" 
market, t~e economic payback to host customers 
who install such measures, and which customers 
receive paybacks.- (Transphase Opening Brief, 
pp. 2-3.) 

Transphase alleges that utilities have been able to use 
thIs monopOly power to -manipulate the penetration of DSH measures 
in the market to serve their own purposes.- (Transphase Reply 
Brief, p. 7.) In particular, Transphase asserts that the utilities 
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impede competition by setting rebate levels ·arbitrarily low,· to 
the disadvantage of both ratepayers and thi~d-party contractors_ 

In support ot this assertion, Transphase presents 
calculations on the actual cost of seE'S and SDG&E's in-houseo16Ad 
management programs, based 6n the utilities' Annual DSM Rep6rts. 14 

Based on these reports, Transphase calculates the total cost ot 
seE's In-house thermal energy storage prOgram at $702 per kw, of 
SDG&E's in-house non-residential load management program at 
$972 per kw, and of SDG'E's residential appliance efficiency 
program at $2,000 per kW. Transphase also calculates that 
utilities typically spend 40\ or more of ratepayer funds on 
administrative costs alone. This is far more than warranted, tn 
Transphase's opinion, since the utilities themselves do not design, 
manufactu~e Qr install OSM measures. (Transphase Opening Brief, 
Ppi 8-9.) 

TransphAse argues that independent DSM contractors, such 
as Transphase, haVe installed systems with verified savings at much 
lower costs. But according to Transphase, independent contractors 
cannot compete effectively under the current programs because the 
utilities set customer rebate levels "arbitrarily low· (e.g_, 
$100-$250 per kW for SDG&E'S residential load manag~ment program)i 
Without broad-based bidding, Transphase asserts that utility 
monopolization of the DSH market will continue to harm ratepayers 
and cause competitive injury to independent contractors. 

TransphAse argues that utility monopolization of OSH is 
not only inefficient from a resource procurement standpOint, but 
is also in violation of state and federal laws. According to 
Transphase, there is no statutory or regulatory authority for 

14 The utilities' March/April 1992 annual reports on 1991 DSK 
activities were entered into the record in this proceeding as 
Reference Items (Ref. Item). 
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utility monopoiizatiOn of DSK. To the contrary, Transphase cites 
Chapter 984 of the statut~s of 1983 as evidence that California 
laws explicitly mandate a competitive framework for the procurement 
of energy resources. 

Moreover, Transphase argues that the Commission does not 
actively supervise utilities' in-house programs or the DSM bid 
pilots, since the utilities have great flexibility in how they 
carry out the programs. (Transphase Opening Brief, p. 26.) For 
these reasons, Transphase argues that utilities' DSK programs fail 
to meet the 2-part test of the ·state-action doctrine,· which would 
otherwise shield state agency and utility actions from antitrust 
liability. 15 Therefore, Transphase asserts that the utilities' 
D5H programs in general, and their propOsed pilots in particular, 
are in violation of federal and state antitrust law. TrAnsphase 
also alleges that the utilities have violated antitrust laws by 
collaborating to divide up DSH market sectors for these pilots. 
5.2.2 Position Of DRA 

ORA strongly opposes Transphase's recommendation that the 
utilities' entire DSM budgets and programs be put out for 
competitive bidding. DRA argues that the utility.continues to play 
an impOrtant role in the design, development, and delivery of DSH 
programs to ratepayers, particularly during the pilot stage. In 
DRA's opinion, the purpose of the bidding pilots is to explore 
other market mechanisms or participants in the deiivery of DSM 

programs, rather than to remove the utility entirely from DSM 

activities. Contrary to Transphase's assertions, DRA argues that 
nothing requires the commission to move to an immediate wholesale 
adoption of competitive bidding as the only means fOr procuring 

15 The state-action doctrine, as established by federai courts, 
grants antitrust immunity for state regulatory programs and actions 
taken by private parties in respOnse to state directives. See 
Section 5.2.6.1 below. 
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ratepayer-funded DSH p~ograms. In ORA's view, the current pilot 
bidding program can go forward without a determination of the 
application of antitrust laws on DSK programs in general. 

However; DRA agrees with Transphase that the size and 
scope of SCgis and S6Cal's proposed pilots are too limited for 
evaluation purposes. In particular, ORA questions the merits 6f 
SOCal's proposal to limit the bid to the multi-familY market; sitl(:~ 
significant elements of Sotal's program for that market are not -
cost-effective. ORA recommends that the weatherization retrofit 
incentives component of SoCalis multi-family program, extended to 
single-family dwellings, replace SoCal's proposal. This would 
enable bidders to replace a larger, mOre successful program, in 
ORA's opinion. ORA also recommends that SCE and socal work 
together to develop a coordinated bidding approach for a subsequent 
pilot. 

ORA recommends that seE's bid be expanded to encompass 
the entire set of pHmned customized rebate activities of. its 
commercial, industrial, and agricultural (C-I-A) energy efficiency 
programs, across all market regions. In DRA's view, the ESCO 
market that should be encouraged is one that is capable of 
providing comprehensive energy services. Therefore, ORA argUes 
that it is important to obtain experience with bidding arrangements 
targeted toward customized rebates across these three sectors. 

Although recommending that the pilots go forward at this 
time, DRA suggests that the utilities are inappropriately using 
utility monopoly power in the DSH market through their -pervasive 
use of unregulated vendors and contractors.- (ORA Opening B~lef, 
pp. 8-9.) ORA recommends that the Commission take a closer look at 
the current structure of the DSM markets, particularly those of 
enerqy efficiency equipment vendors and ESCOs which are owned 
either by regulated utilities or unregulated af.filiates. 
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5.2.3 Position of SESOO 
SESCO agrees with Transphase that the RFPs should not be 

limited to specific market sectors. In SESCO's view, the purpOse 
of competitive bidding is to dete~ine the least-cost generatlon or 
DSH res6urces available frOm enterprises willing to make 
si9nificant capital investment, with repayment based upon 
performance of the resource provided. SESCO argues that limiting 
bidders to ·a narrow subclass of utility customers· defeats this 
purpose by falling to obtain the valuable information about 
resources available in other sectors. 

SESCO echoes many of Transphase's concerns regarding 
competitive access of third parties to DSM markets, but does not 
offer an opinion on whether utility conduct has violated federal or 
state antitrust laws. in SESCO's view, the courts may need to be 
called upon to resolve that issue. Nonetheless, SESCO argues that 
monopoly control over ratepayer funds should be mitigated by 
directing Socal, SCE, and SDG&E to proceed with bidding pilots like 
PG&E's that allow all DSM suppliers to compete. For similar 
reasons, SESCO urges the Commission and utilities to mOve 
aggressively on implementing all-source demand- and supply-side 
bidding. 

If the Commission does approve sector-specific RFPs, 
SESCO recommends several modifications to the utilities' propOsAls. 
First, SESCO recommends that socalts pilot be expanded to include 
weatherization of single-family residences. SESCO argues that this 
would reduce duplication of utility administrative costs and enAble 
contractors to achieve economies of scale/location in treating 
units. 

Second, SESCO recommends that socal and seE offer an 
opportunity for bidders to provide comprehensive ~nerqy efficiency 
improvements to residential dwellings, whether heated by gas or by 
electricity. SESCO argues that this approach would reduce both the 
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creation of lost opportunities and the need for mUltiple slte 
visits. 

Third, SESCO recommends that bidders under any of the 
propOsed programs not be reqUired to administer appiiance rebates. 
SESCO argues that there is no reason to expect third parties to be 
more efficient in administering rebates than the utility. In 
SESCO's opinion, the solicitation should focus on areas where ESCOs 
can demonstrate their efficiency, e.g., field work and actual 
installations. 

Finally, SESCO recommends that bidders be allowed to 
weatherize low-income houses under SDG&E's program, if a bidder can 
do so cost-effectively. Otherwise, SESCO argues that the program 
would create pockets of untreated houses. 
5.2.4 Position of UCAR 

UCAN argues that SDG&E's proposed pilot will be 

significantly more complicated and less cost-effective than 
projected. UCAN asserts that SDG&8 t s reliance on a residential 
program for this pilot is motivated more by its reluctance -to lose 
important commercial markets to ESCOs, rather than a true desire to 
best test the potential for third party bidding.- UCAN argues that 
there is no evidence that ESCOs have significant experience in 
delivering the kind of residential services envisioned by SoG&E, or 
that ESCQs have any natural economic advantages over the utility in 
this market. Moreover, UCAN is concerned that customer privacy 
difficulties and substantial costs may occur if significant Amounts 
of customer information are requited by bidders responding to 
SDG&E's proposai. 

In view of these concerns, UCAN recommends that funding 
authorization for SDGS8 t s pilot be reduced to $10.5 million over 
the next three years. In the alternative, UCAN recommends that 
full funding be authorized for only the high efficiency 
refrigerator program, which UCAN believes is the most likely to 
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secure a competitive bid and the least likely to involve privacy 
complications. 
5 .2.5 RespOnses of seE I SDG&:E« SoCal. and CHERT 

SDG&E and others argue that Transphase's allegations of 
antic6rnpetitive motives or behavior are unsupported by factual 
evidence. Contrary to Transphase's assertions, SDG&E contends 
that its in-house programs actively promote competitive access to 
the market by encouraging customers to purchase and install another 
company's energy-reduction prOduct or service. In response to 
Transphase's allegation that utility in-house programs are 
inefficient, SDG&E argues that it is inappropriate to compare 
program cost-effectiveness on the basis of either dollars per kW or 
per kilowatt-hour (kWh). By doing so, Transphase has presented 
misleading computations on the relative cost-effectiveness of 
utility programs, in SOG&E'S opinion. CBERT, socal, and seE argUe 
that any inquiry on the potential anticornpetitive effects of 
utility OSH in general should be fully noticed and heard separately 
within the generic DSM Rulemaking_ 

With regard to the bidding pilots themselves, SoCal 
argues that they are not anticompetitive because (1) they are of 
limited duration and (2) they specificaliy allow private 
contractors to openly compete for the installation of OSK measures. 
Even if antic6mpetitive effects were found, socal and CEERT argue 
that the Commission has the authority to approve the pilots as long 
as those effects are outweighed by other public interest 
considerations. SDG&E and others also argue that the testimony in 
this proceeding refutes Transphase's allegations of collusion or 
conspiracy in selecting the propOsed pilot market sect6rs. 
Moreover, SOG&B asserts that utilities' efforts to influence the 
actions of regUlatory agencies are protected under the Noerr
pennington doctrine, which allows a competitor to petition its 
government for a statutory advantage in the marketplace. 
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Even it the utilities' DSM programs in general were found 
to be anticompetitive, SDG&E asserts that state-action immunity 
would apply. SOG&B argues that the first prong of the state~action 
immunity test is satisfied because the Legislature has given the 
Commission a clear dir~ctive to regulate the involvement of energy 
utilities in DSM, including their involvement in these specific 
bidding-pilots. SDG&E ais6 points to the many DSH-related review 
proceedings and oversight procedures at the commission as evidence 
that the utilities' DSM programs satisfy the second prong of the 
test. 

socal and CEERT echo SDG&E·s arguments that the 
state-action exemption applies to these specific bidding pilots, 
They argue that the Commission is acting under direct legislative 
mandate to implement DSN bidding experiments and that, by 
definition, these experiments should be small in scale. They also 
argue that the decisions and rulings in this proceeding demonstrate 
that the design, scope and structure of the pilots will be actively 
supervised by the Commission. 

From a research standpoint, socai and others argue that 
the value of each bidding piiot should be viewed in the context of 
the full set of planned bidding experiments. In their opinion, the 
PG&E, socal, seE, and SDG&E pilots provide a very diverse and 
substantial array of experiments upon which the Commission can base 
its evaluation of DSH bidding. 

Moreover, the utilities contend that sector- or 
region-specific approaches to testing replacement bidding have 
distinct research advantages to a broad, multi-sector approach. By 
targeting sectors, the utilities argue that the bidding pilots can 
clearly identify the capabilities 6£ ESCOs to replace utility 
activities or to exceed the utilities· savings pe~etration in 
specific markets. SoCal and SDG&E assert that it is particularly 
appropriate to target replacement bidding to the residential 
sector, since that sector is often overlooked by bidders when they 
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can bid across all markets. seE argues that limiting pilot bidding 
to specific geographic regions, while the utility continues' its 
program in other regions, provides a unique ·controlled experiment-
of DSK bidding. 

In addition, SDG&E and seE argue that a sector-specific 
approach is more conducive to testing and evaluating different bid 
designs. By soliciting bids in separate customer markets, SCE 
contends that it is possible to compare the results of two bid 
evaluation designs for averting lost opportunities, (SCE Reply 
Brief, p. 5.)' SDG&E also asserts that a self-scoring bid 
evaluation process, along the lines that it propOses, loses 
effectiveness it it is generalized to cover ali sectors (TR at 

808-809, 1107-1111.) 
The utilities also present arguments to support their 

selection of specific Rarket sectors, and the overall size of their 
proposed pilot. SeE argues that the commercial sectors it has 
chosen are reasOnable because they complement the various market 
sectors proposed for other bidding pilots, and represent an overall 
pilot program size that is consistent with the size approved for 
PG&E'S bidding pilot. Within the size constraints of a pilot· 
program, SCE argues that it is easier to achieve a greater number 
of data pOints working with smaller customers than if large 
commercial/industrial customers were included in the pilot. 
Moreover, SCE asserts that there is already a body of information 
on DSK bidding in the large commercial sector that will be gained 
from other states' bidding eXperiences and from PG&E's pilot. 
Finally, SCE argues that the special needs of schools (e.g., budget 
constraints) provide added value to targeting schools for the 
bidding experiment. (Exh. 113, p. 4: TR at 1306, 1340, 1243-1246; 

SCE opening Brief, pp. 9-10.) 
In support of its selection, SDG&E argues that the 

residential appliance efficiency incentives program is large and 
successful enough to provide meaningful information on the ability 
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of DSM bidding to reduce-the cost of energy effioiency. (Exh.1~8; 
pp. 1-11 to 1-12.) While the same could also be said about SDG&g'S 
commercial programs, SDG&E argues that introducing replacement 
bidding into their commercial OSH activities at this time would be 
disruptive to current competitive bidding efforts in the design-and 
delivery of DSM lighting services. (TR at 984-985; Ref. Item GG, 
pp. 2-39 to 2-40.) 

In response to SESCO's recommendations, SDG&E argues that 
the inclusion of its Direct Assistance ProgrAm in the pilot is 
inappropriate, since the program is conducted for equity reasons -
and is not cost-effective. Moreover, SDG&E argues that excluding 
this program would not create pockets of untreated houses, as SESCO 
asserts. SDG&E states that, under the Direct Assistance Program, 
ESCOs are currently employed to provide free weatherizationt repair 
and appliance services to low-income customers. (SOG'S Reply 
Brief, pp. 6-7.) 

In response to UCAN's concerns, SOG&E argues that 
appliance measures and the provision of low-cOst measures (e.g., 
compact fluorescent lights and low-flOW showerheads) should not 
require specific customer information. If customer information is 
required by an ESCQ (e.g., for weatherization services), SDG&E 
states that the specific terms and conditions for prOviding that 
information will be negotiated as part of revisions to the sample 
contract, and reviewed by the commission. 

socal argues that; contrary to Transphase's assertions, 
the multi-family sector provides a substantial opportunity for 
ESCOs to increase savings penetration in a market where socal has 
had limited success, and one in which lost opportunities may be 

prevalent. of Socalis 4.6 million customers, SoCal asserts that 
nearly 1.6 million reside in multi-family dwellings, and that 
multi-family gas use makes up approximately 32\ of the entire 
residential market. (Exh. 102, p. I, 23.) SoCal contends that -a 
bidding pilot in the commercial sector would be inconsistent with 
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the intent Of PU Code S 747(0), since s6cal is at risk for the loss 
of sales or revenues for 25\ of "its nonc6re load. (Opening Brief, 
p. 14.) 

In response to SESCQ's and ORA's recommendations to 
include the Single-family market in its bid pilot, sbcal arques 
that this could create interface and overlap problems with the 
programs that socai would continue to run in the single-family 
sector (e.g" the home energy audit program). SOCal's concern is 
that the synergies of such programs would be lost if the energy 
auditor does not also have current information regarding available 
weatherization or appliance efficiency programs, (TR at 811-812,) 

Moreover, SOCal argues that ORA's proposal to limit the 
pilot to weatherization retrofit technologies actually limits the 
opportunity for ESCOs t6 achieve savings with innovative 
combinations of measures (e.g., weatherization, efficient 
appliances and/or master meter conversions). For ESCQs that are 
interested in limiting their bUsinesS to installing weatherization 
measures only, socal argues that they may already partIcipAte in 
socal's present weatherization program by making their own 
customers aware of availAble rebates. (Ex. 105, p. 4.) In SOCal's 
opinion, a pilot program is not needed to give ESCQs the 
opportunity to participate in a program that is already avaIlable 
to them. 

SoCAl also objects to any requirement that the utility 
handle all appliance rebates, as SESCO recommends. In soCal's 
view, a replacement bid should be designed to replace all the 
functions associated with providing a particular program. 
Moreover, S6CAl argues that there is no evidence to indicate that 
third pArties cannot administer appilance efficiency rebates as 
cost-effectively as the utility, as SESCO asserts. 

Finally, in response to recommendations for a joint 
SCE/soCal bidding pilot, SoCal argues that its proposed pil6t 
already offers opportunit~es for bidders to provide comprehensive 
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gas/electric treatJlent to. multi-family. dwellings, SOCal points out 
that, under its RFP, bidders may in$~all eiectric measures, as well 
as natural gas measures, and may apply to seE for rebate 
information. A combined pilot hidding program is not feasible, in 
soCal's opinion, until several qUestions are resolved. These 
include questions about who should administer the program, how 
costs are shared, which measures would be eligible for bidding, and 
who would do the work. (TR at 794, 823, 893.) 
5.2~6 Discussion 

Parties to this proceeding have raised threshold 
antitrust issues that need to be addressed before turning to the 
specifics of how to design these bidding pilots. Accordingly,- we 
address those issues first, in Section 5.2.6.1 below. In Section 
5.2.6.2, we address parties' specific propOsais for the desi9n and 
size of the pilots and present our determinations. 
5.2.6.1 Antitrust Issues 

Federal and state antitrust laws prohibit entities from 
unreasonably restrai~ing trade, or conspiring to restrain trade in 
the private sector. 16 However, these laws do not prohibit states 
from imposing restraints on competition. The ·state-action 
doctrine,· as established by federal courts, grants antitrust 
immunity for state regulatory programs and actions taken by private 
parties in response to state directives. The courts have generally 
granted antitrust immunity under this doctrine if the alleged 
anticompetitive behavior meets a two-prong testt (i) the state 
must have clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed a policy 

16 Sherman Antitrust Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 1, 2); Cartwright Act 
(Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code S 16700 at seg.) 
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of restraining trade, and (2) the state Rust actively supervise the 
enforcement of that pollcy.17 

As we recently reiterated in 0.91-05~02a, -competition is 
one of the factors hearing on the exercise of this Commissionts 
discretion, and one of the facts that must be considered in Its 
decisionmaklng process.- (0,91-05-028, mimeo., p. 20j Northern 
California Power Agency Vo Public uti!. Commission (1971) 5 cal.3d 
370.) DRA and Transphase rightfully point out that the 
consideration of competition is particularly pertinent to our 
oversight of utility activities in the OSM market. By enacting 
Chapter 984 of the Statutes of 1983, the Legislature stated its 
intention that public utility regulations be clearly based on the 
principle that the energy conservation industry should be allowed 
to develop in a competitive manner. 18 

since 1915, by our own initiative and by legislative 
mandate, utilities have used rAtepayer funds to promote DSM as a, . 
cost-effective alternative to traditional supply-side resources. 19 

17 PArker v. Brown (1943) 317 us 341; Cantor v. Detroit Edison 
Company (1975) 428 us 579,_californiA Retail Dealers Ass'n v. 
Midcal Aluminum, Inc. (1980) 445 us ~7; Southern Motor Carriers 
Rate Conference Vi United States(~985) 411 US 48. GOldfarb v. 
Virginia State Bar 421 US 713 (1975). 

18 The full text of Chapter 984 is appended to this order (see 
Attachment 3). 

19 T~e Commissionig i~teiest in h~ving uti~~ti$s expl~re all 
cost-effective DSK was first expres~ed in 1975, in a PG&E general 
rate~ase,proceedi~g. (D.$4902, 78 C~UC 74~ (1975).). See a~so . 
0.91107, 2.CPUC2d 706 (1979). Also ~n 1975, the Leg1slature added 
S§ 2781-2188 to the PU Code, which directed the commissiqn to adopt 
reqUirements for uti~ity home ~nsulation assistanceand.finAncing 
programs. (Stats. ~975, ChI 1201~) Ratepayer funding for. those 
programs was authoJ;.tzed in.D.87242, (81 CPUC 557 (1977) and 
0.88661, (83 CPUC 503 (1978»). Ongoing utility activities to 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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Our Own policies have e~hoed theLe~islature's intent to foster a 
competitive market in DSH services. 0 To this end! we have 
authorized utilities to initiate programs that reduce the 
informational and financial barriers inhibiting the implementation 
of cost-effective DSM in the private market. Through ratepayer
funded DSM programs, utilities have provided energy audits to its 
customers, targeted DSK information to relevant retail and 
wholesale decisionmakers, and provided DSH financial incentives to 
reduce the investment payback to customers. These programs were 
authorized with the intent of fostering competition, not inhibiting 
it. Given the clear language of chapter 984, we find no merit to 
SDG&E's argument that, for DSH programs in general, utilities are 
immune under the state-action doctrine from antitrust violations in 
the DSH market. 

At the same time, we disagree with Ttansphase that the 
pilot bidding programs must encompass all or substantially all-of 
the utilities' annual DSM funding in order to comport with 
legislative intent. Transphase's arguments are based on two 
unsupported assertions. The first is that utilities are currently 
using their access to ratepayer funds in a manner that is 
anticompetitive and detrimental to ratepayers. The secOnd is that 
the best way to rectify this situation is to mOve to full 
implementation of DSM bidding. 

Transphase has failed to present sufficient evidence to 
support its allegations that utilities are restraining competition 

(Footnote continued from previous page) 
promote cost-effective DSM programs have bean authorized in 
subsequent utility general rate cases. See, e.g., D.84-12-068, 
16 CPUC2d 721, 820-840. 

20 See DSH OIR/OII, pp. 4, 8-9, 40-42. 
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and imposing unnecessarily high costs on ratepayers in the process. 
The mere fact that a utility offers relatively low rebates for a 
cost-effective DSM investment is not sufficient evidence that the 
utility is manipulating the market. The utility might not offer 
larger rebates because the incremental savings from that additional 
expenditure may be relatively low. Or, shifting dollars into 
another cost-effective DSM program may yield hiqher net resource 
benefits to ratepayers. The evidence on this issue is 
inconclusive. 

With regard to ratepayer costs, Transphase's reliance on 
per kW cost comparisons as evidence of utility inefficiencies is 
misleading, as SDG&E points out, because utiiities invest in DSH 
for both energy and capacity cost savlngs. 21 For that reason, we 
require utilities to compAre DSK program cost-effectiveness using 
the avoided costs of both energy and cap~city, rather than relying 
on costs per kw Or per kWh cOmparisons. 22 Moreover, Transphase's 
assertions that third parties can provide ratepayers with 
commensurate energy savings, at lower total cOsts, presumes an 
outcome of DSM bidding that we have yet to test. Transphase does 
not even present evidence that third parties have actually bid at 
lower totAl costs to perform similar programs in other parts of the 
country, or have agreed to subContract with utilities at lower 
total costs. Based on the evidence in this proceeding, we cannot 

21 Transphase's per ~W cost calculation for seE is also" 
mislead~ng, for two reasons. First, the ca)culation ignores a 
correction made by seE w~tnes~ Ha~s~n, which would adjust the per 
kW figure down to approximat~ly $539/kW. Second, Transphase 
includes incentive and administrative costs attributable to 
projects signed prior to 1991 in the numerator, while dividing only 
by the 1991 sign-ups in the denominator. (TR at 1331-1335.) 

22 See section 6.1.~.1 below for a discussion of the cost
effectiveness tests used to evaluate DSM programs. 
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conolude, as Transphase does, that utiliti~s are using their access 
to DSH program funds in an antlcompetltive Planner;· 

We also do not agree with Transphase that the utilities 
have -conspired- to restrain trade in their development of the 
proposed bidding pilots. The utilities testified in this 
proceeding, upOn cross-examination by Transphase, that each 
selections of market sectors were made independentll', based on each 
company's own assessment of what would constitute an appropriate 
replacement bid, and in response to feedback from Advisory 
Committee attendees and the assigned ALJ. (TR at 77~-781, 982-983, 
986-~92, 1243-1244; SDG&E Reply Brief, p. 18; ALJ Ruling dated 
March 11, 1992.)23 

Even if such anticompetitive behbvior were proven, we 
would not necessarily require that all ratepayer funding for DSM be 
put out to bid by third parties, as Transphase propOses. This dOes 
not mean that we would condone such behaVior, but only that we 
would find another remedy. Transphase apparently believes that 
anything short of that is in direct violation of Chapter 984. we 
strongly disagree. Chapter 984 expresses the Legislature's intent 
that the DSM market develop in a manner that is competitive, and 

23 However, we agree with Transphase ~hat neith~r the Noerr
penning~on doctrine nor Section 17024 6f the CAliforniaB~s~ness & 
prof~ssions C9de apply hera( as S~&E asserts. (See SDG&EOpening 
Brief pp. 8-10: Transphase.Reply Brief, pp. 16-18.) The Noerr- . 
Pennington doct~ine basically says that a competitor can petition . 
its government for.A statutory advantage in the marketplace. Blank 
v. Kirwin (1985) 39 cal.3d 311~ Eastern Railroad Presidents Conf, 
v. N6err Kotor Freight Inc. (1?61) 365 US 127; United Kine Workers 
v. Penniiujtoil (1.965).381 US 651 j california Motor Transport Co. Vi 
Trucking Unlimited (1972) 404 US 508. However, Transphase has not 
alleged that the utilities; petitions to the Commission or . 
Legislature violate antitrust laws. Nor has Transphase claimed 
that SDG&E has violated the Unfair Practices Act, to which 
Section 17024 of the California Business' professions Code 
applies. 
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-free from the potential dominance 6f regulated electrical and gas 
corporations.- ~t does not specify, however, the methOd by which 
we should ensure that outcome. It certainly does not state that we 
should prefer a regulatory approach that provides ratepayer funding 
for third-party investments in DSM via a competitive auction 
prOcess. Rather than dictate the means by which we regulate 
utility involvement in DSH, the Legislature has generally elected 
to delegate to this commission the authority for taking whatever 
actions are necessary to fulfill our regulatory mandate. (See 
PU Code § 701.) 

In the instance of DSN bidding, however, the Legislature 
has chosen to provide explicit guidance, a fact that Transphase 
apparently ignores. By adding § 747(0) to the PU Code in 1990, the 
Legislature clearly directs us to -test the waters- of OSM bidding 
on a pilot basis. (See Attachment 1.) While the statute itself 
does not define the term ·pilot projects,· we agree with SDG&E that 
the only reasonable interpretation of § 747 requires that we first 
test DSM competitive bid auctions on a pilot or trial scale before 
considering larger scale implementation. As we recently stated in 
oUr decision to reduce PG&E's proposed bidding pilot from sO MW to 
20 MWt 

·once we ~ave had the oppOrtunity to evaluate all 
of the bidding pilots initiAted pursuant to PU 
Code § 747, we will be in a be~ter position to 
determine how large the ~ole of DSM competitive 
bidding should be in delivering energy services. 
This,approach is consistent with ~u Code 
S 747(c), which requires,that,we f~r~t'assess 
the feasibilitY,and implication~ of imp~ementing 
the tested bidding systems,' before making 
recommendAtions on whether DSM bidding systems 
should be used to fulfill future electric 
utility resource needs." (0.92-03-038, p. 65.) 

For similar reasons, we denied Transphase's motion to 
allow third-party providers of DSM services to bid, along with OPs, 
for the deferrable generation authorized in 0.92-04-0451 
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" ••• we prefer to test various forms of DSH 
bidding on a pilot scale, before allocatiP9 a 
lar 99 amount of capacity through any single 
auction and form of bidding. This approach is 
consistent with PU CodeS 747(0), which requires 
that we 'assess the feasibility and implications 
of . implementing the tested bidding system' 
before making recommendations on whether DSM 
bidding sys~e~s should be used to tulfi~l future 
electric ut111ty resource needs. We disagree 
~~t~Transphase.that the only atrue testa of 
1ntegrated bidd1ng requires mmediate 
implementation of the integrated bidding 
pilot(s) at a scalecommens~rate with sUPi!Y
side bidding.- (0.92-04-045, pp. 39-39.) 

... 

Hence, we find no merit to Transphase's arguments that 
limiting the size or scope of these DSK bidding pilots would 
violate state and federal antitrust laws. The state-action 
doctrine clearly applies to our decision to limit the size and 
scope of these bidding pilots and to utility actions to carry out 
pilots which, by definition, limit the access of third parties to 
ratepayer-funded D5M. As Socal and others point o~t, we are acting 
under direct legislative mandate to implement DSM bidding 
experiments and that, by definition, these experiments should be 
small in scale. Moreover, we have been given the explicit 
authority by the Legislature to regulate these pilots, and are 
overseeing their development, implementation, and evaluation. (See 
D.92-03-038 and D.92-02-075, pp. 61-62.) This degree of regulatory 

24 We also denied Transphasets motion for rehearing of our 
decision on this matter. See D.92-07-027. 
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oversight goes fat beyond the minimum level of supervision found 
app~6priate in prior state action cases. 25 

Our approach to testing DS" bidding is not only 
consistent with legislative intent, but it is alsO grounded in 
sound pubiic policy. A competitive auction process puts california 
ratepayers in the role of directly financing non-utility 
investments in DSH resources. Before committing ratepayers to that 
new tole, we must carefully assess the potential benefits of such 
arrangements, and make sure that those arrangements appropriately 
allocate risks And rewards among ratepayers, utilities, and third 
parties. TO do otherwise would not serve the public interest. 

At the same time, the public interest also requires that 
we regUlarly reassess whether and how ratepayers should continue to 
finance utility involvement in the DSM market. As SOG&E points 
out, we currently address these types of issues in various utility
specific and generic OSH proceedings. (See SDG&E Opening Brief, 
p. 7.) Transphase's testimony serves As an impOrtant reminder that 
we must also regularly reassess utility involvement in DSM"to 
ensure that it fosters, rather than impedes, private market 
developments, Clearly, utility-sponsored OSH programs will need to 
change in response to the changing realities of the marketplace. 

It is therefore our responsibility to ensure that utility 
programs are designed and implemented in ways that acknowledge and 
accommodate such changes. For example, a DSH rebate or -give away· 
program designed to foster competition at the manufacturers' level 
may at some future time have a dampening effect on retail 
competition, as that market also develops. ~herefore, the nature 
of a utility'S involvement in that market should also change. 

25 See Patrick v. Burget (1988) 486 us 94t washington State _ 
Electrical Contractors Ass'n, Inc. VI Forrest (9th Cir 19~8) S3~ 
F.2d 547: Turf PAradise, Inc 4 v. Arizona DOwns (9th Cir 1,82) 670 
F.2d 813; Llewellyn v. Crothers (9th Cir 1985) 765 F.2d 769; Bates 
V. State Bar of Arizona (1977) 433 US 362. 
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Rebate levels established at one point in time may also need to be 
adjusted to optimize the penetration of cost-effective DSH 
measures. Funds originally earmarked for one type of OSK activIty 
may need to be reallOcated to another, based on new information on 
public receptiveness and changes in economics that increase or 
decrease program cost-effectiveness. 

We have long recognized that the DSK market is dynamic, 
and that utility ~rograms must evolve as part 9f a continual 
learning process. 6 Accordingly, we have given the utilities 
flexibility to modify Commission-adopted expenditure levels and 
program designs in order to accommodate market changes. (See 
Section 6.4.2 below.) Utilities also have flexibility to 
subcontract with third parties to deliver DSK services, and are 
expected to do so in ways that maximize program effectiveness and 
efficiency. Consistent with Chapter 984 and our own stated 
objectives, we expect utilities to use their program management 
discretion in ways that foster a competitive market in DSM~ The 
introduction Of DSH shareholder incentives does not change our 
expectations, and those of the Legislature, that regulated 
utilities will involve themselves in OSK markets in a 
procompetitive manner, and will extricate themselves from market 
sectors where their involvement is no longer necessary. 

The specific issue of utility interface with private D5K 
markets can be assessed and monitored in several Commission forums. 
The potential impact of planned utility DSM activities on 
competition can most effectively be evaluated in our general rate 
case proceedings, where we consider DSK funding requests. In ail 
future funding proceedings, utilities should present testimony on 
how their proposed DSM programs interface with private market 
activities and foster competition in OSM markets. ~his will 

26 See 0.91107 2 CPUC2d 706, 707 (1979). 
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provlde iritervenors, such as Transphase, with a specifio forum for 
bringing pOtential antico~petitlve program design problems to our 
attention. We will use this information in our evaluation of 
utility DSK funding propOsals, in oider to ensure that Commission
approved programs foster competition, 

Once ratepayer funds are authorized for DSH programs, we 
rely on the goOd faith efforts 6f utility management to use the 
funding and operati,onal tlexibiU.ty we have awarded them to the 
benefit of ratepayers. Moreover, any changes that utilities make 
to those programs must be consistent with 6urgoal of fostering a 
competitive private market. Instances where the utility is using 
its flexibility in a Danner inconsistent with our policies can be 
brought to our attention via our complaint procedures, or by 
special motion as DRA has recently done in SCE's general rate case 
proceeding (Application (A.) 90-12-01&).27 We will also initiate 
generic investigations, when appropriate. However, we agree with 
SBSCO that any actions based on a faIlure to comply with state or 
federal antitrust statutes should be heard by the courts, not this 
Commission. 28 

27 DRA's Hotion, dated April 3, 1992, .reiat~s t9 an investigation 
into the potential misuse of tatepayerfunds by SCE employees and 
sub-contractors providing services to SCE for their OSK-related 
proqrams. 

28 lri,tts comm~nts on the ALJ propOsed decision, S9Cai arques 
that this Commissiqn, not the courts, should have primary 
jurisdiction over disputes concerning antitrust violations. We 
disagree •. Whtlethis Comm~ssionclea~ly has anobligbtion to , 
consider the antitrust implication~ of applications brought before 
it, this commissIon does not havejur~sdictiqn to determine 
violations Of antitrust laws. This distinctiOn.~4s clearly 
articulated by· the Supr~ll'I.e Court in Northern Califorr'lia Power .. 
Agency v. Public utiiities commission when it explained, -This is 
not to suggest, however, that regulatory aqencies have jurisdiction 

(FoOtnote continues on next page) 
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The issue of utility interface with DSMprlvate markets 
will also be considered as we- reex_amine the effectiveness of· DSM 
shareholder incentives, beginning in 1993. In particular, we will 
examine how shareholder lrtcentives'affeot utility involvement in 
the DSK market and how bt:st to structure those incentives, if they 
are continued, to ensure that the market continues to develop 
coropetitiv~ly. In addition, our evaluation o£ the DSM bidding 
pilots will assess how best to structure the relationship between 
utilities and third parties in a cOmpetitive bidding environment. 

While it is important to identify Commission procedures 
for addressing these issues, we also recognize that litigation and 
the formal hearing process are resource intensive and time 
consuming for all involved. Therel.6re, we encourage parties to 
also try to resolve their specific concerns about utility DSM 
program implementation informally. The utilitY.Advisory committee 
prOCess was established for this very purpase. 29 In addition to 
their other advisory activities, these committees should piay a 
role in alerting utilities to potential conflicts between their 

(Footnote continued from prev~ous page) 
~o,determine violations of the antitrust laws,- (1971) 5 Ca1.3d, 
377, quot~nq frollJiorthern Natural Gas co, Vi Federal Power C6Hih'l 
(1968) 399 F.2d 953). The Supre~ecourt goes on. to explain that 
the Commission'S <;<?ilsider~tlon of ant~trust problems is "for . 
purpOses quite different from those of the courts.- (Id. at 
p. 378.) 

29 ~urs~ant to setti~~ent aqree~ents apprOved by the Commission 
in ~.90-08-Q68, each utility h~s formed Advisory committees to 
assi~t in the ~plemen~a~ion of ,its DSMprograms. The Advisory . 
Committees provide an informal forum for parties to review progress 
made by the ut~llty in implementing approved DSK a9tivities, and to 
work with the utility on proposed changes. Advisory Committee . 
clearinghouse procedures were developed to improve_the coordination 
o-l. Committee activities. See Joint Clearinghouse Report dated May 
19, 1992. 
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program activities and private'markat deve16pment. He therefore 
direct resp(n'ldents, via the- Advisory Committee clearinghouse, to 
schedule joint meetings of the seE, S6Cal, SDG&E, and pG&E Advisory 
committees to discuss intet-utility issues, "including pOtentiai' 
conflicts between utility program activities and competitive 
private market developments. The Advisory Committee clearinghouse 
administratOr should use due diligence in sending notice of these 
joint Advisory Committee meetinqs to private DSK suppliers 
potentially affected by utility involvement in the market, 
including existing vendors, contractors, and subcontractors 
eligible to deliver DSN measures and services under contract with 
utilities. Notice of these joint meetings should also be sent to 
the service list in this proceeding. 
5.2.6.2 Bid Design and Size 

Before addressing parties' specific proposals on the bid 
design and size 6£ these pilots, we will review our intend~d 
purpose for co~ducting DSH bidding pilot programs, including PG&E's 
piiot approved in 0.92-03-038 and the upcoming integrdted bidding 
pilots. That purpose is best summarized by our discussion in 
D.92-03-038t 

-In our view, the pr~mary purpose of the bidding 
programs is to, test ,various fo~s of competition 
on a pilot scale before c~mmitting to any single 
form. At ,this pOint in time, we do not ,knOw 
what t~e future competitive market in DSMwill 
look like, or what exact role the BSCOs will 
play in ~hat market. ,AS we recently stated in 
D.92-02-075, 'these bidding experiments will 
help us learn mOre about alternative D~H ._ 
deliVery mechanisms, and assess.the role of DSM 
bidding to provide least-cost DSM services to 
ratepayers. ' 

RTh€~ef6re, we do not have the expectation, or 
objective, ,that the~e pilots will greatly expand 
the bAse of DSM activities in California, Or the 
potentia~ market for ESCQs. Our commitment to 
tapping DSH's pOtential ~or providing reliable, 
least-cost environmentally sensitive energy 
services is continuingwith,va~lous different 
efforts, as described in 0.92-02-075, not the 
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least of which is the funding expansions we have 
authorized for utility DSM programs since 1989. 
Once we have had the oppOrtunity to evaluate ail 
of the biddin9 pi~ots initiated pursuant to PU 
code § 747, we will be in a be\ter position to 
determine how large the role of DSH competitive 
bidding should be in delivering energy 
services.- (O.92-0l-038, Dimeo., pp. 64-65.) 

Hence, the threshold issue on bid design and size is 
whether the proposed pilots will provide us with sufficient 
information with which to evaluate the potential benefits of DSH 
bidding and the value, or lack of value, of differing program 
methodologies. we are not committed at this juncture to One bid 
design or form over anotherJ nor ate we able to assess the 
appropriate role of the utility vis-a-vis third parties in 
delivering DSH services over the longer term. We plan to address 
these issues at a later date, once the pilot bidding programs ate 
underway and we have begun to evaluate their results. Our 
objective in this phAse of the proceeding is to approve bidding 

4It pilots that, in combination, provide a variety of approaches to 
evaluate. 

As described in Section 4 abOve, the utilities have 
proposed a variety of bid designs and bid evaluation methods for 
testing repiacem~nt bidding in several market sectors. We agree 
with the utilities that sector-specific approaches have distinct 
research advantages for evaluating alternative bid designs and bid 
selection methods for replacement bids. The fact that other 
states have not taken a sector-specific approach is irrelevant, 
since we are one of the only states to have initiated repiacement 
bidding, and the only one that has chosen to conduct pilot bidding 
experiments on alternative bid designs. (TR at 260, 960-961.) 
MOreover, the PG&E pilot, which allows bidding across all market 
sectors, will provide insight on how competitive bidding affects 
the distribution of ESCO-delivered versus utility-delivered 
services across all DSH markets. Therefore, we will limit bidding 
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under these pilots to the designated market sectors or programs. 
We also agree with SCE that its propOsal to limit bidding to 
certain geographic regions, and conduct its own program in 
parallel, ptovides a useful controlled experiment lor its pilots, 

However, the specific sectors chOsen should be large and 
successful enough to provide meaningful information on the ability 
of OSH replacement bidding to reduc~ the cost of OSH resources. In 
addition, we want to obtain sufficient information on the pOtential 
benefits of replacement bidding across a broad range of ~arket 
sectors and DSM measures. Table 2 sununatizes parties' prOpOsals 
for the size and scope of these bidding pilots. 

In view of these objectives, we agree with ORA and 
Transphase that OSH replacement bidding should be tested for large 
nonresidential markets as part of these pilots. contrary to SCE's 
assertions, other stAtes' experiences will not provide sufficient 
information about these markets since we are one of the only states 
testing replacement bidding. Moreover, we believe that SCE is the 
logical candidate to conduct this test, given"the relative size of 
the company and annual DSH budget. we note that, as currently 
proposed, seE's pilot represents only 5\ of its 1992 OSH resource 
budget and 10\ 6f 1992 resource savings goals. (See Table 2.)30 
Moreover, introducing competitive bidding into seE's large 

30 SCE justifies the size of , its pilot by c6nparing.the 
eqUivalentHW savings (i.e./ 15-20,HW) to the 20.MW.~ize.ado~~ed in 
0.92-03-038 for PG&B'S pilot. Howev~r, PG&E's partnersh~p p~~ot 
represents, by definition,an overall auqme~tation t~ PG&E'S DSM 
a9t~vittes involVi~g over $17,0+11ioo in additional.fu~ding (in. 
1992$)~n 1?9371995~ Our dec1s~o~ to limit the~ize of the pilot 
was primarily influenced by this fact~ (See D.92-03-038, p. 35.) 
In contrast, replacement bidding requires minimala~6unts of 
incr~menial funding (See Section 6.4 below). Therefore, we do not 
require that both types of bidding pilots (partnership and 
replac~ment) be identical in size} rather, ,we are looki~~ to 
establish pilots that will provide meaningful information for 
evaluation purposes, at reasonable costs to ratepayers. 
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nonresidential sector would not be particularly disruptive to 
existing nonresidential proqrams, as it would for SDG&E, ot put SCE.· 
at risk for loss 6f revenues, as it would for S6Cal. 

In our judgment, the best way to augment seE's program, 
without requiring significant bid design modifications, is to 
replace SCE's schools program with an expanded solicitation for 
industtiai and large commercial DSH applications in the two 
marketing regions. While we applaud SCE's attempt to provide 
alternative delivery mechanisms to schools, we believe that such a 
limited application will not adequatelY test program design 
features that can be 6pplied broadly. The ability to test whether 
ESCOs can deliver savings to that sector will also be limited by 
the severity of recent budget cuts to schools. Moreover, the 
school sector represents a very small fraction of DSK resource 
progrAms, i.e., less than 2\ of the annual budget and less than 3\ 
of annual savings. (See Table 2.) 

Therefore, we direct SCE to solicit bids for replacing 
in-house OSM programs in the industrial and large commerciai 
sectors, in addition to the small offices sector, within the two 
designated market regions. Accordingly, seE should modify its RFP 

and Sample Contract in Exh. 114 to refer to the industrial and 
large commercial sectors, rather than schools. The RFP shOUld 
refer to all DSM applications in those sectors, including load 
management, and allow for multiple winners. We agree with 
Transphase that load management technologies for large customer 
loads should be given an opportunity to compete in a replacement 
pilot, as they are inPG&E's partnership bid. 31 Load management 

31 Howev~r, it is premature to include fuel substitution prOgrams 
in the 1993 bidding pilots, as Transphase proposes, since we.are in 
the process of developing a framework for assessing the utility'S 
own fuel s~bstitution programs, ~nd have not yet implemented that 
framework.~or utility-sponsQred fuel-substitution programs. (See 
D.92-02-075, Rule 16 and 0.92-03-038, p. 53.) 
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technologies can be r~adl1y 6valuated vIs-A-vis ene~gyefficien¢y 
measures, using the bid evaluatJ.6n criteria proposed i1\ Exh. 114t 
The bid evaluation ctiteriawl1l remai1\ the same, except as 
modified elsewhere in this order. seE s~ould modify its sample 
cOntract, however, to allow paYments on either a per kWh or per kW 
basis to winning bidders of its industrial and large commercial 
soficitati6n. 

SoCal's proposed pilot should be e~nded to include the 
~on-low income single-family market. 32 soCalts' attempts to cost
effectively achieve savings penetration in the multi-family sector 
haVe not been particularly successful. SoCal's current 
achievements in that sector represent approximately 1.4% of its 

totai DSM resource goals for 1992, and only the weatherization and 
appliance efficiency componerits of socalis p~rams pass the total 
resource test of cost':'effectiveness. 33·· SoCal' only spent 
approximately $400,000 in that sector in 199i; which represents 

32 However, wed~ not agree with ORA that S6Cal~s pilot,should be 
limited to weatherization measures. To do so would limit the 
bidders' (lE~xibility .t6design a comptehensiveprogr~,using.a . 
varie,ty of energy efficiency.app,roaches. We hav.e addressed J?RA's 
concern about, program cost-eff.ectiven~ss by requirijlg that bid 
propOsals paSs a threshold totalre$6urce cost benefit-cost ratio 
of 1.0 for soCal's program. See section 6.1.2.3 below. 

33 ·s~e Exh. 192, p.:17.~l)d Exh. l()~.F<?~ th~flrst S~xJn~nths of 
1991, $oGa.l achieved 81,565 ~hems of savings :Ul the mu~ti-family 
market, for an annual eqUivalent of appro~imately:~64,OQOtherms. 
This ,compares to DSM resource pr99ram. qqcHs 0,£ 11,861, QOO th$rms 
for 199~.(Ref. ItemAAI Table 2.2),. SoCill's goal of Achieving. 
1;000;000 therms in energy savings from competitive bidding in this 
sector appears overly ambitious, given the above statistics. 
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less than 3\ of fiSH resource program expenditures. 34 As discussed 
abOve, we prefer to test competitive bidding-in sectors that have 
demonstrable pOtential for cost-effeotive penetration. Adding the 
non-low income single-family seotor to soeal's pilot would aohieve 
this 90al, while still maintaining the program at a pilot scale; 
i.e., at approximately 11.$' of DSM resource program goals. (See 
Table 2.) 

we do not believe that adding the single-family seotor to 
SoCAI's pilot will pose insurmountable implementation problems, as 
SoCal claims. The faot that soCal may continue to offer some of 
its in-house DSM programs in the single-family sector should not 
diminish its ability to measure pilot results. As SESCO points 
out, any house receiving treatment under another SoCal program can 
simply be removed from the pilot measurement group. (SESCO, Reply 
Brief, p. 5.) Moreover, as SoCal Witness MOrrow testified, 
including single-family residences in its pilot would actually 
serve to reduce duplication of utility administrative costs. 
(TR at 821.) 

However, we recognize that adding the single-family 
sector to Socal's pilot may dilute the interest of third partieS to 
hid in the multi-family sector. We agree with socal that it WQuid 
be useful to obtain intorm~tion on whether third parties can more 
effectively aohieve savings penetration in that particular sector. 
Accordingly, socal should give bidders a Rbonus a in the bid 
evaluation process if they target DSM activities to socal's 

34 1991 expenditure levels for the multi-family portion of 
SoCal's weatherizatl,on and applianc~ eftic~ency pr~grams were 
provided in Exh. 106. Comparable figures for the master meter 
program were presented in Reference I~em AA, Table 2.1. 
Expenditure levels for the mUlti-family partion of home energy 
audits were not available. ~otal expenditures for DSK.~esoutce 
programs in 1991 (i.e., weatherizatio~ an~ appliance efficiency 
programs for all sectors) were $13,995,000. (See Exh. 126.) 
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Rulti-family mark~t, Given thQ design of socal's s~lection 
process, the ~6st appropriate way to do this is to incorpOrate a 
bOnus factor into the calculations of project cost-effectiveness, 
specifically, socal should apply a -multi-family target- factor of 
+10\ (In addition to a penetration factor) to bids that target the 
multi-familY sector. (See Section 6.1.2.4 below.) 

soCal should continue to offer its home energy audit 
program in-house, for both multi- and siogle-family residences. As 
discussed below, non-resource DSH programs are not suitable 
candidates for these pilot bids. By continuing to provide these 
audits, socal can make sure that all residential customers have an 
oppOrtunity to avail themselves of mall-in or on-site energy 
audits. We see no reason why SOCal's auditors cannot become 
adequately informed on the types and costs of services that winning 
ESCOs can perform and/or give the results of the audits to the 
winning bidders for fOllow-up.35 The appropriate funding level 
for this program should be determined in socal's 1994 general rate 
case. 

Under soeal's current proposal, an ESCO would be paid to 
instal! gas-saving measUres in a gaS-heated dwelling, but the 
customer would have to separately arrange for any rebates or 
incentives on higher efficiency electric appliances through SCE's 
program. We agree with DRA and others that the preferred approach 
is to have the winning bidder provide comprehensive energy 
efficiency treatment at each site, and be paid accordingly. In 
other words, an ESCO should be able to bid measures (and be paid 
based on that bid) for achieving bOth gas and electric savings in 

35 SoCal should lncl~~e_ language in its negotiated contracts that 
addresses customer confidentiality issues. 
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..: • gas-heated homes. 36 Accordingly, we authorize seE to pay for 
electric savings ~chieved by w~nniQg bidders working for sOCall 
under socal's residential bidding pilot. This funding should come 
out of existing authorizations for DSH resource ptograms, Since 
SoCal's pilot will not commence until 1994, SOCa} and seE will have 
ample oppOrtunity to continue their discussions and resolve 
specific implementation details. 

With regard to SDG&E'S pilot, no changes in size Or scope 
are necessary.37 SOG&E has selected a program and market sector 
that are large and successful enough to provide useful information 
about the potential benefits fron DSM bidding. We believe that the 
specifics 6f SDG&£ts RFP, bid selection process and contract terms 
appropriately address all of the concerns that UCAN has raised. 
Documentation of the ESCO's experience in delivering DSK services 
to the residential sector is both a threshold requirement of 
SDG&E's bid and an important bid selection criterion. (See 
Attachment i.) SDG&E's cost-effectiveness criteria, and the 
criteria adopted in this order, explicitly require that E5CO
delivered savings be lower in total costs than the utility's own 
program. F1nally~ as SDG&E explains, if customer-specific 
information is reqUired by a winning bidder, then the specific 
terms and conditions for providing that information will be added 
to the contract for review by the Commission. 

36 We.disagree with SESCO that winning bidders should ,be able to 
weatherize both gas-heated and el99tric-heated homes. seE will 
already.be conducting a sizeable pilot for commercia~and 
industrial customers, as discussed above. The cQotdinatedapproach 
that we enviston is for bidders to improve the ~f£iciency of . 
electric appliances (e.g., air conditioners, refrigerators) as part 
of a coordinated approach to increasing overall energy efficiency 
in gas-heated homes. 

37 However, we deny SDG&E's requested funding amount for the high 
efficiency air conditioning component. See Section 6.4.1 below. 
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We also agree with SDG&B that it would be i~approprlate 
to include Direct Assistance programs in these pilots. -' As we 
expressed in D.92-02-075, we view the DSM bidding pilots as a 
vehicle for testing competition in the procurement of utility OSK 
resources, i.e., by augmenting or replacing utility programs 
designed to promote energy efficiency. (D.92-0~-075, pp. 40-41.) 
That purpose would be diluted if we extended S'DG&E's or soCal's 
bidding pilots to programs designed and implemented primarily for 
equity considerations. Our deoision-to foCUS on resource programs 
for these pilots does not preclude utilities from introducing 
competitive bidding approaches in their equity programs, as SDG&E 
has done with its Commercial Lighting Program. Nor does it 
preclude us from expanding the scope of competitive bidding beyond 
resource programs at a future date. 

Finally, we agree with SOCal that utilities should be 
able to bid out their direct rebate functions, in order to assess 
whether E5COs can either administer those rebates mare cost
effectively or develop alternative, cost-effective methods for 
motivating customer investments in DSM. 

With the adjustments described above, w~ are authorizing 
pilot repiacement bids on the order of 20-30\ of each utility'S 
1992 DSM resource budget, with estimated savings between 12-30\ of 
each utility's DSH resource goAls. (See Table 2.) Replacement 
bidding pilot of this size and scope will provide us with a viable 
test of this form of bidding. Coupled with the PG&E partnership 
pilot and the integrated bidding pilots being deveioped, these 
pilots will provide us with a broad base of information with which 
to assess the potential benefits of DSK bidding to utility 
customers. 
6. ~leDentation Issues 

SoCal, SCE, SDG&E, and ORA filed testimony and briefs 
addressing various implementation issues, including bid evaluation 
criteria, contract terms, and funding authorizations. SESCO did 
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not f11e testimony on these issues, but participated in 
cross-examination and filed opening and reply briefs. We discuss' 
implementation issues in the following sections. l8 

6.1 aid Evaluation Criteria 
Attachment ,. sUmmarizes the bid evaluation approaches 

proposed by seE, SDG&E, and soCal. Each approach takes into 
accou~t both non-price and price, or cost-effectiveness, criteria. 
However the propOsals differ in the way they define specific 
evaluation criteria and take those criteria into account in the 
selection process. In particular, proposals vary with respect to 
the types of costs considered in the cost-effectiveness evaluation, 
i.e., total resource costs versus utility costs. ~hey also vary 
with regard to the definition of total resource costs, proposed 
threshold cost-effectiveness requirements, net-to-gross ratio 
assumptions, the treatment of utility administrative costs and the 
relative weight of cost-effectiveness in the bid evaluation 
proCess. 
6.1.1 Positions of the Parties 

ORA and SESCO propose alternative approaches for ranking 
or scoring bid proposals based on cost-effectiveness, and raise 
specific objections to the inclusion of certain non-price criteria 
in the bid evaluation process. We describe the positions of the 
parties on bid evaluation issues in the fOllowing sections, 
beginning with a brief overview of OSK cost characteristics and 
definitions. 
6.1.1.1 Consideration of ~tal Resource and Utility Costs 

OSH programs are funded by ratepayers as a whole, through 
utility revenue requirements (which are reflected in utility 

38 Transphase did not testify or cross-exam~newitnesses on 
implementation issues. However; in its Reply Brief, Ttansphase 
indicated its support for SESCO's position on certain issues, as we 
note in the following sections. 
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rates), and in many cases through out-of-poCket contributions by 
partioipating customers (customer contribut~on). Direct 
assistance, information, and energy audit programs are funded 
entirely by revenue requirement authorizatiOns. Many DSH 
"resource- programs, on the other hand, require customer 
contributions. DSM resource programs are designed to defer or 
avoid the cost of more expensive supply options. For these types 
of programs, individual participating customers are motivated to 
contribute a portion of the resource cost because they realize a 
direct return from that investment, in the form of bill savings. 

Because the utility revenue requireMent can be different 
from the total cost of the DSM program, due to customer 
contributions, we think of two types of costs when considering OSM 
program cost-effectlvenesst total resource costs and utility 
costs. Total resource costs represent the total cost of obtaining 
the DSM program as a utility resource, and inclUde both the program 
participants' out-of-pocket costs (i.e, customer contribution) and' 
the utility's revenue requirement costs (e,.g., rebates, 
administrative expenses). Utility costs reflect the revenue 
requirement impact of obtaining a D5K resource, eXcluding any 
customer contributions. 

Total resource costs are considered in the total resource 
cost (or wTRC·) test of cost-effectiveness, which measureS the net 
impact of it DSH program as a resource option, based on the total 
costs of the resource. Utility costs are considered in the utiiity 
cost (or ·uc·) test of cost-effectiveness, which measures the net 
impact of acquiring a DSH resource, based on the utility costs of 
the program. For both the TRC and uc tests, the benefit side of 
the equation reflects the vaiue of the energy and capacity saved 
(i.e., avoided costs). The results of these tests can be expressed 
as benefit-cost ratios (benefits divided by costs, in net present 
value), or as net benefits (benefits minus costs, in net present 
value). We refer to the net benefits from a TRC perspective as 
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~t6tal resource net benefits· and those from a UC perspective as 
Hutllity net benefits.· 

By definition, utility and total resource costs are 
identical for supply-side resources. This is because the full 
costs of supply-side resources are recovered through the utility's 
revenue requirement, i.e., there are no individual customers that 
pay for a portion of the resource. Therefore, on the supply side, 
bidders who maximize total resOurce net benefits are simultaneously 
striving to minimize utility costs. This is not necessarily the 
case on the demand side, where a bidder may be able to achieve the 
same level of total resource net benefits with different levels of 

utility costs (e.g., different levels of rebates or correspOnding 
customer contributions). 

Moreover, since individual customers that participate in 
DSM resource programs realize direct bill sAvings, they are 
generally willing to fund a greater percentage of the investment 
than non-participating customers. This is not th~ case for supply
side resources, where all customers ate assumed to benefit from the 
investment equally and, within the same rate clASS, pay an equal 
price for the supply-side resource. Hence, unlike on the supply
side, bidders on the demand side may he able to leverage 
participating customers' private funds to the benefit of all 
ratepayers. One of the major issues in this phase of the 
proceeding is how to address this -dual-cost- characteristic and 
associated leveraging capability of DSM, in evaluating bid 
proposals. 

socal recommends that the dual-cost issue be addressed by 
ranking bids based on the ~RC test of cost-effectiveness, and using 
the uc test as a tie-breaker. In other words, for bids with the 
same level of total resource net benefits, SOCal would select the 
one with highest utility net benefits. This approach is consistent 
with the one adopted for PG&E's pilot bidding project in 
0.92-03-038. SESCO supports this approach. 
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Other parties propose alternative meth6ds of factoring 
utility costs (or, converseiy, customer contribution) into the 
ranking and scoring process. SOG'S proposes giving equal weight to 
the results of the TRC and UC tests, as does SCE f6r its Schools 
program. For its Small Office Buildings pilot, however, SCE would 
exclusivelY consider utility cOsts in evaluating bidders' tiered
pricing proposals. (See Section 6.i.l.4 below.) ORA propOses 
using a benefit-cost ratio that gives sOt weight to total resource 
costs, and 25i weight to utility costs. DRA and others argue that 
their alternatives would encourage bidders to rnaxioize customer 
contributions and, in general, would keep utility revenUe 
requirements from becoming unnecessarily high. 
6.1.1.2 Definition o£ ~tal Resource CostS 

parties also differ on how to define total resource costs 
for the purpose of calculating TRC benefit-cost ratios or total 
resource net benefits. DRA defines total resource costs as the sum 
of net measure costs, utility administrative costs, and the coSt of 
any shareholder earnings. 39 SOG&E and 6thers apparently agree in 
principle that utility AdministrAtive costs and the cost of 
shareholder earnings should be included in both the TRC and UC 
tests, although their proposed RFPs do not clearly include those 

39 Hea~ure costs represent the program participant's tot~~ cost 
o~ installing and maintaining th~ OSK device, without consideration 
of any utility rebates or incentives. -Net- measure costs 
represent the measure cost per unit tImes the number of . 
participating cus~omer units, multiplied by a net-to-gross factor. 
The net-to-qross factor adjusts costs to account for the degree of 
customer participAtion that would have occurred without the 
program. similarly, savings estimates are adjusted by a ne~-t6~ 
9ros~ factor. Some analysts also adjust measure costs to reflect 
the increment~l value to customers in termS of reduc~ equipment 
costs (e.q., 1ncandescent bulbs). See TR at 1191-1193. 
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co~p6nents. (TR at 828-829, 882-883, 1061-1062, 1198, 1361, 1368-
1369.) However, SDG&E defines total resource costs to also include 
any costs over and above net measure costs that are included in the 
bid price (e.go, bidders' profit margin and bidders' own 
marketing/administrative expenses). 

ORA argues that its proposed definition of total resource 
costs 1s the most consistent with the definitions presented in the 
Standard PrActice Manual (SPM), which ate used to evaluate utl1ity
sponsored OSK programs. The SPM is a joint publication by the 
statfs of this Commission (CPUC) and the california Energy 
Commission (CEC). Most of the major utilities in California and 
other interested parties attended workshops with CPUC and CEC stafl 
to develop this docurnent. 40 Although not officially reviewed or 
approved by the CPUC, the SPH has been widely used by parties to 
our proceedings. 

ORA also believes that SDG&E's proposed definition is 
deficient because it requires the bidder to reveal its earnings and 
administration costs and relies on estimates of customer 
contributions. ORA argues that it is unnecessary and inappropriate 
to have ESCQs identify these types of costs in the bid evaluation 
process. 

SDG&E contends that strict adherence to the SPK 
definitions in a bidding situation leads to incongruous and 
undesirable results. With ORA's exclusive locus on measure costs, 
SDG&E argues that a bidder could achieve the same TRC ratio or 
level of total resource net benefits, regardless of the amount of 

40 Or1gi~a.ly published 1n F$bruary 1983, the SPH was modified in 
December 1987. The December 1987 versi6n is entitlede Standard 
Practice Manual. Economic Analysis of Demand-Side ManAgement 
Programs. The SPM was_also corrected by an ~ddendun, dated. 
October 7, 1988, to add the net-to-gross ratio adjustment on the 
cost side of the TRC test. (See Reference Item G.) 
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bid or the components of the bidder's costs. In $DG&E'8 view, 
using DRA's definition of total tesourc~.costs would lead to the 
following consequences. (1) cost-effective utility programs could 
not compete with higher cost bid programs, (2) bidders would have 
little incentive to hold down administrative costs, and 
(3) utilities could achieve higher scoring programs by doing 
nothing more than setting up ESCO subsidiaries. 
6.1.1.3 ~hreshold for THe/UC Cost-Effectiveness 

SCE and SOG&E establish clear threshold cost
effectiveness criteria in their RFPs. Bidders under SDG&E's and 
seE's programs must have TRC benefit/cost ratios greater than i.O 
in order to be eligible. In addition, bidders under SDG&E's 
program must have THe and UC ratios that, when weighted sO/SO, 
exceed the corresponding weighted average of SOG&E's TRC and UC 
ratios. In contrast, SoCal does not require bidders in ail 
instances to have TRCs greater than 1.0. (TR at 858.) 

SESCO objects to SDG&E's approach of comparing the 
cost-effectiveness of bid proposals to SDG&E's program 
cost-effectiveness. In SESCO's view, this approach would penalize 
bidders offering comprehensive proposals. $ESCO argues that 
SDG&E'S existing residential programs do not offer comprehensive 
treatment and therefore requiring the bidder to be Rore 
cost-effective than SDG&E would encourage cream-skimming 
submittals. SESCO recommends that SDG&E evaluate any bid producing 
a TRC benefit/cost ratio higher than 1.0. COupled with a tiered 
pricing scheme, this approach better meets the Commission's 
objectives to minimize the creation of lost opportunities, SESCO 

believes. 
6.1.1.4 savings Intensity/Site Penetration 

SCE, socal, and SESCO recommend that the adopted 
cost-effectiveness criteria take account of different leveis Of 
savings intensity. savings intensity refers to the penetration of 
savings within each building or site. specifically, SoCal proposes 
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to calculate the penetration of each bId by taking estimated energy 
• 

savIngs per participat~ng customer as a percentage of average 
multi-family customer gas use. The TRC for each bid would be 
mUltiplied by a -penetration factor,· i.e., the ratio of that bid's 
penetration (as defined abOve) to the average penetration of ail 
the bidders. The factor w6uld be limited to a range of plus or 
minus 20%. 

seE proposes to encourage site penetration for its small 
offices pilot by evaluating bids based on a three-tiered pricing 
system. Under a tiered system, bidders offer different prices for 
increasing levels of achieved savings, in contrast to a system 
where bidders bid the same price for each and every kWh saved. SCE 

proposes that bidders submit three tiers of $/kWh for three 
different penetration levels in kWh/sq. fto/year. These 
penetration levels would equal 10%, 20\, and 30% of base usage of 
electricity. Bidders would be able to selt-score their three-tier 
bid price by multiplying the tiered prices by 10/3/1, respectively, 
and then adding the results for a final scoreo 41 winning bidders 
would be paid for energy savings in each of these blocks according 
to their submitted respective tiers of $/kWh. SESCO supports the 
use of tiered pricinq for SDG&E'S bidding piiot as well. (SESCO 

opening arief, page 9.) 
6.1.1.5 Met-to~ss Ratio 

The net-to-gross (NTG) ratiO is designed to discount the 
value of estimated energy savings to account for several factors. 
First, it accounts for free riders, who are customers who would 

41 For ~xample, if in ~ given bui~ding, historical billing and 
pre-installation audits indicate a ~O kWh/conditioned sq.ft./year 
consurop~i6n, the th~ee penetration levels will,then be 2, 4 and 6 
kWh/sq.ft./year. If a bid provides a 1 cent, 2 cents, and . 
9 cents/kWh structure, the formula would yield a bidder score of 
25. 
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have installed, solely at their own expense and without any payment 
froI1l either a utility or any third party, the ener<)y efficiency 
measures installed as a result of the program. The NTG ratio also 
captures the -rebound effect,· where, for example, people put in 
insulation and then turn up the heat to make themselves more 
comfortable for the same energy use. 

In its RFP, SDG&E has proPosed NTG ratios for various 
equipment based on the NTG ratios adopted for its own program. 
(Exh. 109, pp. 2-25 to 2-26.) For e~uipment or measures not 
included in the RFP, the bidder can propose a NTG with appropriate 
docu.rilentation, subject to negotiations. (TR at 1()48-1()49, 
1130-1131.) SCE proposes to use a 0.5 NTG ratiO for its Schools 
Program. For its smail Offices program, seE uses NTG ratios of 
0.5, 0.75, and 1.0 tor the first, second, and third tier of prices, 
respectively. (Exh. 114, p. 9, Exh. lis, p. 10.) The 0 .. 5 NTG 

figure was derived from an econometric study of audit and hardware 
rebate programs for the commercial and industrial customers. seE 
has used this figUre for its own programs since 1988. (TR at 

1584.) 
SESCO and Tra.nsphase recommend that the Commission adopt 

the same process for determining NTG ratiOS as the methOd adopted 
for PG&E'S bidding pilot in D.92-03-038. This would set the NTG 
ratio equal to 1.0 for projects with a payback greater than two 
years. For bidders who fAil to demonstrate greater than a two-year 
payback, the default NTG ratios would be set at the values used by 
the utility for its current program measures. (D.92-03-038, 

mimeo., pp. 47-48.) 
6.1.1.6 utility Ada1nlstrative Cost Assu.ption 

All parties agree that the utility should take 
project-specific administrative costs into account in the bid 
evaluatiOn process. SCE proposes to assign an equal cents/kWh 
administrative cost component to each bid. If the actual level of 
requested administrative services is higher, seE would negotiate 
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with that winning bidder. (TR at 1368-1j69.) Siailarly, SDG'E 
proposes to negotiate differences in basic adninistrative costs 
once its short list has been selected. (SoG'R Reply Brief, p. 14.) 

soCal, ORA, SESCO, and Transphase prefer an approach 
where the utility provides bldders with a menu of administrative 
functions and their approximate costs. Bidders would then have the 
option of performing those functions themselves (and reflecting 
those costs in their bid proposal). or reimbursing the utility lor 
those services. (TR at 882-883, 1685-1685) SESCO Opening Brief, 

p. It.) 
6.1.1.1 Non-Price Criteria 

SESCO contends that the non-price threshold requirements 
proposed by socal enable the utility to perform a subjective 
evaluatlon of the bidder's qualifications, marketing plan, and 
proposed measures. SESCO argues that this level of subjectivity 
was rejected for PG&Eis pilot, and should be simiiarly rejected for 
Socal's RFP. SESCO recommends that soCal be directed to develop a 
self-scoring system, similar to SDG&E's. For similar reasons, 
SESCO argues that SDG&E should not be able to. choo.se the actual 
winners off the short list, without stating spectfic criteria for 

doing so. 
SESCO also objects to two of the bidder qualification 

requirements included in SoCal's RFP. In 5ESCO's view, the 
requirement that a bidder be -properly licensed to. install the 
propOsed conservation measures/appliances in California- prior to 
submitting a bid would exclude from bidding any company not already 
doing business in california. SESCO also believes that requiring a 
bidder to demonstrate that it is -not in litigation based on a 
claim of its defaul.t- is not a proper criterion for disqualifying a 
bidder. SESCO contends that virtually any cODpany doing business 
can be confronted with litigation claiming that a default has 

occurred. 
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As discussed in Section 5.1.1 abOve, ORA raises several 
generio bid evaluation issues in conjunction with its pr9pOsed 
definition 6f replacement bidding. In addition, ORA specifically 
objects to SDG&E's consideration of ·customer value- in the bid 
evaluation process. ORA argues that this element is virtually 
identical to the incremental customer value issue that was proposed 
for the PG&E bidding pilot, and rejected by the Commission in 
D.92-03-038. 
6.1.2 Discussion 

Hany of the cost-effectiveness issues raised by parties 
in this phase of the proceeding are similar to those raised in 
earlier phases of this proceeding. However, the appropriate 
definition Of total resource costs for the purpose of bid 
evaluation is an issue that was raised for the first time in this 
phaSe. We address this issue first, since reSOlution of the 
definition affects the calculations and results of most parties' 
proposed cost-effectiveness criteria. 
6.1.2.1 Definition of Total Resource Costs 

ORA is correct that the SPK equation for total resource 
costs considers net measure costs, not the sub-components 6f 
utility incentives to customers Or customer contributions. 
However, as SDG&E points out, the SPM was developed for the 
evaluation Of utility-spOnsored OSK proqrams, without specific 
consideration of bidding situations. Moreover, we agree with SDG&E 
that applying the Same formula to a bidding situation makes little 
sense. considering only measure costs in evaluating bid proposals 
would ignore real economic costs to all ratepayers. Specifically, 
it ignores the bidders' profit and administration costs, which are 
compensated for in the bid price. At the same time, ORA's 
interpretation includes those same costs in the evaluation of an 
identical program run by a utility. 

-
As illustrated in Exhibit 123, Use of DRA's 

interpretation can result in bidders with identical resource 
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benefitsout-scorirtg the utility program even if the bidder's total 
costs are higher than those of the utility. Similarly, ORA's 
interpretation does not properly distinguish between bid proposals 
that have identical net ~easure costs, but where bidders are asking 
for different ievels of total payments to cover rebates, 
adninistration and bidder profit. As SDG&E pOints out, the 5PK 
indicates that all equipment costs, installation, operation and 
maintenance, cost of removal (less salvage value), and 
adnlnistrative costs, no matter who pays for them, are included ••• • 
in TRC test costs (SPM, p. 26). 

Rule 10 of 0.92-02-075 also requires that we include 
shareholder earnings in total resource (and utility) costs. For 
the purpose of calculating these costs, we see no conceptual 
difference between earnings that accrue to utility shareholders and 
earnings that accrue to winning bidders. Both types of earnings 
are paid for by ratepayers as a real economic cost of OSK. 
Therefore, we believe that consideration of the total bid price,
which inclUdes bidders' administrative costs and earnings, is 
consistent with the theory used in developing the ~RC test of 
cost-effectiveness. We also note that this interpretation is 
consistent with the approach that PG&E proposed, and we _ 
subsequently adopted for PG&E's bidding piiot. (TR at 1565-1566.) 

Contrary to ORA's assertions, one does not need the 
specific breakdown of bidders' profit and administration costs to 
adopt a definition of total resource costs that includes them. 
(DRA Opening Brief, p. 26.) Rather, the TRC test can be caiculated 
with information on the total payment to bidders (or the utility 
payment to customers) and customer contributions. However, we 
agree with DRA that it is inappropriate to require bidders to 
reveal their estimated profit margin, and therefore direct SDG&Eto 
modify Conservation Evaluation Form 6 of its RFP accordingly. (See 
TR at 1597-1601.) 
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We do not share DRA's concern about estimating the 

customer contribution component of total resource costs. For 
PG&E's pilot program, we determined that the total payment to 
bidders, including customer contributions should nOt exceed the 
estimates of total resource costs presented in the bid proposal. 
(D.9~-03-0l8, mimeo., pp. 42-43.) We will apply the same payment 
limits to winning bidders in SCE's, SoCa1's, and SDG&E's pilot 
programs. Hence, it will be necessary for bidders to estimate, and 
the utilities to verify, customer contributions." Other states have 
required estimates of customer contributions and have similarly 
limited total payments to winning bidders. (TR at 196-197.) 

A related definitional issue is the treatment of rebates 
or incentives to customers when they are in excess of net measure 
costs, such as for SDG&E'S residential compact fluorescent light 
bulb, high efficiency refrigerator, and high efficiency air 
conditioner programs. The SPM definition of the TRC test treats 
all utility paymentS to customerS as transfers, even when they 
exceed the net measure cost. In 0.91-12-076, we raised the issue 
of whether or not this treatment is appropriate, and directed that 
the TRC formula should be revisited in this proceeding. 
(D.91-12-016, mimeo., p. 166.) The debate Over which costs to 
include in the TRC for the purpose of bidding raises this issue in 

a bidding context. 
In our view, the total resource cost of a DSM measure is 

either (1) the full cost of installing and maintaining the OSH 
device without any utility rebate or incentive or (2) the full cost 
of utility incentives to participating customers, whichever is 
greater. It makes little sense to consider two bids equally 
desirable from a total resource perspective, when one gives 
customer rebates in excess of measure costs, all other things being 
equal. Doing So would ignore a portion of costs that all 
ratepayers incur in implementing a particular OSH measure; and 
would dilute the full resource impact of making such expenditures. 
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Therefore, we see no reason to exclude consideration ot that 
portion of utility or bldder payments to customers that ex¢ee~ the 
measure costs, as DRA and SDG&E would in their calculations.

42 
In 

sum, our adopted definition of total resource costs, for the 
purpose of these pilots, is the SUD of utility payments to bidders 
or customers, customer contributions, utility administration costs, 
and the ratepayer cost Of shareholder incentives. we believe that 
this definition will yield more consistent, conceptually sound 
results in a bidding environment than the alternatives ptesented in 

this proceedlng. 43 

In effect, our adopted definition of total resource costs 
equates the UC and TRC tests whenever utility payments to customers 
or bidders are greater than the net aeasure cost. However, for the 
majority of OSH resource programs, where the rebate level is less 
than the net measure cost, the TRC and uc tests will yield 
different results. For these situations, the SPM practice of 
treating rebates or incentives to participating customers as a 
transfer payment is consistent with our adopted definition. 

ORA raIses an additional definitional issue with respect 
to the calculation of total resource costs. In DRA's Opening 
Brief, ORA presents variations on how the NTG ratiO mIght be 

applied to total resource costs. In particular, ORA presents 

42 DRA expresses customer contrIbution as a negative number in 
examples where.the reb~te is great~r than the peasure cost. (See 
Attachment A.of ORAls Opening Brief.) Similarly, SDG~E Witness 
FUller testified th~t he would subtract.the~portion of cu~tomer 
rebates in excess of net measure costs from payrnen~s to bidders, in 
order to arrive at total resource costs. (TR at 1601-1603,) 

43 We alSO unders~ood PG&E'S proposed definition oitotal 
resourc~c6sts for its pilot bidding progr~_to be consistent with 
this definition. In Exh. 5, p. 57, PG&E defines total resource 
costs as the total payment to bidders plus total net customer cost, 
where net customer cost Dust be greater than or equal to zero 
(p. 55). 
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examples where the NTG ratio 1s not applied at all to total 
resource costs, and one where it 1s applied to the sua of cu~tomer 
contribution and payments to bidders. (See ORA's Opening Brief, 
Attachment Ai PG&E examples.) 

In 0.92-03-038, we adopted DRA's pOsition that, 
consistent with recent modifications to the SPM, the NTG ratio 
should apply to measure costs, as well as to energy savings. 
(D.92-03-038, mime6., p. 48.) However, the issue of how to define 
total resource costs was not explicitly raised by parties to that 
phase of the proceeding. As a result, we did not carefully 
consider whether or how to apply the NTG ratio to total resource 
costs in a bidding environment. since our adopted definition 6f 
total resource costs does not explicitly include measure costs, it 
is not clear that the NTG ratio should be considered at all. In 
any event, if a NTG ratio is included in the TRC formula, the 
method selected should not create perverse results, e.g., by 
creating an advantAge to bidders over the utility program even when 
the projects have identical total costs and benefits. 

We ask that respondents and interested parties address 
the issue of whether the NTG ratio should be applied to total 
resource caiculations for these bidding pilots, and if so, how. 
comments should be filed with the Commission Docket Office within 
30 days. Reply comments Should be filed within 45 days. comments 
shOUld be served on all parties to this proceeding. After 
receiving these comments, the assigned ALJ will either issue a 
ruling resolving the issue of NTG treatment in the TRC formula (or 
the bidding pilots, or make recommendations to the Commission as to 
the appropriate course of further action. 

Our conclusions today apply to the definition of total 
resource costs used in a bidding environment. However, as directed 
in 0.91-12-076, the issue of treating rebates as a transfer payment 
in the TRC test needs to also be revisited for the evaluation of 
utility DSM programs that are not subject to bidding. We direct 
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re8pond~nts and interested parties to file comments on this issue 
within ~O days. We encourage the SPH working group to'eonv~ne and 
provide an informal forum for discussing this issue prior to the 
filing of comments. After receiving these comments, the assigned 
ALJ will identify the appropriate forum for resolving this and 
other outstanding SPH issues. 44 

6.1,2.2 consideration of ~tal Resource and Utilit~ Costs 
Having addressed definitional issues, we turn to the 

issue of how to consider total resource and utility costs in the 
bid evaluation process. In considering the same issue for PG&E's 
bidding pilot, we looked to our recently issued rules governing the 
evaluation, funding, and implementation of DSH programs (Rules) for 
guidance. 45 

-Rule 6 states that, for programs that serve as 
alternatives to supply-side resources, we rely 
on the TRC test as the primary indicator of DSH 
program cost-effectiveness. This 1s appropriate 
because, unlike the UC test, theTRC test looks 
at the total resource costs of DSK options in 
making comparisons among programs. Basingthe 
ranking and funding of DSM progra~s"primarily on " 
the UC test would lead to the inefficient 
allocation ot resources, since investments would 
be based on an evaluation of oniy a portion of. 
total costs. For this reason, we lOOk at total 
costs and benefits i~ evaluating supply-side", 
resources •••• Therefore, we direct PG&E to use 
the TRC test, and n~t the UGtest, as the 
primary indicator of cost-effectiveness in 
ranking bid proposal~ unde~ its pilot bidding 
program.· (D.92-03-038, m~neo't pp. 39-40.) 

• •••• the Rules emphasize the cqnsideration of 
total resource costs and benefits in evaluating 
all resource options. In other words, the 
primary consideration under our resource 

44 See D.92-02-075, Rules 9 and 10. 

45 See D.92-02-075, Attachment 1. 
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procurement fra~ework is to select the most 
econo~ically efficient resource for meeting 
energy needs.- (Ibid., p. 41.) 

-This does not mean that ratepayer impacts are 
ignored in revi~win9 and. approving DSK programs. 
As we s~~te in D.9~-03-075, we will alwars need 
to exam1ne the rate impacts of pursuing east
cost resource options, For utilities' ongoing 
programs, we look at pOtential rate impacts in 
deciding the overall level of DSM funding to 
authorize~in a qivenperiod •••• However, for the 
purpOse of ranking DSK prOgrams, relative to one 
another, we believe that the primary criterion 
should be economic efficiency, i.e., which 
programs yield the greatest net benefits from a 
resource perspective,- (Ibid., pp. 41-42.) 

The primary objective of the bid evaluation process 
should be to encourage bidders to develop, and utilities to select, 
the most economically efficient project from a total resource 
perspective. However, OSK bidders should be encouraged to maximize 
the efficiency with which they achieve resoUrce benefits with 
utility program eXpenditures. ~his is particularly appropriate for 
replacement bids where the utility DSM program has already passed a 
resource planning evaluation process that identifies that program 
as a cost-effective addition. PUt another way, we want the 
-biggest bang for the bUck- in terms of achieving total resource 
net benefits with ratepayer dollars. The question ist Which bid 
evaluation approach is the most effective in achieving this dual 
objective? 

seE's proposal to consider only utility costs in 
evaluating small office bids is clearly inconsistent with the 
pOlicy established in D.92-02-075. For a given level of savinqs, 
seE would always select the bid with the lowest revenue requirement 
impact, regardless of the Lmpact of the program on total resource 
costs. As we acknowledged in D.92-02-075 and D.92-03-038, this 
approach would lead to the inefficient allocation of resources. In 
0.92-02-075, we also recognized that exclusive reliance on the uc 
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test would inappropriately bias resource planning decisions In 
favor of DSH, relative to supply-side resources. Avoiding s~ch 
biases becomes particularly important as we more fully integrate 
supply- and demand-side resource procurement. (See 0.92-02-075, 
pp. 35-36.) 

The weighted average approaches proposed by ORA and 
SDG&E attempt to meet the above-stated objective by averaging the 
results of the TRC and uc tests into the scoring process. In 
D.92-03-038, we considered similar propOsals for PG&E'S piiot 
bidding program. However, we rejected proposals where it was 
unclear how the tradeoff between economic efficiency objectives 
(i.e., maximizing total resource net benefits) and utiiity cost 
minimization goals (i.e., minimizing revenue requirements) would be 
made. In particular, we found that using a weighted average 
approach could result in a selection process that prefers projects 
with relatively lOwer total resource net benefits over those with 
relatively higher utility cOsts, without any apparent rationale for 
such preferences. (D.92-03-038, mimeo., PI'. 40-41 i) When 
questioned by the assigned ALJ in this phase of the proceeding, 
ORA, StE, and SDG&E acknowledged that their proposed cost
effectiveness criteria could yield simiiar results, in both 
DSK-only and integrated bidding arenas. (TR at 1077-1079, f185-
1189, 1356-1357, 1538, 1665-1669.) 

While there are circumstances under which maximizing 
total resource net benefits are properly tempered by the relatiVe 
impact on revenue requirements, we have made clear that this type 
of tradeoff should be made as explicit as possible, and should make 
intuitive sense. DRA's and SDG&E's proposals do neither. FOr 
example, when spelled Out mathematically, ORA's cost-effectiveness 
criterion can be expressed as follows a Resource benefits less the 
sum of lOoi of shareholder incentives, 100% of utility 
administration costs, 75% of utility payment to bidders and_of 50% 

out-of-pocket customer costs. Even the DRA witness acknowledged 
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that one couid not readily translate this formula into a ·plain 
English- concept of net benefits, oth~r than saying it rep~esents a 
weighted average of costs and benefits. (TR at 1539, 1562-1564.) 

Similarly, SDG&E's 50/50 weighting of utility and total 
resource costs translates into a net benefits formula that weights 
individual cost components differently, without any explicit 
rationale. For example, SDG&E's formula effectively places 100, 
weight on shareholder incentives and utility administration costs 
(as does DRA), but places 100\ weight on utility payment to bidders 
and sOi weight on out-Of-pocket customer costs. When adjusted for 
differences in the definition of total resource costs and the 
treatment of shareholder incentives, these two formulas rank 
bidders in a similar Danner. 

As we stated in 0.92-03-039, we prefer an approach that 
selects the most economically efficient resource for meeting energy 
needs, while making the consideration of utility costs as explicit 
as pOssible. An alternative approach considered and adopted for 
PG&&'S bidding pilot, and propOsed by soeal in this phase of the ~ 
proceeding, uses the UC test as a -tie-breaker.- under this 
approach, all bids are first ranked or scored based on the results 
of the TRC test of cost-effectiveness. For bid proposals that 
yield the same level of total resource net benefits, the one with 
the best UC benefit-cost ratio (or level of utility net ben~fits) 
is ranked ahead or given a higher score. we adopted this approach 
for PG&E's partnership bid as an improvement over PG&E's proposal 
to primarily consider UC costs, and over the approaches that DRA 

was advocating for a cost-effectiveness formula comprised of both 
uc and TRC cost compOnents. In comparison to those proposals, and 
for the purpose of a partnership form of bid, the tie-breaker 
approach best meets our stated objectives. 

Nonetheless, for the purpose of replacement bidding, 
parties in this phase of the proceeding have presented convincing 
reasons for adopting a different approach. SDG&E argues that the 
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tie-breaker approach may be the most usefui test to select between 
bid programs that are allowed to'target customer sectors not 
currently addressed by the utility, such as the case with PG&E's 
partnership bid. This 1s because the selection of DSM prOgrams 
that expand or augment current utility DSM activities is an 
integral part of the resource planning process, i.e., the process 
that selects utility resoutce additions based on total resource 

costs and benefits. 
In contrast, as both SDG&E and DRA point out, a 

replacement bid starts at the resource acquisition stage where the 
DSM program to be replaced has already been identified as cost
effective trom a total resource perspective I They contend that the 
objective in resource acquisition is to acquire those cost
effective DSM resources in the most efficient manner from a program 
expenditure pOint of view. 

We agree. As our Rules recognize, economic efficiency is 
our primary goal, but ratepayer impacts should not be iqrtored in . 
the resource pr6curement process. As discussed above, our 
objective is to encourage bidders to propOse, and the utility to 
select, bidder projects that maximize total'resou~ce net benefits 
in a manner that achieves the -biggest bang for the buck- with 
program funds. The most explicit way to translate this objective 
into cost-effectiveness criteria is to look at the level of total 
resource net benefits per dollar of utility program 
expenditures. 46 This approach explicitly assesses whether the 

46 During evidentiary hearings on PG&E's pilot, DRA augmented its 
p~epared_testimony to recommend this same formula, as an -
alternative to a weighted ~verage approach. (See Exhl 9A, 23, - .. 
23-A, a~d DRA opening Brief/PG&Ej pp. 14~15.)However, as in this 
phase of the proceeding, ORA's sample calculati~ns in the PG&E 
pilot phase reflected an interpretation of the SPM that no other 

(Footnote continues on next page) 
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incremental increase in resource benefits attributable to higher' 
-' customer rebates or more intensive marketing approaches is the most 

efficient use of additional ratepayer funds. In other words, it 
encourages program designers (whether utility or third-party 
bidders) to propOse projects with increasing rates of return to all 
ratepayers (in the form of total resource net benefits) per dollar 
of revenUe requirement. Mathematicaiiy speaking, this criterion 
prefers the project with the highest -slope- along a curve that 
graphs total resource net benefits as a function of ptogram costs. 

Unlike weighted average approaches, our adopted -bang for 
the buck- criterion is explicit in making the tradeoff between the 
TRC and uc tests. The outcome 1s unambi9uous~ a project wins the 
bid if it yields the highest level of total resource net benefits 
per dollar of utility expenditure. This is not a predictable 
outcome using weighted average approaches. Fot example, suppose 
two bidders propOse projects that each cost $300 million from a 
total resource perspective. Bid A yields energy savings of 
$400 miili6n, at a utility cost of $50 million. Bid B yields 
energy savings of $500 million, at a utility cost of $200 million. 
Using a 50/50 weighted average approach, one would select Bid s, 

(FoOtnote continued from previOUS page) 
parties used, and that we_have rejected in t~ay's order. Because 
this was ~o~btoughto~t in the earlier he~rinqsl the anomalous 
results of DRA's rlUmericcH examples i.n PG&E's pilot phase were 
attributed to the formula itself, rather than to differences in the 
definition of terms. Moreover, DRA made no conceptual distinction 
between this particular fo,rmula and weighted av~rage apprQaches, 
other than to refer to differences in the relative weighting of 
cost components. (DRA opening Bilef/PG&E, p. 17.). Finally, DRA's 
earlier formula was presented in the context of PG&E's partnership 
bidproposai t rather than a proposed replacel1.lent bid. A~.a result, 
we are only now able to separate the ·wheat from the chaff- in 
evalua~ing DRA's earlier recommendation as an appropriate 
cost-effectiveness formula for evaluating replacement bids. 
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even though the amount 6£ total resource net benefits per dollar of 
utility expenditure is twice as high for sid A as for Bid S.47 
As discussed in Section 6.1.2.3 below, 1£ both bids yield TRC 
benefit-cost ratios in excess of the utility's program, then Bid A 
should be preferred over either Bid B or the utility program being 

replaced. 
The tie-breaker approach adopted in 0.92-03-038 will 

identify the project that reduces total resource net benefits per 
dollar of revenue requirements, but only in situations where 
projects have identical total resource net benefits or benefit-cost 
ratios. In a partnership bid, there is a reasonable possibility 
that projects wili tie because bidders can develop projects with 
many different pOssible combinations of savings levels and total 
resource costs. In a replacement bid, ~owever, bidders attempt to 
achieve a predetermined level of energy and/or capacity savings, as 
defined by the utility program to be replaced. Hence, the number 
of possible savings/costs combinations that can result in a tie are 
relatively limited. As a result, using a tie-breaker approach for 
replacement bids is less likely to motivate bidders to keep both 
total resource costs and utility costs as low as possible. 

In conclusion, we find that SoCal, seE, and SDG&E should 
evaluate the relative cost-effectiveness of replacement bid 
proposais using the ratio between total resource net benefits and 

41_ In this examp~e, Bid A ~~s total reso~rce n~t beneftt~ of $100 
million ($400 - $300) andu~~lity net benefits of $350 R11l16n 
($400 - $50). Taking a 50/50 weighted averaqeof total resource 
and utility net benefits yields $225. The ratio 6f total resource 
net benefits to utility costs is 2.0 ($100 divided by $50). 

Bid B h~s total reso~rce net benefi~s of $~OO million ($~OO -$300) 
and utility net benefits of $300 ($500 - $200)., The 50/~Q weighted 
average ,of total resource and ut~lity net benefits is $250. The 
ratio of tot~l resource net benefits to utility costs is 1.0 ($200 
divided by $200). 
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utility costs, once certain threshold cost~effectivenes8 crit&ria 
are met. As described 1n section 6.162.4 below, this evaluation 
process shOuld also take into account the relative 
comprehensiveness or savings intensity of bid proposals. 
6.1.2.3 Threshold Cost-Effectiveness Criteria 

In order to receive ratepayer fu~dinq, a DSM program 
designed to replace supply-side resources must be less expensive 
from a total resource perspective than any other supply-side 
option. In other words, DSH resource programs (i.e., programs that 
serve as alternatives to supply-side resource options) shoUld, by 

definition, pass the TRC test. (See Rule 6, 0.92-02-015.) Once 
this threshold is met, utility OSK prOgrams are ranked and selected 
for funding in descending order of TRC benefit/cost ratiOs or net 
benefits, subject to budget limitations. Similarly, in an 
integrated resource planning environment, OSH programs are added to 
the resource plan in the order in which they lower total resOurce 
costs. (See TR at 118-1183 and 0.92-02-015, pp. 9-12.) 

Replacement bidding is an alternative method of acquiring 
DSM resources, once cost-effective utility OSM programs are 
identified in our planning and funding process. since a utility 
DSM resource program should riot be added to the utility's resource 
plan if doing so does not lower total resource costs, we see nO 
reason to permit bidders to propose prOjects with TRC benefit-cost 
ratios iess than 1.0. All bid proposals should be required to be 

cost-effective from a total resource perspective, even 1f the 
primary purpoSe of the proposal is to enhance savings intensity or 
site penetration. 

SESCO objects to the requirement that the bidders' 
propOsal -beat" the TRC benefit/cost ratio of the utility's 
program, which in the case of SOG&E's pilot is significantly 
greater than 1.0. From a resource planning perspective, we believe 
that the utility's TRC results should be a threshold for bidders in 
bidding situations where utility DSM activities are being replaced. 
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As described abOve and in D.~2-0J-038, a particular utility DSH 
program is'~ele¢ted for funding based on its relative TRC results, 
If bidders with lower TRC results are allowed to win the bid, then 
the optimal timing and/or selection of DSM resOurces in the 
planning process could be compromised. (TR at 1185-1187,) In 
other words, bid propOsals under a replacement bid should have TRC 
benefit/cost ratios that exceed 1.0 or the utility's program TRC 
(as defined in this oider), whichever is greater. 48 This 
deternination is consistent with our findings in 0.92-03-038 on the 
appropriate ·yardstick· for avoided costs. (see D.92-03-048, 
mimeo., pp. 44-46, Findings of Fact 44, 45.) 

As SESCO observes, SDG&E's replacement bid was not 
desiqned with residential weatherization measures in mind. This is 
because SDG&E itself does not conduct a non-low income residential 
weatherization program. (TR at l04~.) The issue of whether SDG&E 
should include weatherization measures in its residential prOgrams, 
and whether overall program funding should be increased for that 
purpose, is properly addressed in SDG&Eis general rate case 
proceeding where utility DSM program fundings decisions are made. 
'l'he purpose of SDG&E's bidding pi~ot is to assess whether third
party DSM providers can effectively replace the non-low income 
appliance efficiency incentives program that SDG&E currently 
conducts, which has been found to be cost-effective. Therefore, it 
is appropriate fOr the TRe threshold to be tied to the perfOrmance 
of SDG&E's existing program. otherwise, SoG&E's bidding pilot 
becomes a form of partnership bid, where bidders are competinq-to 
augment utility DSM activities and savings, rather than replace 
utility programs. This does not mean that bidders are precluded 

48 For SoCal' s pilot program I the threshold should be 1. 0, since 
there are no comparable existing TRCs for the type of coordinated 
residentia~ program we have authorized in today's order. (See 
Section 5.2.6.2 above.) 
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from proposing weatherliation measures in their bid package •. 
However, the overall bid proposal must be at least as cost
effective as SDG&E's current program from a total resource 
perspective. 49 Once this threshold is met, bidders co~pete to 
deliver total resource net benefits in a manner that maximizes 
those benefits per dollar of program expenditure. In their RFPs, 
the utilities should provide TRC information on the overall program 
and program components being replaced by the pilot. 

As discussed abOve, we want to ensure that replacement 
bids are lower cost than the utility's current or planned program, 
from a total resource perspective. However, because one of our 
objectives in conducting this pilot is to test the abiiity of third 
parties to propose innovative DSM delivery approaches and services, 
we do not want to automatically exclude from further consideration 
proposals that require propOrtionately higher utility expenditures 
than the utility's in-house program being replaced. Therefore, for 
the purpOse of these pilots; we will not require bid proposals to 
exceed the utility's bang-for-the-buck ratio as a threshold 
requirement. However, all bidders will still be competing 8qainst 
each other to maximize the bang-for-the-buck in order to win the 
bid. 
6.1.2.4 Savings Intensity/Site Penetration 

Evaluating bid proposals based on an average cost per kWh 
or kW (whether that cost is defined in terms of total resource, 
utility costs, or some combination of the two) tends to favor a 
bidder that pursues only the most cost-effective measures in each 

49 we find it appropriate to compare bid propOsals with the TRC 
benefit/cost ratio of the most co~paFable progr8m.cqmpO~ent. For 
weatherizat~on proposals SDG&E should use the TRC for its 
appliance efficiency op~lons program, rather than for its overall 
progra~, as the cost-effe~tiveness threshold. (see Exh. 109, 
p. 2-18; SDG&E Reply Brief, pp. 11-12.) 
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building or site. As we acknowledged in D.9~-Oj-038, this could 
result in the creation Of lost oppOrtunities, For PG'E's p~16t, 
this impact was minimi2ed by using a ·comprehensiveness· attribute 
in the bid evaluation process which, among 6ther things, gave 
favorable consideration to bidders that bid prices in a tiered 
system. (O.92-0l-03Q, mLme6., p. 52.) 

While tiered pricing is one viable approach for comparing 
the relative savings intensity of bidd~rst proposals, w~ do not 
agree with SESCO that it should be required tor all of the pilots, 
The nature of the program to be replaced may simply not lend itself 
to tiered pricing. For example, because there are a liuited nuwher 
of appliances to be replaced at each site, tiered-pricing may not 
be appropriate for a replacement bid designed to replace energy 
inefficient appliances, such as SDG&Ets pilot. Moreover, as part 
of these pilots, we want to test and evaluate alternative 
approaches for capturing non-price considerations, including 
savings intensity, in the bid evaluation process. 

Therefore, while we will require that all utilities 
incorporate relative savings intensity/project comprehensiveness 
into their bid evaluation prOcess, we wili not require that they 
utilize identical approaches. 50 We note that SDG&E's pilot and 
seE's industrial and large commercial (formerly schools) RFP 
currently lack any consideration of relative project 
comprehensiveness or savings intensity. Accordingly, SDG&E should 

50 Ideally, each utility program could also be characteri2ed in 
te~s of comprehensiveness or ~avings intensity. The savings .. 
intensity of bid proposals could then be compared to that of the 
utility's prog~am, as a component of the overall evaluatiQn of 
program cost-effectiveness. However, t~ere is no record in this 
proceeding w~th which to. develop <?r implement such an approach •. As 
we proceed with the development of DSM bidding, w~ will explore 
approaches for cha~acterizing the relative savings intensity/ 
cORprehesiveness of utility programs with bid proposals. 
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develop a self-scoring comprehensiveness attribute and assign it a 
maximum of 50 points. SCR should also add a coropreheQsiveness 
criterion to its evaluation of industrial and large co~eroial 
sector bids, and give it a S\ weight in the evaluation process. 
seE should reduce the weighting factor for its experience criterion 
from 20i to lSi, which gives that.criterion a weighting m6re in 
keeping with other bid propOsals. S1 ESCOs that bid prices in a 
tiered system should be given favorable consideration in assigning 
pOints/relative scores-within SDG'E'S and seE's comprehensiveness 

attribute. 
soCal shoUld retain its propOsed penetration factor; but 

that factor needs to be applied to the cost-effectiveness criteria 
adopted in today's order, i.e., the ratio of total resource net 
benefits to total utility costs. Similarly, SCR's tiered pricing 
approach for its small offices solicitation must be mOdified t6 
reflect today's determinations on cost-effectiveness criteria. 
Specifically, bidders should bid tiered prices bAsed on the total 
resource costs of their proposals. The resulting tiered price 
score would then be calculated, based on SCE·s proposed 
weighting/scoring formula, 

seE proposes to use the tiered price scores to directly 
rank bid proposals, i.e., the highest ranking bidder would be the 
One with the lowest score. However, this approach is not 
compatible with our adopted -bang for the bUck- cost-effectiveness 
criterion. Instead, seE should use the tiered price score to 
adjust the relative ranking of proposals based on our adopted 
criterion. Specifically, SCE should divide its tiered price score 
into the ratio ot total resource net benefits to total utility 
costs. In other words, the -bang for the buck- criterion becomes 

51 Bidder qualifications is assigned a 10% weight in PG&E's 
pilot, and a 14% weight in SDG&E's propOsed pilot. 
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the numerator, and the tiered price scote becomes the den6miriator, 
of a ratio that bidders try to maximize. seE would rank bidders 
based on that ratio, with the highest ranking bidder being the one 
with the highest scote. This will erisure that, in the overail 
evaluation of project cost-effectiveness, bidders ate given credit 
for achieving qreater site penetration. 
6.1.2.5 ~ Ratio/Ada1n1strative Cost Assuaptions 

1he approaches adopted in D.92-03-039 for determining NTG 

ratios and applying utiiity administrative cost assumptions should 
be adopted for soCal's, SeE's, and SDG&E's bidding pilots. In that 
decision, we considered various alternatives, including those 
proposed in thiS phase of the proceeding. We specifically rejected 
PG&E's recommendation to perform and pay for all administrative 
functions related to its bidding pilot and to allocate those costs 
for bid evaluation purposes on an equal cents/kWh basis. (see TR 

at 455.) We found that this approach would penalize bidders 
requiring iess administrative oversight or involvement from the 
utility relative to bidders requiring more oversight or 
involvement. 

We also found that the use of NTG ratios adopted tor the 
utilityts programs ~ay be too low for certain tyPes of ESCO
delivered programs. At the same t~, we Acknowledged that it 
would be difficult to evAluate individual NTG proposals, as 
proposed by some parties. We decIded to set the NTG ratio to 1.0 
for programs with greater than a 2-year payback (with utility 
program NTGs used for other programs), as a reasonable 
accommodation of parties' concerns. On the issue of administrative 
costs, we directed PG&E to provide bidders with a menu ot 
administrative functions and their approximate costs. Bidders were 
directed to specifically identify which functions they would 
perform themselves, which functions were not needed for their 
proposal, and/or which functions PG&E should perform for which the 
bidder wouid reimburse PG&E. 
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We have not been presented with additional info~ation or 
argument that would persuade us to alter out deterpinations in 
D.92-03-038 on the treatment of NTG ratios and utility 
administrative cOsts. Therefore, SCE, SoCal, and SDG&E should 
mOdify their RFPs to conform to those determinations. 
6.1.2.6 Avoided Cost updating 

PU Code S 701.1(0) directs this Commission to include a 
value for any costs and benefits to the environment in calculating 
the cost-effectiveness of energy resources, including conservation 
and load management. In our adopted Rules, we direct respondents 
to use avoided costs and non-price (e.g., environmental) values 
that are consistent with the values developed in the Biennial 
Resource plan update proceeding (Investigation (I.) 89-07-004) and, 
when completed; in our gas marginal cost investigAtion 
(1.86-06-005.) SCE, SOG&E, and SoCal are aware of these 
directives, and intend to update their avoided cost assumptions 
based on the outcome of these proceedings. (TR 870, 877; 883-884, 
1151-i153, 1200-1201, 1358-1359.) We expect the utilities to 
provide estimates of updated avoided costs in the compliance 
filings required by today's order. In particular, the utilities 
should incorP9rate the findings of D.92-04-045 in their avoided 
cost updates. 52 

6.i.2.7 NOn-price criteria 
Under SoCal's proposal, bids will be determined to be 

-acceptable- or -unacceptable- based on soCal's subjective 
evaluation of the bidders' marketing plan, proposed measures and 

52 For ~heir compliance filings, seE, SoCal, and SoG~E shou~d use 
their preferred methods for translating the findings of D.92-04-045 
into aVoided cost updates. Ho~ever; we may require modifications 
to those methqds prior to the final issuance of the RFPs, based on 
the outcome of the workshops and CAC~tsrep6rt on co~sistency . 
issues, due November 1, 1992 (See 0.92-02-075, Order~ng Paragraph 
9.) 
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-demonstrable experience- delivering similar programs. (Exh. 102, 
pp. 7-9.) In contrast, SeE establishes specific mininum 
requirements (e-9., a minimum of five years of experience) and 
SDG&E establishes a self-scoring system for non-price attributes. 
(See Attachment 2.) 

We do not expect SoCal to convert its bid evaluation 
process into a ~elf-scoring RFP, as SESCO requests. We want to 
explore various bid designs, including those that are based on 
non-self scoring approaches, before determining which methOds are 
the most effective. However, as currently structured, SoCal's bid 
evaluation method provides little guidance to pOtential bidders on 
how they will be evaluated for threshold requirements. Therefore, 
we direct socat to provide more explicit threshold criteria in its 
RFP by (1) describing threshold requirements more fully (e.g., what 
type of information is required to demonstrate acceptable 
experience), and (2) assigning relative weights to the non-price 
threshold considerations (e.g., qualifications, marketing plan, and 
selected measures). 

With regard to SOCal ts specific threshold reqUirements; 
we agree with SE5CO that the existence of iitigAtion ciaiming 
default is not a proper criterion for disqualifying a bidder. The 
fact that someone alleges that a particular company has breached a 
contract provision does not make that company unreliable. (TRAt 
840.) We also agree with SBSCO that requiring every bidder to 
become fully licensed 1n California prior to SUbmitting a bid will 
unreasonably discourage out-of-state firms from participating. 
However, we find nothing unreasonable about the requirement that 
the bidder, or bidder's representative, be appropriately licensed 
before commencing to provide services in California. SoCal should 
modify its RFP to conform to this distinction. 

SESCO also asserts that SDGSEts process for selecting 
winners, once the short list is identified, is too subjective. 
Contrary to SESCO's assertions, however, the criterion that SDG&B 
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will use to make final selections is olearly stated in SDG'E's RFP. 
SOG,E will examine selected markets or.pro9~am designs to make sure 
that the overall program is cohesive and comprehensive, 

-At the ne90tiations stage, it is SDG&E's intent 
to select the best mix of Bidders from the 
Short List to be able to serve the Existing 
Residential customer narket with a cohesive and 
comprehensive set of Programs fot energy 
efficiency. In order to do this, significant 
changes may need to be made to One or more 
proposals in order to avoid overlaps and 
conflicts between programS. Some otherwise 
attractive bids may tail to be selected because 
their selected target markets or program 
designs will not mesh well with those of other 
Bidders on the Short List. The initiAl 
rankings of projects become less important once 
Bidders become part ot the Short List.-
(Exh. 109, p. 1-15.) 

Such flexibility after short list selection is 
appropriate for a bid designed to replace a specific utility 
program. However, SDG&E should make available to all short-listed 
bidders the reasons why the winning bidders contribut~d most 
effectively to overall program cohesiveness/comprehensiveness. As 
we did for PG&E, we will also requite SDG&E, seE, and soeal to make 
available sUmmaries of project proposals and a final score Or 
ranking under each evaluation criterion to all bidders and anyone 
elsa requesting a copy. This information should be avaiiable at 
the time the utilities announce their short list of bid proposals 

for negotiation. 
Finally, consideration of ·customer valueR should be 

deleted from SDG&E'S bid evaluation criteria. SoG&E has 
established no criteria for evaluating customer value or awArding 
up to 50 points for this attribute. (Exh. 109, p. 2-19, Form 13.) 
Moreover, this element is Virtually identical to the -incremental 
customer value- component of project benefits that we rejected for 
PG'E's bidding pilot. As we stated in 0.92-03-038, we will not 
inclUde this benefit in the evaluation of bid proposals until an 
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acceptable method for quantifying and consistently applying 
customer val~e across bOth utility and ESCO-delivered programs has 
been established. Accordingly, SDG&E should delete Form 13 from 
its RFP, and replace it with a self-scored evaluation of project 
comprehensiveness/savings intensIty, as directed in Section 6.1.2.4 
above. 
6.2 Measure.ent and Verification 

Each of the utilities plans to handle the measurement and 
verification (M&V) of energy savings under its pilot somewhat 
differently. Per-measure savings under SDG&E's pilot will be based 
on prespecified assumptions contained in the bidder's propOsal, or 
as agreed upon in negotiations. SDG&E will also allow bidders to 
propose performance-type programs, in which some or all of the 
payment may be based on measured savings. SDG&E will perform all 
H&V studies needed for making payments to winning bidders, and for 
evaluating the residential appliance efficiency program in generai. 
(Exh. 110; TR at 1202-1203.) 

Similarly, 50cal provides bidders with the option of 
proposing fixed payments based on prespecified energy savings for 
each measure installed, or payments per therm based on measured and 
verified savings. (Exh. 102, p. 5.) However, bidders are expected 
to perform all ex post measurement themselves, based on an agreed 
upon H&V plan. SoCal will conduct supplemental M&V studies for the 
program as a whole. (TR at 880-881.) 

In contrast, seE proposes to pay all bidders based on 
measured savings, using -pre/post- methodologies developed by seE 
for specific measures. (Exh. 114, Appendix c.) SCE will perform 
all of the H&V studies/monitoring necessary for the program. 

SESCO argues that the Commission should insist on 
requiring comparable H&V standards for bOth bid DSM projects and 
the utility's own OSM programs and that bidders proposing 
performance-based pricing should receiv~ extra credit in the bid 
evaluation process. (SESCO Openinq Brief, pp. 6-7, 10.) ORA 
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prefers an approach that uses prespeoified savings estimates as the 
bases for bidder payments in 1993, subject' .to change as the 
CommissIon adopts ex post protocols for 1994. (TR at 1673-1675.) 

We are currently in transition from using prespecified 
estimates of DSK savings, to using post-Installation, or ex pOst, 
measurements. As we stated in Rule 21 of D.92-02-075, we expect to 
shift to ex post measurement of savings for utility shareholder 
incentives by 1994. As in the case of PG&E's pilot, however, we 
must adopt H&V provisions for DSM bidding prior to completing this 

transition. 
During the PG&E pilot phase, several parties raised the 

issue of consistency between the H&V reqUirements for ESCOs and 
those for utilities. (0.92-03-038, p. 25.) As in this phase o£ 
the proceeding, they argued that the H&V standards for the bidding 
pilot should be ~dentical to those currently in place (or utillty
sponsored programs. We disagree. We reject the notion that the 
standards for these pilots should be based on a H&V approach we 
have chosen to move away from for utility-sponsored programs. 
Instead, the pilots should be designed to yield useful information 
about the application ot ex post measurement in a bidding 
environment. By reqUiring third parties to develop ex pOst 
measurement plans as part of their propOsals, we should gain useful 
information on alternative approaches for bOth ESCO- and utility
sponsored programs in the future. 

We recognize that there are bound to be some 
inconsistencies between ex pOst M&V protocols proposed and 
negotiated for these particular pilots, and those that we wili 
adopt in the upcoming measurement and evaluation phase of this 
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proceeding. 53 ORA suggests that the H&V provisions 6f these 
contracts be subject to change, based on our final deterDinations 
on ex post measurement protocols. We reject that suggestion 
because it would introduce an unacceptably high level of 
uncertainty into the payment provisions of the contracts. The 
approach adopted for PG&E'S pilot is reasonable for these pilotsl 
namely, to let bidders propose their own ex post M&V programs,' 
including the baseline reference, subject to the utility's 
case-by-case evaluation. As we did for PG&E's pilot, we will also 
requite that the baseline reference for calculating enerqy savings 
be the minimum standards equipment, not existing equipment. 
Bidders should include in their Response packages the basis fot 
their minimum standards baseline reference, including suppOrting 
data and documentation. (See D.92-03-035, p. 54.) Since all 
bidders will be required to propose performance-based pricing, 
SESCO's suggestion that extra credit be given for such proposals is 
moot. Accordingly, the utilities should modify their RFPs and 
sample contracts to reflect this requirement. 
6.3 Payment Provisions/Contract Terms 

socal, SeE, and SDG&E each provide a sample energy 
efficiency contract for winning bidders. (See Exhs. 103, 114/115, 
and 109.) The contracts include sample provisions on payment 
terms, security requirements, termination provisions, force 
majeure, default and remedies, and confidentiality ofcustomet
related data, among others. SESCO raises objections to several 
provisions in these contracts. 

AS currently proposed, SDG&E's contract limits total 
payments to the bid price, and socal's contract contains maximum 

S3 How to account for these differences in calculating 
shareholder incentives or for forecasting purposes should be 
addressed in the upcoming measurement and evaluation phase of tbis 
proceeding. 
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payment and savings clauses. seE's contract pays for up to 125\ of 
the contracted savings level (i.e., 12.5 gWh for each 10 gWh 
contract). SESCO argues that payments t6 bidders should exceed 
the bid price if the project~ are successful in achieving 
cost-effective conservation. 54 

SDG&E's contract contains a clause requiring arbitration 
for all disputes under" $100,000, while seE's contract provides fot 
arbitration upon written consent of both parties. soCal's sample 
contract does not provide for arbitration. SESCOargues that the 
utility contracts should include provisions requiring arbitration 
of all disputes involving i~ss than $500,000. 

SESCO also objects to the persistence and cost
effectiveness security provisions contained in SDG&E's sample 
contract. With regard to persistence security, SESCO objects to 
SDG&E's assump~lon that energy savings deteriorate over time on a 
linear basis. 55 SESCO claims that SDG&B's cost-effectiveness 
security provisions are excessive and unwOrkable for performance 
bidders. 

54 We have addressed Transphase's arqume~t that paYments should 
be based on either kHqr kWh. savings, by dire~tlng SCE.to pay 
bidders on this basis for its larqe commercial/industrial bid . 
solicitation. Since the other pilots are not designed to solicit 
electric lo~d management technologies, per kW payment terms do not 
have to be included in the sample contracts; rather they can be 
negotiated on a case-by-case basis. 

55 SE5CO also objects tQ langUage under SDG~E;s sample . 
persistenc~ security provision~ that pe~t$ SQG&E to use lifetime 
energy sAvings assumptions that are different frOm the ones 
originally approved •. However, that particular provision b¢comes 
moot with our.determin~tion that payments to bidders for all 
measures shoUld be performance-based. ~or performance-based 
measure~, SDG&E states that it will perfQrn ex pOst measure~ent 
in the final year of the ~r£ormance period to determi~e th~ amount 
of security to be kep~ by SDG&E or returned to the ESCO •. (See 
Exh. 109, pp. 3-6.) Fo~ .this purpose, we expect SDG&E to employ 
the measurement and verification methods agreed to in the contract. 
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In addition, SESCO objects to a provision in SoG&E's 
contract that c6nditlO~s the validity of the agreement upOn a 
Commission decision to ·unconditionally· authorize full recovery of 
contract costs. SESCO argues that the Commission does nOt issue 
orders guaranteeing, in advance, full recovery of such costs. 
Finally, SESCO argues that S6G&E'S termination provisions enable 
SDG&E to terminate the agreement for technical, immaterial 
breaches. In SESCO's view, only material breaches should cause 
termination. 

As described in each utility's RFP, all aspects of the 
sample contract provisions are negotiable, and subject to change. 
Hany of the specifics raised by SESCO are ones that should become 
part of negotiations, For example, as SDG&E points out, the 
assumption of linearity in savings deterioration is open to change, 
if bidders can offer substantiation of alternative decay functions. 
In D.92-03~03S; we encouraged PG&E to be open to alternative forms 
of front-loaded security, and we expect SOG&E, socal, and SeE to be 

similarly receptive during their negotiations with short-listed 
bidders. if the sample security provisions are unworkable for 
performance7based bidders, we expect suitable modlficati6ns to be 

negotiated. 56 

56 We note that SESCO first rAises this particular issue in its 
Reply Brief. As a result, SoG&E has had no opportunity, tod~rectly 
respond to thlsaspect of its security provisi~ns. Reply ~riefs 
are to be used to respond to lssu~s argued in Opening Briefs; and 
not to raise new issues. In the future, SESCO should cover all of 
its major points in its Opening Brief. 
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We do not intendt6 approve or reject specifio c6ntract 
language in today's order. 57 Rather, we expect the utilities to 
negotiate with short-listed bidders in good faith, and work with 
bidders to develop a package 6f price and non-price contract terms 
that a.pprop):iately allocate the risks and benefits of the agreement 
among affected parties, including ratepayers. However, we agree 
with SESCO on several general principles, which soCal, SCE, and 
SDG&E should incorporate into their sample aild final contracts. 

First, contract payment provisions should allow for 
payments above the total bid price or contractual savings ievels, 
provided that the ESCO meets all of the performance requirements of 
the contract and the project continues to be cost-effective from a 
total resource perspective. All utilities currently have 
flexibility to shift funds among in-house resource programs, and 
some can Also exceed authorized fUnding levels up to certain 
limits, in order to maximize the ratepayer benefits of their 
programs. As described in Section 6.4.2 below, we will extend the 
same degree of funding flexibility to these pilots. 

Since these pilots are designed to replace planned 
in-house OSK programs, we see no reason why the energy or capacity 
savings produced by these pilots should be rigidly capped at 
contracted amounts, if those savings continue to be reliable and 
cost-effective. As described in this order, winning bidders will 
be heid to high standards for these pilots--their projects must
-beat- the utiiityt s projected cost-effectiveness performance, and 
their payments will be based on ex post verified savings. 

57 we make one exception. SoG&8 should delete the word 
-unconditionally- In Section 33 of its sample contract. Even 
standard offer contracts are not Unconditionally approved by the 
Commission, if the terms of thOse co~tracts are not prudently 
administered by the utility. (See, for example, 0.91-07-054, 
pp. 18-19.) 
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Therefore, the utility should pay for greater than estimated 
savings under these contracts. At the same time, utilities need to 
retain flexibility t6 allocate ratepayer funds to other resource 
programs that are equally or more cost-effective. seE'S approach 
of paying for up to 125\ of estimated savings represents an 
appropriate balance. Thereforet socal and SDG&E should also 
include provisions in their sample contracts to pay for up to 125' 
of estimated savings (based on bid amounts). If contract 
performance exceeds this level, we encourage SoCal, SCE, and SDG&E 
to negotiate with winning bidders to modify the terms and 
conditions of the contract, as appropriAte. 

All of the sample contracts should include arbitration 
provisions. As we acknowledged in 0.92-03-038, potential 
ambiguities ot disputes with regard to termination provisions, or . 
any other aspect of the contract, cart be more effectively addressed 
by having an arbitration option built into the contract. 
(0.92-03-038, p. 56.) Rather than prespecify the language of each 
arbitration provision, we will leave it up to the utilities t6 
develop sample language, subject to negotiations. 

Finally, as we required of PG&E in D.92-03-038, seE, 
soCal, and seE should clearly state in their RFPs that proposed 
changes t6 their sample contracts will not be considered in the bid 
evaluation process, up to the selection of the short list. The 
evaluation process should consider only the criteria described in 
their RFPs, as modified by this order. (D.9~-03-038, p. 57.) 
6.4 Funding Issues/commission Review Process 

In their testimony and briefs, several parties raise 
issues concerning program funding and the commission review 
process. We address these issues below. 
6.4.1 Authorized Funding Levels 

TO implement its pilot, SDG&E 1s requesting pro gran 
funding authorization of $6.8 million for 1993, $6.8 million for 
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1984, and $6.7 Dillion for 1995 (in 1993$), inoluding funds for 
administrative costs and measurement and evaluatio~.59 
(Bxh. loa-i-At using a 5\ inflation rate.) ~his compares with 1992 
annual authorized funding levels of $5.1 million, in 1993 dollars. 
(Ref. Item ee, Part III, ~able 2.1., using a 5\ inflation rate.) 
~he progrAa is cost-effective at the requested funding level, with 
the exception of the high efficiency air conditioning program 
component. (Exh. 109, Table 2-D.) ~his program element is not 
cost-effective and should not be funded. We reduce SDG&E's funding 
authorization accordingly. 

10 sua, we authorize SDG&& to recover in rates the 
following total amounts for its residential appliance efficiency 
incentives program, which will be used to implement SDG&E's DSM 
bidding pilot. $6,565,83~ in 1993, $6,553,626 in 1994, and 
$6,419,701 in 1995 lot a total of $19,599,159 (in 1993$) over the 
three-year program perlod. 59 These ligures include funds for 
measurement and evaluation in the amount of $158,090 in 1993, 
$145,884 in 1994, and $71,959 in 1995 (in 1993$). From these funds 
will also come the administrative costs for SDG&Ets pr6gram support 
role. Determinations on revenue allocation and rate design for 
SDG&E's pilot will be made either in SOG&E's curr~nt general rate 
case proceedinq, or in another appropriate forum. 60 

seE estimates that it will require a total 6f 
$19.2 million, or an average of $2.1 million per year over 

58 SDG&E will conduct the residential app~iance efficiency 
incentives program in-house during 1993, ~hile bids are being 
solicited, reviewed, and selected. Therefore,SDG&E is requesting 
authoriz~tion_for its own Activities during 1993, as well as for 
the bidding pilot. 

59. program Budget figures plus M&E from Exh. 108-1-A'mlnus 
$265,176 for the air conditioning program. 

60 See ALJ Ruling dated April 2, 1992 in A.91-11-0~4/I.92-01-004. 
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1993-2002 (in 1993$) to implement. its small offices solicitation in 
the two designated reqions. (See Table$ 1 and 2.) This funding 
level includes administrative and measurement costs. At the 
requested funding level, tbis program is cost-effective iron a 
total resource perspective. (See Exh. I1G-S.) seE proposes to 
implement its pilot within the energy management hardware program 
levels already authorized in rates. 

As described in Section 5.2.6.2 above, we have expanded 
seE'S replacement pilot to include a solicitation for the 
industrial and large commercial sectors in the two designated 
regiOns. Funding for SCE'S current industrial and large commercial 
programs was found reasonable SCE's test yeAk 1992 general rAte 
case. (See 0.91-12-016.) Based on 1992 authorized funding levels, 
seE should redirect a total of $16.2 milliOn over the program 
period, or $5.4 million annually in 1993, 1994, and 1995 (1n 1993$) 
to implement the industrial and large commercial solicitation. 
(See Table 2.) To implement bOth solicitations within the 
designated regions, SCE will need to redirect a total of 
$35.4 million (in 1993$) frOR its in-house commercial and 
industrial energy management hardware rebate program. 

We authorize SCE to make these funding redirections, 
Specifically, for 1993 and 1994, seE should redirect $7,577,178 
each year from industrial and commercial portions of the energy 
management hardware rebate program approved in SCE's test year 1992 
general rate case. For 1995, SCE should similarly redirect 
$7,517,178 from fundS authorized in its test year 1995 general rate 
case, or the appropriate DSH funding prbceeding. 61 To continue to 

61 ~his.should not r~qulre any increase in rates in 1995 and 
beYond, since funding for these solicitations in the designate~. , 
regions represents less than half of 1992 authorizations for all of 
SeE'S commercial and industrial energy management hardware rebate 
programs. 
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fund its small office solicitation prograa during the 1996-2002 
period, SCE should redirect $2,i33,l~O (in 1"993$) per year, 
beginning in 1996, from future funding authori~atl()ns for its 
in-house commercial energy management hardware rebate program. 62 

seE should also redirect authorized funding from its 
in-house residential programs to pay for electric savings achieved 
by winning bidders for SOCal, under SOCal's residential bidding 
pilot. Finally, SCE is authorized to redirect authorized funding 
for the measurement and evaluation of its in-house programs to 
measure and verify savings from its pilot program, as 
appropriate. 63 Since seE will be implementing its pilot within 
authorized funding levels, our determinations today have no impact 
on incrementa! funding, revenue allocation or rates for SCE. As 
discussed in Section 6.4.2 below, SCE will be able to carryover all 
redirected funds from year-to-year, in order to make payments to 
bidders based on project performance. While bids are being 
solicited, reviewed, and selected during 1992 and 1993, SeE should 
continue its in-house commerci~l and industrial energy management 
hardware rebate program in the two designated regions. 

6~, Vnlike its industria~_~nd large commercial (formerly schoois) 
solicitation, the small offices solicitation i,? budgeted to pay for 
project$ with high. intensity savings that persist 6verseven years. 
Therefore;SCE will need to redirect to this so~icitation_ " 
proportionately mOre than it curre~t~y budgets for its small 
offices program •. We authorize redirections ~pread over a . 
seven-year peri9d, in order to avoid dis~pti~g funding, for seE's 
other cOJmnercial programs, including small office activities in 
SCE#S non-pilot regions. 

63 In 0.91-12-076, we authorized"ove~ $15 million in fund~~g for 
SCE#s in-house meAsurement, and evaluation activities. We will 
address.~undl.ng ~or these Activities for i~95-1997 in SCE's test_ 
year 1995 general tate case, or in another appropriate DSM funding 
proceeding. 
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We have also expanded SoCal's pilot to encompass both the 
single- and multi-family sectors. <'see section 5.2.6.2 abOve.) 
The current authorized funding level for SoCal's residential 
weatherization, appliance effioiency, and master roeter conversion 
programs is $4,818,l2Q per year (in 1993$). (Ref. Iten AA, 
Table 2.1, roultiplied by 4\ inflation.) HOwever, SoCal's current 
master meter program is far from cost-effective with a TRC ratio of 
.29. socal even testified that it would not propose continued 
in-house funding for this program element, given these cost
effectiveness results. (TR at 859.) Accordingly, we will remove 
the master meter component and authorize the differential, 
$4,444,960 per year in 1994, 1995, and 1996, for payments to 
bidders and utility administrative costs associated with SoCal's 
pilot. We will authorize an additional $108,060 per year (in 
1993$), for Socal's proposed supplemental M&V activities. 
Determinations on revenue allocation and rate design for-this 
funding wiil be made in socal's 1993 biennial cost allocation 
proceeding. This represents totai program authorizations of 
$13,658,880 per year (in 1993$) for SoCal's pilot (i.e., $4,444,960 
per year over the three-year installation period.) As we provided 
for seE and SoG&E, 50thl should continue its authorized in-house 
programs into 1994 if the bid SOlicitation, review, and selection 
process cannot be completed by the end of 1993. 

In its comments on the ALJ's proposed deCision, SoCal 
requests that final determinations on pilot program funding be 

deferred to its upcoming 1994 general rate case. 64 The size, 

64 We note that SoCal has filed its Notice of Intent for the 1994 
general rate case with a funding request for its residential 
weatherization. and appliance efficiency pr9qr~s that exceeds 
today's authorization by approximate1y.$325,OOO. In its rate case 
application, SoCal's funding requests for these programs should be 
modified to conform with today's authorizations. 
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scope, and funding for these pilots were identified-as ~ssues for 
this proceeding, not the gene~al rate case, and these issues were 
fully explored in direct testimony and during cross-examination. 
We see no reason to delay our determinations on these Ratte~s. 
DOing so would introduce considerable uncertainty with regard to 
the funding levels for these pilots, For similar reasons, we have 
rejected seE's proposal to authorize the redirection Of funds for 
1993 and 1994 only in today's order and to leave consideration of 
additional funding for completing the pilot in future funding 
proceedings. (See seE Comments, pp. 4-5.) 

SoCal, SCE, and SDG&E should plan on implementing the 
adopted bidding pilots (or conducting their own in-house programs 
if they are not displaced by bidding) within the total funding 
authorizations approved by today's order. Should experience with 
pilot implementation warrant additional fUnding for this purpose; 
the utilities may make their reqUests tor increased authorizations 
in the appropriate DSH funding proceeding. 

Table i summarizes our annual funding authorizatiOns for 
SoCal's, SDG&E's, and seE's DSM bidding pilots. 6S As indicated in 
Table 2, each utility will conduct replacement bids in the range of 
20-30i of 1992 annual resource budget authorizatiOns. With the 
adjustments described above, we are authorizing replacement bidding 
for in-house programs that have all been found to be reasonable and 
cost-effective from a total resource perspective. stnce winning 
bidders will need to -beat- threshold cost-effectiveness 
requirements, we are assured that these programs will also be 
cost-effective when put out to bid. 

65 Today's order does not authorize funding for shareholder 
incentives assocla~ed wit~ the pilots. Those funds are currently 
authorized in our fuel offset proceedings. 
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6.4.2 Balancing Account Treat.ent and Funding Flexibility 
parties raised the following balancing account/funding 

flexibility issues. 
1. Whether the utility should have the . 

flexibility to shift funds between utility 
DSK programs and the bidding pilots, 

2. Whether the utility should have flexibility 
to exceed authorized spending levels for 
the pilot, and 

3. Whether the utility should be able to 
carry-over unexpended bidding pilot funds 
from year-to-year. 

SDG&E requests that it be able to move funds from the 
bidding pilot to cover energy efficiency options that are not 
adequately addressed by bidders (e.g., super high efficiency 
refrLgerators). seE also ask~ for flexibility to shift funds froR 
the pilot program to in-house DSH programs. SoCal does not request 
such flexibility. DRA recommends against any shiftinq from the 
pilot program to in-house programs, and SESCO specifically objects 
to SDG&E's intention to reduce pilot funds if bidders do not offer 
programs for super high efficiency refrigerators. 

SOG&E and SoCal do not seek flexibility to exceed the 
pilot funding authorizations. They plan to discontinue the program 
when funds are exhausted. SCE desires the flexibility to exceed 
authorized.funds, and 5ESCO supports that fiexibility for all 

utilities. 66 

SeE, SOG&E, and socal seek authority to carry-over 
unexpended DSM pilot funding from year-to-year, as long as total 
funding levelS for the pilots are not exceeded. DRA would limit 
carry-over flexibility to projects completed within the 
authorization period. SESCO recommends that the utilities carry 

66 DRA's position on this issue is not clear (see Exh. 112). 
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over funds through 1996, so that ESCOs have a reasonable 
impleRentation period for their projects. 

As we discuss in section 6.3 abOve, utilities should pay 
winning bidders for savings beyond their bid levels, as long as the 
ESCO meets ali. of the performance requirements 6f the contract and 
the project continues to be cost-effective from a total resource 
perspective. This means that utilities will need flexibility to 
eXpand pilot program funding, should the pilot yield more cost
effective savings than expected. For their own programs, we have 
given utilities flexibility to reallocate funds amOng resource 
programs and, i~ some cases, to even exceed total authorized 
funding levels. 67 

We see no reason why the same degree of flexibility 
should not be adopted for replacement bIds. If the utility needs 
to continue certain aspectS of its In-house programs; based on 
bidder response, then it should have the flexibility to allocate 
funding tOo those activities. 68 If, on the other hand, the pil'ot 
program yieldS more cost-effective savings than originally 
estimated, the utility should have the flexibility to shift 

67 All, utilities may sh~ft.~unds ~lthin program categories, up to 
certain limits (e.g., $?~~ m~~lion for SCE). SoCal is currently 
allowed to spend up to ~OO\ of its planned budget for resource 
programs in any particular year. PG&E is currently authorized to 
eJ:{ceed,its total resource program budget by 130\ and spend up to 
150% of any given resource p~ogram~S budget. SDG&~ currently is 
authorized to spend up to $SQ million for Its$44.8 million 
program. SCE cannot currently exceed its total authorized budget. 

68 In contrast, under a partnership bid, the utility is 
augmenting its OSM activities with the pilo~._,Thereforet .PG~E did 
not request, and we did not authorize, flexibi~ity to sh~ft funds 
from the, pilot p~<?9rim irt~9 in-h0l:1se OSM activities. See, 
0.92-03-038, p. 59. The flexibility w~ aregranti~g in today's 
order does not extend

1 
however, to shifting funds fronthe pilot 

into in-house OSM act vities in programs other than the ones 
designed to be replaced by third-party bidding. 
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additional funds into that program. However, we agree with SESCO 
that the utiiities should not prespecify what aspects of its 
current in-house programs should continue. If bid proposais can 
cost-effectively replace SDG&E'S high efficiency refrigerator 
program, then funding should be allocated to those propOsals. If 
it is cost-effective to do so, SDG&E can continue this particular 
program by shifting funds from other, less cost-effective in-house 
resource programs and/or by exceeding funding levels up to the 
authorized limits. 

Year-by-year payments to winning bidders will be 

uncertain, particularly in view of our requirement to base payments 
on ex post measured savings. Funds should also be available for 
payments to winning bidders that require longer leadtimes. 
Therefore, we will also give the utilities authority to carry over 
unexpended DSM bidding pilot funding frOm year-to-year, as long as 
the total funding level does not exceed authorized levels, 
including any flexibility. that the utility has now Or in the future 
to exceed those amounts. 69 Expenditures for the utilities' 
bidding pilots should be included in the existing balancing 
accounts for other DSH resource programs. (i.e., the Electric and 
Gas Efficiency Baliulcing Accounts for SoG&E, the Demand-Side 
Management Adjustment Clause for SCE and the conservation Expense 
Account for SoCal). 

69 This carryover authority does not chiul.gethe qenerai.· , 
timeframe for the proqram solicitation and installation peri9d(the 
period over which bids are solicited, winning bidders are selected, 
and projects are completed.) Rather, it allows th~ payment period 
to winning bidders to extend beyond project installation, 
consistent with our determination that all paYments be based on 
ex post measured sa~ings. With the pOssible exception of winnIng 
bidders that require somewhat longer leadt1.mes, we expect the pilot 
projects to be c¢mpleted within a three-year solicitation and 
installation period. 
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6.4.3 ApprOval of NegOtiated Contracts/Co.plaint PrOcedure 
All three utilities plan to submit the negotiated 

contracts with winning bidders for Commission approval. SDG&E and 
SCE specifically request that approval be given via the 
Commission's Advice Letter prOcess. SESCO urges the Commission to 
develop special procedures that would accommodate Commission 
oversight of contract negotiations, and provide expedited 
Commission review Of complaints or contract disputes. (SESCO 
Opening Brief, pp. 5-6.) 

As we discussed in D.92-03-038, our review of the 
reasonableness of negotiated contracts and associated payments does 
not need to take the form of preapproval. A utility may sign what 
it considers to be reasonable cOntracts with ESCOs without 
obtaining preapproval from this Commission. Instead, these 
contrActs are subject to reAsonableness review in the utility's 
fuel offset proceeding, consistent with the treatment of all other 
negotiated pOwer purchase agreements that the utility enters into 
without commission preApproval. In PG&E's case, we left it up to 
the utility to decide whether to request preapproval for negotiated 
contracts under its bidding pilot. If preapproval were sought; we 
required PG&E to submit the majority of these contracts for our 
review at one time, rather than one-by-one as they are signed. 

In terms of the form of preapprovAl, we rejected PG&B's 

propOsal to obtain Commission approval by Advice Letter, given the 
fact that the contract terms presented by PG&E lor our 
consideration were propOsed and reviewed as a starting point for 
negotiations, not as a standard offer. Therefore, we determined 
that if PG&E applies for preapproval of these contrActs, it should 
do so by filing a formal application with service on all parties to 
this proceeding. We also required PG&E to provide sufficient 
information on the cost impacts of each negotiated contract and a 
comparative analysis of specific contract provisions across ali 6f 
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the contracts, as part of its application for preapproval. 
(D.92-0~-63$, Ordering paragraph tt.) 

SDG&E and seE have presented no additi6~al facts Qr 
arguments to support a different preapproval process for their 
bidding pilots, We, therefore, adopt the same procedures for 
socal; SDG&E, and SCE, as we did for PG&B. We also note, as we did 
in 0.9~-03-038, that our current complaint procedures are available 
to all ESCOs, as they have been to OFs for resolving bid selection 
Or negotiation disputes. As we stated in response to siollar 
suggestions for PG&E's pilot, we are not willing to establish a 
separate appeals process for this program. The issue of whether 
disputes can be minimized through alternative program deSign, and 
whether an alternative appeals process is appropriate; will be 
assessed as part of the Commission's Advisory and COmpliance 
Division's overall evaluation of these pilots. (See 0.92-03-039; 
pp. 60-61.) 
6.5 MOtions to strike 

In its reply brief, SDG&E moved to strike Attachment A of 
ORA's opening brief and portions of SESCO's opening brief. SESCO 
replied to SDG&E's motion on June ~O, 1992. 

We have reviewed SDG&E's motion, SESCO's response, and 
the relevant portions of ORA's and SESCO's briefs. We agree with 
SDG&E that SE5CO's discussion of the RFPs currently issued by 
portland General Electric Company and by Pacific power & Light 
Company refers to matters not presented on the record and should be 
striken (i.e., the last three sentences on page 9.) 

However, we deny 5DG&E's motion to strike other sections 
of SESCO's brief and Attachment AOf DRA~s brtef. SESCO has 
adequately responded to SDG&E's motion by referencing the record in 
PG&H's pilot phase and commission language in 0.92-03-038. 
Attachment A of ORA's brief represents a compilation of numbers and 
calculations readily available from the record in this proceeding. 
we do agree with SDG&E, however, that Attachment A should not be 
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considered a definitive statement and comparison ot all economic 
attributes proposed by the various parties without allowing input 
from those parties. Therefore, our consideration of Attachment A 
is ltmited to identifying certain definitional issues related to 
the calculation of total resource costs. (see Section 6.1.2.1 
above.) We encourage ORA and others to present such comparison 
tables as part of their testimony, ot as cross-examination 
exhibits, so that they can be thorouqhly analyzed and evaluated on 
the recotd. 
6.6 Utili~y Compliance Filings 

In compliance with today's decision, we direct SCE and 
SOG&E to revise their RFPs, R~sponse packages and sample Contracts 
(i.e., Exhs. 114, 115, and 109), and to tile those revisions within 
60 days from the effective date of this order. socal and seE 
should jointly file revisions to Exhs. 102 and 103, in compliance 
with our directives for a coordinated residential pilot, within 
120 days from the effective date of this order. SCE should include 
in that filinq a description of the in-house residential programs 
that will be partially or fully replaced by winning bidders under 
the coordinated pilot, along with estimates of the funding level to 
be allocAted to this pilot. 

In their joint filing, S6Cal and SCE should also describe 
their proposal for administering the coordinated pilot. ~his 

filing should include estimates of funding redirections (in 1993$ 
and NPV) that SCE will need to make to pay for electric savings 
achieved by winning bidders working for SoCai. The revised 
exhibits should cleariy indicate what deletions/additions were made 
to the text or tables of the RFP, Response packages, and Sample 
Contracts in respOnse to today's directives. SoCal, seE, and SoG&E 
should also describe how and when they will incorporate mintmum 
performance goals for these pilots into the goals for their DSH 
resource programs affected by these pilots. Comments on the 
utilities' compliance filings shall be filed within 30 days from 
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their filing date. We remind parties that this comment process . . 
does not give them the opportunity to reargue their positions; 
rather, it Is designed to solicit comments on whether the 
utilities· revisions comply with today's order. 

The utilities' compliance filings and interested parties' 
comments shall be filed at the Commission's DOcket Office, and 
served on all appearartces and the state service list in these 
proceedings, After reviewing the compliance filing and parties' 
comments, the assigned ALJ will either issue a ruling addressing 
any outstanding compliance issues and setting forth a final 
schedule for bid solicitation, or make recommendations to the 
Commission as to the appropriate course of further action. 
2.0 RespOnse to COmments on ALJ's Proposed Decision 

Pursuant to PU Code S 311 and to our governing Rules of 
Practice and Procedure (californiA Code of Regulations, Title 20, 
Rules 77 to 77.5), the proposed decision of ALJ Gottstein was 
issued before today's decision. PG&E, SCE, SOO&B, soCal; DRA, and 
SESCO filed timelY comments to the proposed decision, and SOCal, 
SESCO, SOG&E, and seE filed reply comments. 

We have made several revisions to the text and tables, 
all nonsubstantive. Chiefly, we have corrected and clarified the 
funding requirements for SDG&Eis and SCE's pilots, in response to 
comments. We have also clarified that Advisory Committee· 
discussions on utility/private market interface should occur within 
the current Advisory committee process and using the adopted 
clearinghouse procedures. 
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pindiiuJs of Pact 
'1. PU Code S 747 requires that one or more energy utilities 

implement pilot programs to test the ability of OSM bidding to 
deliver benefits to utility customers, separate froQ any generation 
resource bidding system. 

2. Our current bidding framework for supply-side resources 
identifies a cost-effective supply-side resource or resources to be 
replaced by bidders, evaluates bid proposals based predominantly on 
the bid price, and does not include utility shareholder incentives 
when third-parties wins the bid. 

3. There 1s no evidence on the record regarding the 
feasibility of applying size and load matching criteria to a DSH 

bidding framework, as ORA proposes. 
4. We have not yet established a final pOlicy on how bidders 

should match the size and load characteristics of supply-side 
resources. Approaches for multiple resources on the supply-side 
are stiil being developed in 1.89-07-004. 

5. The record contains no evidence that the most cost
effective approach for keeping ratepayer costs down over thelonq 
run is one that (1) places all utility competitive resource 
procurement activities in a ·win-lose· situation and (2) ensures 
utility cooperation with strong regulatory oversight, 

6. The record contains no evidence that the utilitles' 
assistance and involvement will be needed over time for the 
successful delivery of OSM services when third parties provide the 

programs. 
7. None of the parties presented analyses comparing the 

relative cost-effectiveness of a ·win-lose- versus a -financiai 
indifference- compet-itlve model in meeting commission resource 

procurement objectives. 
8. Per D.92-02-075, we are scheduled to reevaluate our OSH 

shareholder incentives pOlicy in a later phase of this proceeding. 
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9. There are significant implementation disadvantages, and 
no apparent research advantages, to implementing DRA's two-stage 
pilot program. 

10, There is no evidence that the utilities would be likely 
to restrain trade and participate in anticompetitive behavior under 
a regulatory framework thAt provides financial incentives for 
successful program outcomes (and penalties for unsuccessful 
outcomes). 

11. Utilities all earn shareholder incentives on the programs 
they have identified to be replaced by these bidding pilots. 

12. As currently designed; all the replacement pilots require 
substantial utility involvement and varying degrees of utility 
discretion in the solicitation, selection, and negotiation stages. 

13. The cooperation of the utilities in these pilots in an 
unbiased fashion is critical to obtaining meaningful information 
abOut the potential of bidding to provide customer benefits. 

14. It is unlikely that utilities would pursue these pilots 
wholeheartedly if shareholder incentives are remOved. 

15. The impact of retaining shareholder incentives on 
ratepayer costs is relatively small (e.g6, lesS than $4 million 
(1993$ in NPV) for all three utilities for their proposed pilots.) 

16. Inclusion of shareholder incentives in replacement bids 
does not represent an incremental cost, since the utility would 
have been authorized to earn incentives on the in-house program(s) 
being replaced. 

17. By enacting Chapter 984 of the Statutes of 1983, the 
Legislature clearly stated its intention that the energy 
conservation industry be allowed to develop in a competitive 
manner. 

18. This Commission's own policies have echoed the 
Legislature's intent to foster a competitive market in DSM 
services. 
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19. The mere fact that a utility offers relatively low 
rebates for a cost-e.ffective DSH investment is not sufficient 
evidence that the utility is manipuiating the market. 

20. Reliance on per kw cost comparisons as evidence ot 
utility inefficiencies 1s misleading because utilities invest in 
DSM for bOth energy and capacity cost savings, 

21. Transphase's per kW cost calculation for seE ignores a 
correction made by SCE witness Hassan and includes incentive and 
administrative costs attributable to projects signed prior to 1991 
in the numerator, while dividing only by· the 1991 sign-ups in the 
denominator. 

22. ~here is no evidence on the record that third parties can 
provide ratepayers with commensurate energy savings, at lower total 
costs than the utilities' DSM activities. 

23. Chapter 984 gives this Commission the explicit mandate to 
regulate the involvement of electrical and gas corporations in 
energy conservation deVelopment, 

24. Chapter 984 doeS not specify the method by which this 
Commission should ensure that the DSK market develOps in a manner 
that is competitive. 

25. Chapter 984 does not State that the Commission should 
prefer a regulatory approach that provides ratepayer funding fof 
third party investments in DSM via a competitive auction process. 

26. Section 747(c) of the PU Code requires that the 
commission first -assess the feasibility and implications of 
implementing the tested bidding systems· before making 
recommendations on whether DSM bidding systems should be used to 
fulfill future electric utility resource needs. 

27. Testing DSM bidding on a pilot or trial scale before 
considering larger scale implementatiOn is consistent with the 
Legislative intent expressed in PU Code § 747. 

28. The degree of Commission oversight for the development, 
implementation, and evaluation of these pilots goes far beyond the 
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minimum level 6£ supervision f6und appropriate in prior state 
action cases. 

29. It would not serve the public interest to put ratepayers 
in the role 6f directly finanoing nonutility investments in DSH 
resources without carefully assessing the pOtential benefits of 
such arrangements, and making sure that those arrangements properly 
allOcate risks and rewards among ratepayers, utilities, and third 
parties. 

30. Funding authorizAtionS for utility DSH programs are 
currently determined in each utility's general rate case 
proceeding. 

31. Utilities currently have flexibility to modify Commission 
expenditure levels and program designs in order to accommodate 
market changes. 

32. Utilities currently have flexibility to subcontract with 
third parties to deliver DSM services. 

33. The utility Advisory committee process was established to 
enable parties to informally resolve concerns about utility DSM 
program implementation. 

34. California is one of the only states to have initiated 
replacement bidding, and the only one that has chosen to conduct
pilot biddIng experiments on alternative bid designs. 

35. By targeting specific sectors, bidding pilots can ciearly 
identify the capabilities of ESCOs to replace utility activities 
and to exceed the utilities' savings penetration in specific 
markets. 

36. Sector-specific bidding 1s particuiarly appropriate to 
the residential sector, since this secto~ is often overlooked by 
bidders when they can bid across all markets. 

37. Limiting pilot bidding to specific geographic regions, 
whiie the utility conducts its in-house program in other regions, 
provides a useful controlled experiment of DSM bidding. 
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38. soliciting bids in separate customer markets allows one 
to cOmpare the results of different bid evaluatio~'designs, e.g" 
alternative approaches for averting lost opportunities. 

39. Sector-specific approaches to DSK bidding have distinct 
research advantages for evaluating alternative bid designs and bid 
selection methods for replacement bids. 

40. PG&E's pilot, which allows bidding across all market 
sectors, will provide information on how competitive bidding might 
affect the distribution of Esc6- versus utility-delivered services 
across all DSH markets. 

41. Other states' experiences with DSM competitive bidding 
will not provide sufficient information about large nonresidential 
markets, since california is one of the only states testing 
replacement bidding. 

42. Introducing competitive bidding into SOG&E's commercial 
programs at this time would be disruptive to current competitive 
bidding efforts in the design and delivery of DSK lighting 
services. 

43. Introducing competitive bidding into soeal's 
nonresidential DSK sectors would be inconsistent with the intent of 
PU Code § 747(c) because it would put SoCal at risk for loss of 

revenues. 
44. As currently proposed, seE's pilot represents only 6\ of 

its 1992 DSM resource budget and 8\ of 1992 resource savings goals. 
45. seE is the logical candidate for testing replacement 

bidding in large nonresidential markets. 
46. Given its relative size and unique characteristics, SCEis 

proposed schools solicitation will not adequately test program 
design features that can be applied more broadly. 

47. Including fuel substitution programs into the 1993 
bidding pilots would be premature, given the fact that we are 
currently in the process of developing a framework for assessing 
the utility'S own fuel substitution programs. 
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48. Without making major changes to the design and purpose of 
the piiots, SeE's s~ali offices solicitation and SDG&E's and 
SoCal's residential pilots are not designed to solicit and evaluate 
electric load management technol6gies. 

49. seE's Industrial and large commercial solicitation, using 
the bId evaluation crIteria proposed in Exh. 114, is well suited to 
both attract and evaluate electric load management technologies. 

50. SoCal's current achievements in the multi-family sector 
represent approximately 1.4 percent of its total DSM resource goals 
for 1992. Only the weatherization and appliance efficiency 
components of socal's multi-family programs pass the total resource 
test of cost-effectiveness. 

51. SoCal's current expenditures in the multi-family sector 
represent less than 3i of its total DSM resource program 
eXpenditures. 

52. Expanding SOCal's pilot to include the non-low income 
single-family sector would test replacement bidding in sectors that 
have demonstrable potential for cost-effective savings penetration, 
while still maintaining the program at a pilot scale. 

53. Adding the single-family sector to SoCalis pilot will not 
pose insurmountable implementation problems. 

54. Including single-family residences in SoCal's pilot will 
serve to reduce duplication of utility administrative costs. 

55. Including the single-family sector in soCal's pilot may 
dilute the interest 6f third parties to bid in the multi-family 
sector: however, this dilution can be mitigated by giving bidders a 
bonus.in the bid evAluation process if they target DSM activities 
to socal's multi-family sector. 

56. Direct assistance programs are not resource programs; 
rather, they are conducted for equity reasons and are not 
cost-effective. 
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57. socai's home energy audit program is not a resource 
program) rather, it is designed to provide energy efficiency 
into1~ation to residential customers. 

5S. By continuing to provide home energy audits in-house, 
soCai can make sure that ail residential customers have an 
opportunity to avail themselves of mail-in or on-site energy 
audits. 

5~. paying winning bidders for electric or gas sAvings in 
gas-heated homes will encourage bidders to propose and implement 
comprehensive energy efficiency treatment at each site. 

60. SDG&E has selected a program and sector for its 
replacement bid that is large and successful enough to provide 
useful information abOut the potential benefits from DSK bidding. 

61. Including direct rebate programs in the bid solicitation 
will enable us to assess whether ESCOs can either administer those 
rebates more cost-effectively than the utilities, or can develop 
alternative cost-effective methOds fOr motivating customer 
investments in DSH. 

62. The specific sectors adopted for replacement biddinq 1n 
today's order are large and successful enough to provide meaningful 
information on the ability of this form of bidding to reduce the 
cost of DSM resources. 

63. The adopted pilots, in combination with PG&E's, will 
provide information on examples of different bidding forms 
(replacement and partnership) different selection methods and 
different contractual terms. 

64. The pilot-programs authorized in today's order represent 
replacement bids on the order of 20-30\ of each utility'S 1992 DSK 
resource budget (6-15% of the overall DSH budget), with estimated 
savings between 12-30% of each utility's DSK resource goals. 

65. For the purpose 6f calculating total resource and utility 
costs, there is no conceptual difference between earnings that 
accrue to utility shareholders and earnings that accrue to winning 
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bidders. Both types 6f earnings are paid for by ratepayeis as a 
real economio cost of DSM. 

66. Considering only measure costs in evaluating bid 
proposals would ignore real economic costs to all ratepayers, e.g., 
bidders' profits and administration costs for which the bidder is 
being compensated in the bid price • 

. 67. Use of DRA's interpretation of the SPM can result in 
bidders with identical resource benefits out-scoring the utility 
program even if the bidder's total costs are higher than those of 

the utility. 
68. DRA's interpretation of the SPH does not properly 

distinguish between bid proposals that have identical net measure 
costs, but where bidders are asking for different levels of total 
payments to cover rebates; administration, and bidder costs. 

69. One does not need the specific breakdown of bidders' 
profit and administrative costs to adopt a definition of total 
resource costs that includes them; rather, the TRC test can be 
calculated with information on the total payment to bidders (or the 
utility payment to customers) and customer contributions. 

70. It is inappropriate to requite bidders to reveal their 
estimated profit margin as part of the RFP. 

71. The SPK definition of TRC test treats ali utility 
payments to customers as transfers, even when they exceed the net 

measure cost. 
72. In D.91-12-016, we raised the issue of whether the 

treatment of all utility payments to customers as transfers is 
appropriate, and directed that the TRC formula be revisited in this 

proceeding. 
73. The SPM considers two bids equally desirable from a total 

resource perspective, even if one gives customer rebates in excess 
of measure costs (all other things being equal). 

74. The SPK treatment of utility payments to customers 
ignores a portion of costs (i.e., the excess of customer payments 
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over meaSUre costs) that all ratepayers incur in implementing a 
particular DSK measure. 

75. Treating the excess of utility or bidder payments to 
customers over roeasure costs as a real ecOnomic cost (and not As a 
transfer paYment) will yield more consistent, cOnceptually sound 
results in a biddinq environment than the alternatives presented in 
this pr6ceedinq. 

76. on the demand-side, a bidder may be able to achieve the 
same level 6f total resource net benefits with different levels of 
utility costs (e.g., different levels of rebates or correspondinq 
customer contributions). 

77. on the demand-side, individual customers that participate 
in DSM resource programs realize direct bill savings and are 
therefore generally willinq to fund a greater percentage of the 
investment than non-participating customers. 

78. On the demand-side, bidders may be able to leverage 
pArticipating customers' private funds to the benefit of all 
ratepayers. 

79. For replacement bids, where the utility DSN program has 
already been found cost-effective from a total resource 
perspective, it is appropriate to encourage bidders to maximize the 
efficiency with which they Achieve total resource benefits with 
utility program expenditures. 

80. SCE·s proposal to consider only utility costs in 
evaluating small office bids is inconsistent with the policy 
established in D.92-02-075. 

81. For a given level of savings, seE's approach would always 
select the bid with the lowest revenue requirement impact, 
regardless of the impact of the program on total resource costs. 

82. SCE·s approach would lead to the inefficient allocation 
of resources and would inappropriately bias resource planning 
decisions in favor of DSM. 
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83. The weighted average approaches proposed by ORA and SDG&E 
could result in a preference for projects with relatively lower 
total resource net benefits over those with relatively higher 
utility costs in bOth DSM-only and integrated bidding arenas, 
without any apparent ratiOnale lor such preferences, 

84. A weighted average approach can result in a preference 
for projects with relatively lower total resource net benefits per 
dollar of utility expenditure. 

85. DRAls and SOG&E's weighted average formulas, when spelled 
out mathematically, do not make any intuitive sense. 

86. The selection of OSH programs that expAnd or augment 
current utility DSM activities under a partnership bid is an 
integral part of the resource planning process, i.e., the process 
that selects utility resource additions based on total resource 
costs and benefits. 

81. A replacement bid starts at the acquisition stage wher~ 
the DSM program to be replaced has already been identified as cOst
effective from a total resource perspective. 

88. In a replAcement bid, bidders attempt to achieve a 
predetermined level of energy and/or capacity savings as defined.by 
the utility program to be replaced. Hence, the number of possible 
savings/costs combinations that can result in a tie are relatively 

limited. 
89. The tie-breaker approach is less likely to motivate 

bidders to keep both total resource costs and utility costs as low 
as possible in a replacement bid. 

90. When used in the context of replacement bidding, and with 
the definition of total resource costs adopted in today's order, 
the ratio of total resource net benefits to utility costs has 
several advantages over other cost-effectiveness criteria. 

91. Using the ratio of total resource net benefits to utility 
costs identifies which bidders can maximize total resource net 
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benefits in a manner that achieves the -biggest bang for the buck
w~th program funds. 

92. The -bang for the buck- approach explicitly assesses 
whether the inoremental inorease in res6urce benefits attributable 
to higher customer rebates or more intensive marketing appr6aohes 
is the most efficient use of additional ratepayer funds. 

93. The -bang for the buck- approach encourages program 
designers (whether utility or third party bidders) to propose 
projects with increasing rates of return to all rAtepayers (in the 
form of totAl resource net benefits) per dollar of revenue 
requirement. 

94. unlike weighted average approaches, the -bang for the 
buck- criterion is explicit in making the tradeoff between the TRC 
and UC tests; a projeot wins the bid if it yields the highest 
level of total resource net benefits per dollar of utility 
expenditure. 

9S. Utility-sponsored DSM resource programs should; by 
definition, pass the TRC test. 

96. In an integrated resource planning environment, DSK 
programs are added to the resource plan in the order in which they 
iower total resource costs. 

97. If wil'u'ling bidders can have lower TRC results than the 
utility resource program(s) being replaced, then the optimal timing 
and/or selection of DSH resources in the planning process could be 

compromised. 
98. If the TRC threshold is not tied to the performance of 

the utility program being replaced, then the bidding pilot becomes 
a form of partnership bid, wh~re bidders are competing to augment 
utility DSH activities and savings, rather than replace specific 

utility programs. 
99. Replacement bidding is an alternative method of acquiring 

DSM resources, once cost-effective utility DSK programs are 
identified in our planning and funding process. 
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100. Requiring bid proposals to exceed the bang-for-the-btick 
ratio of the utility's in-house programs could exclude from further 
consideration proposals for innovative DSK delivery approaches and 
measures that require relatively higher utility expenditutes than 
the programs being replaced. 

101. we currently lack a consistent methodOlogy for 
characterizing and comparing utility programs-and bidder proposals 
in terms Of comprehensiveness or savings !ntenslty. 

102. Evaluating bid proposals based on an average cost per kWh 
or kW tends to favor a"bidder that pursues only the roost cost
effective measures in each building or site, which could result in 
the creation of lost opportunities. 

103. SDG&E's pilot and seE's industrial and large commerciai 
(formally schools) RFP'currently lack any considerAtion of relative 
project comprehensiveness or savings intensity. 

104. Tiered pricing does not lend itself to all types of 
bidding situations, e.g., where a program is designed to replace a 
limited number of appliances at each site. 

lOS. Requiring tiered pricing for all bidding pilots will not 
provide a test of a variety of approaches for capturing 
comprehensiveness and savings intensity. 

106. socal's penetration factor and SCE's tiered pricing 
approach for the small offices solicitation need to be modified to 
be consistent with our determinations on cost-effectiveness 
criteria. 

107. Ranking bids on the basis of (1) net total resource 
benefits to total utility costs divided by (2) SCE's tiered price 
score is consistent with our determinations on cost-effectiveness 
criteria, and will also ensure that bidders are given credit for 
achieving qreater site penetration. 

lOa. Bidder qualifications 1s assigned a 10% weight in PG&E's 
pilot, and a 14i weight in SDG&E'S proposed pilot. As currently 
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proposed,SCE assigns that criterion a 20\ weight for its 
industrial' and large commercial (formerly schools) solicitation. 

10~. PU Code S 701.1(c) directs this Commission to include a 
value for any costs and benefits to the environment in calculating 
the cost-effectiveness of energy resources, including conservation 
and load management. 

110. In our adopted Rules, we direct respondents to use 
avoided costs and non-price (e.g., environmental) values that are 
consistent with the values developed in the update. 

111. As currently structured, SoCal's bid evaluation method 
provides little guidance to potential bidders on how they will be 
evaluated for threshold requirements. 

112. An allegation that a particular compAny has breached a 
contract provision does not make that company unreliable. 

113. Requiring that the bidder is appropriately licensed in 
California prior to submitting a bid will discourage out-of-state 
firms from participAting. 

114. In order for SDG&E to select a final mix of bidders that 
can replace its existing residential progran in a cohesive and 
comprehensive manner, SDG&E needs to have some flexibility in 
making final determinations during the negotiation stage. 

115. SDG&E has established no ~riterla for evaluating customer 
value or awArding up to sO pOints fOr this attribute. 

116. Allowing bidders to receive payments based On 
prespecified savings would establish a meAsurement and verification 
approach that we are moving away from for utility-sponsored OSH. 

117. Requiring third parties to develop ex post measurement 
plans as part of these pilots should yield useful information on 
alternative approaches for both ESCO- and utility-spOnsored 
programs in the future. 

118. subjecting winning bidders' contracts to change, based on 
our adopted ex post measurement protocols for utility programs, 
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would introduce an unacceptably high level Of Uncertainty into the 
payment prQvisions of the contracts. 

119. As proposed, all non-price aspects of the sample 
contracts are negotiable, and subject to change. 

1~0. The Commission does not unconditionally approve payments 
under standard otfer contracts (or even negotiated contracts that 
are preapproved) if the terms ot those contracts are not prudently 
administered by the utility. 

121. The utilities currently have flexibility to shift funds 
among in-house resource programs, and some can also exceed 
authorized funding levels, in order to maximize the ratepayer 
benefits of their DSH programs. 

122. The utilities need to retain flexibility to allocate 
ratepayer funds to other resource programs that are equally or more 
cost-effective than the programs being replaced by these pilots. 

123. At its proposed funding level, seE's small offices 
soiicitation is cost-effective from a total resource perspective. 

124, Current funding for the industrial and large commerciAl 
portions of SCE's energy management hardware rebate program is 
approximately $5.4 million per year (in 1993$). 

12S. Since SCE will be implementing its pilot within the 
funding levels authorized in its recent general rate case, our 
determinations today have no impact on incremental funding, revenue 
allocation, or rates for SeE. 

126. SoCal's master meter conversion program is not cost
effective from a total resource perspective. 

127. Authorized funding fOr Soeal's weatherization and 
appliance efficiency programs, lor both s1n91e- and multi-lamily 
residences, 1s currently $4,444,960 per year (in 1993$). 

128. By ALJ ruling dated April 2, 1992 (in A.91-11-024 
et a1.), the issue of funding authorizations for SDG&E's 1993 
residential appliance efficiency incentives program was transferred 
to this proceeding. 
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129. At the requested funding level, SDG&E's residential .' 
appliance effioiency incen~ives program is cost-effective from a 
total resource perspective, with the exception of the high 
efficiency air conditioning program component. 

130. If bid proposals can cost-effectively replace SDG&E's 
high efficiency refrigerator program, then it Is to ratepayers' 
advantage to fund those proposals. 

131. Year-by-year payments to winning bidders will be 

uncertain, particularly with the requirement to base payments on 
ex post measured savings. 

132. The utilities may need to continue certain aspects of 
their in-house prOgrams, based on bidder response to the bidding 

pilots. 
133. The pilot programs may yield more cost-effective savings 

than originally estimated. 
134. some bidders may require longer leadtimes than others to 

implement their DSK programs. 
135. OUr current complaint procedures are available to all 

ESCOs, as they have been to QFs for resolving bid selection or 
negotiation disputes. 

136. The discussion in SESCO's brief of RFPs currently issued 
by Portland General Electric company and by Pacific power and Light 
CompAny refers to matters not presented in the record. 

137. Attachment A of DRA's brief represents a compilation of 
numbers and calculations readily avaiiable from the record in this 

proceeding. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. It would be premature to adopt DRA's proposed definition 
of replacement bidding at this time. 

2. The implementation timeframe for DRA's propOsed two-stage 
bidding pilot is unworkable 

3. SDG&E, SOCAI, and SCE should include in their RFPs the 
size and load characteristic information outlined in lines 1-3 of 
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Exh. 120
t 

Appendix B for planned program activities, and for major 

program sub-categories. 
4. The broader regulatory issues raised by DRA in its 

testimony should be addressed in later phases of this proceeding 
and in our incentiVes investigation, 1.90-08-00G. 

5. For the limited purpose of these bidding pilots, it is 
reasonable for utilities to be eligible for shareholder earnings on 

third-party delivered DSH. 
6. In calculating shareholder earnings under the pilots, 

utilities should use the most currently adopted shareholder 
incentive mechanism that is applicable to the program(s) being 
replaced. Any future modifications to these mechanisms should be 

applied prospectively in calculating earnings, regardless of when 
pilots are contracted for, paid for, or reviewed for ratemAking 

purposes. 
7. For their DSM programs in general, utilities are not 

immune under the state-action doctrine from antitrust violations in 

the DSH market. 
8. Utilities should use their DSM program management 

discretion and funding flexibility in ways that foster a 
competitive market in DSM. 

9* Utiiities should subcontract with third parties in ways 
that maximize program effectiveness and efficiency. 

10. Based on the evidence presented in this proceeding, we 
cannot conclude that utilities are using their access to DSM 
program funds in a manner that is anticompetitive and detrimental 

to ratepayers. 
11. The evidence presented in this proceeding does not 

support Transphase's contention that the utilities conspired to 
restrain trade in their development of propOsed bidding pilots. 

12. The state-action d6ctrine applies to our decision t6 
limit the size and scope of bidding pilots and to utility actions 
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to carry out pilots which, by definition, limit. the access of third 
parties to ratepayer-funded DSM. 

13. proceeding with DSM competitive bidding on a pilot scale, 
before considering full implementation, serves the public interest 
by allowing us to carefully Assess the potential benefits of such 
bidding arrangements, and to make sure that those arrangements 
properly allocate risks and rewards among ratepayers, utilities, 
and third parties. 

14. Given the mandate of Chapter 984, utility involvement in 
the DSM market must regularly be reassessed to ensure that it 
fosters, rather than impedes, private market developments, 

15. The potential impact of planned utility DSM activities on 
competition should be evaluated in proceedings where we consider 
DSM fun11ng requests, e.g., general rate cases. 

16. In all future funding proceedings, utilities should 
present testimony on how their prOpOsed DSK programs interface with 
private market activities and foster competition in DSH markets. 

17. Instances where the utility is using management 
discretion and funding flexibility in a manner inconsistent with 
our policies should be brought to our attention via our complaint 
procedures, or by special motion. 

18. Actions based on a failure to comply with state or 
faderal antitrust statutes should be heard by the courts, not this 

commission. 
19. The issue of utility interface with DSM private markets 

should also be considered during our reexamination of DSM 
shareholder incentives in a later phase of this proceeding. 

20. Our evaluation of DSK bidding pilots should also assess 
how best to structure the relationship between utilities and third 
parties in a competitive bidding environment. 

21. Through the Advisory committee clearinghouse, SCE, SoCal, 
SoG&E, and PG&E should schedule joint Advisory committee meetings 
to address inter-utility issues, including potential conflicts 
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between their program activities and competitive private market 
deve lopments • .' 

22. It is reasonable to adopt sector-specific approaches t6 
bidding for these replacement bidding pilots. 

23. For the purpose of these pilots, it is reasonable to 
limit replacement bidding to utility DSK resource programs, and to 
not solicit bids to replace in-house informational or eqUity 

programs. 
24. seE's proposal to target a solicitation to small offices 

is reasonable, and should be adopted. However, SeE's proposed 
schools solicitatiOn should be substituted with a solicitation in 
the industrial and large commercial sectors, as described in this 

order. 
25. seE should modify its sample contract to allow payments 

on either a per kN or per kWh basis to winning bidders of its 
industrial and large commercial solicitation. 

26. socal's propOsed pilot should be expanded to include the 
non-low income single-familY market, as described In this order. 

27. SoCal should apply a multi-family target factor of +10\ 
(in addition to its proposed penetration factor) to bids that 
target the multi-family sector. 

28. s6cal shOuld continue to offer its hOme energy audit 
program in-house, for both multl- and single-family residences. 

29. The appropriate funding level for socal's home energy 
audit program should be determined in 50Cal's 1994 general rate 

case proceediilg. 
30. Winning bidders under Socal's pilot should be paid for 

electric savings achieved in gas-heated homest 
31. SDG&E's propOsal to target the non-low iilcome residential 

sector for its replacement pilot is reasonable and should be 

adopted. 
32. The total bid price, which inclUdes bidders' 

administrative costs and earnings, should be included in the 
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calculation of total resource costs for the pUrpOse of evaluating 
bid propOsals. 

33. SCE, soCal, and SOG&S should include estimates of 
shareholder incentive payments tn developing total resource and 
utility costs for bid proposals and the in-house DSM programs being 
replaced by the pilot. 

34. SDG&E should modify Conservation Evaluation Form 6 of 
their RFP such that bidders are not required to reveal their 
estit,\ated profit margin. 

35. socal's, SCE's, and SDG&E's contributions to bidder 
payments should be reduced commensurately if actual customer 
contributions exceed the estimates presented in the bid proposal. 

36. For the purpose of evaluating bid proposals under these 
pilots, total resource costs should be defined as the SUB of 
utility payments to bidders or customers, customer contributions, 
utility administration costs, and the ratepayer cost of shareholder 
incentives. 

37. s6cai, SCE, and SDG&E shouid evaluate the relative c6st
effectiveness of replacement bid proposals using the ratio between 
total resource net benefits and utility costs, once threshold cost
effectiveness criteria are met. 

38. Respondents and interested parties should address the 
issUe of whether the NTG ratio should be applied to total resource 
calculations for these bidding pilots, and it so, how. 

39. All bid propOsals should be cost-effective from a total 
resource perspective, ~ven if the primary purpose of the proposal 
is to enhance savings intensity or site penetration. 

40. As a minimum threshold requirement, bid proposals under a 
replacement bid should have ~RC benefit/cost ratios that exceed 1.0 
or the utility's program TRC (as defined in this order), whichever 
is greater. 
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41. Since there are no comparable existing TRCs fo~ the type 
of coordinated residential program we have authorized for S6cai and 
seE intoday's order, the threshold TRC should be 1.0. 

42. Bid proposals should be compared with the TRC 
benefit/cost ratio of the ~ost closely comparable utility pr09ran 
component (e.g., for weatherization proposals, SDG&E should USe" the 
TRC for its appliance efficiency options proqram, rather than for 
its overall program). 

43. In their RFPs, the utilities should provide TRC 

information on the overall progrAm and program compOnents being 
replaced by the pilot. 

44. Bid proposals should not be required to exceed the 
utility program in terms of the -bang for the buck- ratio we have 
adopted. Rather, that ratio should be used in conjunction with 
savings intensity/comprehensiveness criteria to rank and select 
among bidders that have met the minimum threshold requiremen~s. 

45. Tiered pricing should not be required for all of the 
pilots. 

46. Socal should apply its proposed penetration factor to the 
ratio of total resource net benefits to utility costs, As defined 
in this order. 

47. SOG'E should develop a self-scoring comprehensiveness 
attribute and assign it a maximum of 50 points. This attribute 
should replace the customer value attribute currently contained in 
SDG&E's proposed RFP. 

48. seE should add a comprehensiveness criterion to its 
evaluation of industrial and large commercial (formerly SChools) 
bids, and give it a 5\ weight in the evaluation process. seE 
should commensurately reduce the weighting factor for its 
experience criteria from 20\ to 15%. 

49. Bidders that bid prices in a tiered system should be 
given favorable consideration in assigning points/relative scores 
within SDG&E's and seE's comprehensiveness attributes. 
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50. seE's tiered prioing approach for its small offices 
solioitation should be modified as follows. (1) bidders shoUld bid 
tiered prices based on the total reSOUrce costs of their proposals, 
as defined in this orderJ (2) the resulting tiered price score 
should be divided into the ratio of total resource net benefits to 
total utility costs, and (3) bidders should be ranked based on the 
results of (2) above, with the highest ranking bidder being the one 
with the highest score. 

51, SoCal·, SCE, and SDG&E should modify their RFPs to conform 
to the determinations made in D.92-03-038 regarding NTG ratios and 
utility administrative costs. 

52. In their compliance filings, SoCal, SCE, and SDG&E should 
provide estimates of updated avoided costs. In particular, the 
utilities should incorporate the findings of D.92-0J-045 in their 
avoided cost updates. 

53. socal should modify its RFP by (1) describing threshold 
requirements more fully (e.g., what type of information is required 
to demonstrate acceptable experience), and (2) assigning relative 
weights to the non-price threshold considerations (e.g., 
qualifications, marketing plan, and selected measures.) 

54. SoCal should delete from its threshold requirements any 
reference to the existence of litigation claiming default and the 
requirement that every bidder be fully licensed in California prior 
to submitting a bid. 

55. SDG&E should make available to all short-listed bidders 
the reasons why the winning bidders contributed most effectively to 
overall program cohesiveness/comprehensiveness. 

56. SoG&E, SCEt and SoCal should make available summaries of 
project proposals and a final score or ranking under each 
evaluation criterion to all bidders and anyone else requesting a 
copy. ~his information should be available at the time the 
utilities announce their short list of bid proposals for 
negotiation. 
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57. SDG&E should remove the consideration of custoMer value 
(l.e., Form 13) from its RFP. 

58. All bidders should be required to pr6pase ex post 
measurement and verification plans, and ali payments to winning 
bidders should be based on ex post measurements of savings, 

59. The baseline reference for calculating energy savings. 
should be the minimum standards equipment, not existing equipment. 

60. The utilities Should negotiate with short-listed bidders 
in good faith, and work with bidders to develop a package of price 
and non-price contract terms that appropriately allocate the risks 
and benefits of the agreement among affected parties, including 
ratepayers. 

61. SOG&E should delete the work ·unconditionally· in section 
33 of its sample contract. 

62. The utilities should include prOVisions in their sample 
contracts to pay for up to 125\ of estimated savings (based On bid 
amounts). 

63. The utilities should inclUde arbitration proviSions in 
their sample contract. 

64. The utilities' RFP should clearly state that proposed 
changes to the sAmple contract will not be considered in the bid 
evaluation process, up to the selection Of the short list. 

65. The utilities' evaluation process should consider only 
the criteria described in their RFPs, as modified by this order. 

66. utilities should have the same degree of flexibility in 
shifting funds to these pilots, or exceeding authorized funding 
levels, as they do for other resource programs. 

67. Utilities should have authority to carry Over unexpended 
DSM bidding pilot funding from year-to-year, as long as the total 
funding level does not exceed authorized levels, including any 
flexibility the utility has now or in the future to exceed those 
amounts. 
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68. To implement its small offices and industrial/largo 
commeroial"solicitations, seE should redir~ct authorized funding 
for its energy hardware rebate programs in the total amount of 
$35,398,080 (in 1993$) as described in this order. 

69. seE should be authorized to redirect current funding from 
~ts residential resources programs to pay for electric savings 
achieved by win~ing bidders working for SoCal, u~der SoCal's 
residential bidding pilot. 

70. To implement its pilot, sOCal should redirect a total o£ 
$13,334,880 (in 1993$) of authorized funding for its residential 
weatherization and appliance efficiency programs over the pilot 
progra..m. period. 

71. socai should be authorized an additional $3~4,OOO over 
the pilot program period to conduct supplemental measurement 
studies. DetermiJ\ations on revenue allocation and rate design for 
this funding should be made in socal's 1993 biennial cost 
allocation proceeding. 

12. To implement its reSidential bidding pilot, SDG&E should 
be authorized to recover in rateS a total of $19,599,159 (in 1993$) 
for its residential appliance efficiency incentives program and 
associated measurement activities over the pilot program period. 

73. SDG&E should not be authorized to fund its proposed high 
efficiency air conditioning program. 

74. oeterminations on revenue allocation and rate design for 
SoG~E'S piiot will be made either in SDG&E's current general rate 
case proceeding or in another appropriate forum. 

75. SDG&E and seE should be authorized to continue their 
in-house programs into 1993 if the bid solicitation, review, and 
selection process cannot be completed by the end of 1992. 
Similarly, soCal should be authorized to continue its in-house 
residential weatherization and appliance efficiency programs intO 

1994. 
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76. The utilities shOuld be authorized to continue certain-
aspects of their in-house programs, based on bidder response, 
within the piiot program funding limits authorized tOday. 

77. Expenditures for the utilities' bidding pilots should be 
included in the existing balancing accounts for other DSK res6urco 
programs. 

79. The Commission should review the reasonableness of 
negotiated contractsj and associated payments, between the 
utilities and winning bidders eithera 1) in ECAC reAsonableness 
reviews or 2) upon application by SOCal, SCE, or SDGSE tor contract 
pteapproval. 

79. Should SoCal, seE, Or SDGSE decide to submit some or all 
of the contracts for preapproval, they should submit most or all 6f 
them at the same time, rather than one-hy-one as they ate siqned, 
and provide the cost and comparative information described in this 
order. 

80. A separate appeals or dispute resolution process £6r 
these pilot bidding programs is unnecessary. 

81. In their compliance filings, SOCal, SDG&E, and SCEshould 
describe how and when they will incorporate minimum performance 
goals for these pilots into the goals for their D5H resource 
programs. 

82. The last three sentences on page 9 o£ SESCO's opening 
Brief should be stricken. 

93. In order to proceed as expeditiously as possible with 
socal's, SCE's, and SOG&B's bidding pilots, this order should be 

effective today. 
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I~K ORDBR 

IT IS ORDERED that. 
1. SOuthern california Edison company (SeE), san Diego Gas 

and Electric Company (SDG&E), and Southern california Gas Company 
(SOCal) are authorized to conduct their proposed demand-side 
management (DSM) pilot bidding programs, as modified by this order. 

2. In all futur~ DSH funding proceedings (e.g., general rate 
cases), respondents shall present testimony On how their proposed 
DSK programs interface with private market activities and foster 
competition in DSM markets. 

3. Through the Advisory Committee clearinghouse, respondents 
to these proceedings shall schedule joint meetings of their 
Advisory Committees to address inter-utility issues, including 
potential conflicts between utility program activities and 
competitive private market developments. 

4. To implement its bIdding pilot, SCE shall redirect 
authorized funding for its energy hardware rebate programs in the 
total amount of $35,398,080 (in 1993$) as describ~d in this order. 

5. seE shall also redirect authorized funding from its 
residential resources program to pay for electric savings achieved 
by winning bidders working for socal, under SoCal's residential 
bidding pilot. 

6. SCE shall redirect authorized funding for the measurement 
and evaluation of its in-house programs to measure and verify 
savings from its pilot bidding programs, as appropriate. 

7. TO implement its bidding pilot, SoCal shall redirect a 
total of $13,334,880 (in 1993$) of authorized funding for its 
residential weatherization and appliance efficiency programs as 
described in this order. 

8. SoCal is authorized a total of $324,000 in funding over 
the pilot program period to conduct supplemental measurement 
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stUdies. Determinations on revenue allocation and rate design for 
this funding shall be made in $oCai~s 1993 biennial co~t allocation 
proceeding. 

9. To implement its bidding pilot, SDG&E is authorized to 
recover in rates a total of $19,599,ls9 (In 1993$) for its 
residential appliance efficiency incentives program and assoCiated 
measurement activities, as decribed in this order. Determinations 
on revenue allocation and rate design for this funding shall be 
made in either SDG&E's current general rate case proceeding or in 
another appropriate forum. 

10. SCE and SOG&E are authorized to commence their biddinq 
pilots in 1993. socal is authorized to commence its pilot in 1994. 
Expenditures for these bidding pilots shall be included in the 
existing balancing Accounts for other DSK resource programs. SDG&& 
and seE ate authorized to continue their in-house proqrams into 
1993 (and soeal into 1994) if the bid solicitation, review, and 
selection prOcess cannot be completed by the end of 1992 (1993 for 
soeal). 

11. SCE, Socal, and SDG&E are authorized to shift funds 
between these pilots and the in-house DSH resourc~ progrAms being 
replaced, or exceed Authorized funding ievels, to the same extent 
t.hat they are authorized to do so for other DSK resource programs. 

12. SeE, Soeal, and SDG&E are authorized to carry over 
unexpended bidding pilot funding from year-to-year without further 
commis~ion action, as long as the total funding level does not 
exceed the authorized ievels, including any flexibility the utiiity 
has now, or is authorized in the future, to exceed those amounts. 

13. The reasonableness of contract payments made under SCE's, 
SoCal's, and SoG&EiS DSM bidding pilots shall be determined in 
either subsequent reasonableness reviews or upon application for 
Commission preapproval. 
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14. Should seE, soCal, and SDG&E decide to sub~it some or all 
of the individual contJ;acts for Commission approval, thay'~hallt 

• o Request preapproval of the contract payments 
by application, with service on all parties 
to this proceeding. 

o 

o 

Submit ail of the contracts for preapproval 
at the same time, or, of a selected number 
of contracts reqUire more time for 
negotiations, in two groupings. 

As part of its appiication for preapproval, 
provide information on the cost impacts of 
each negotiated contract (i.e., by comparing 
year-by-ye~r total project costs under the 
contract with long-run avoided costs) and 
pr~vide a comparison of the similarities and 
differences among the negotiated contracts, 
with respect to specific contract 
provisions. 

15. Within 60 days from the effective date of this order, SCE 
and SDG&E shall file a revised request for propOsals,. including 
appendices, response package, and sample contract in conformance 
with the modifications made by this order. within 120 days from 
the effective date of this order, socal and seE shall jointly file 
revisions to SoCal's bid solicitation material, in conformance with 
the modifications made by this order. As described in Section 6.6 
of this order, the utilities should include in their compliance 
fiiings a description of how and when they will incorpOrate minimum 
performance goals for these pilot into the goals for their DSH 
resource programs affected by these pilots. comments on the 
utilities' compiiance filings shall be filed within 30 days from 
the filing date. compliance filings and interested parties' 
comments shall be tiled with the Commission'S DOcket Office and 
served on all. appearances and the state service list in these 
proceedings. 

16. within 30 days from the effective date of this order, 
respondents and interested parties shall file conunents on the issue 
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of whether the net-to-gross ratio should be applied to total 
resource cost calculations for DSK-only bIdding pilots, and if sc?', 
how. Reply comments shall be filed within 45 days from the 
effective date of this order. All comments shall be filed at the 
Commission's Docket Office, and served on all appearances and the 
state service list in these proceedings. 

17. Within 90 days from the effective date of this order, 
respondents and interested parties shall tile comments on the issue 
of treating rebates as transfer payments in the total resource cost 
test for utility DSK programs that are not subject to bidding. 
After receiving these comments, the assiqned administrative law 
judge will identify the appropriate forum for resolving this and 
other outstanding Standard Practice Manual issues. Comments shall 
be filed at the Commission's Docket Office and serVed on all 
appearances and the state service list in these proceedings. 

18. SDG&E's motion to strike portions of SESCO's opening 
Brief is granted, in part, as described in today's order, 

~ 19. SDG&E's motion to strike Attachment A of the Division of 
Ratepayer Advocates' Opening Brief is denied. 

This order is effective today. 
Dated September 16, 1992, at san Francisco, california. 

DANIEL Wm. FESSLER 
president 

JOHN B. OHANIAN 
PATRICIA M. ECKERT 
NORMAN O. SHUMwAY 

Commissioners 
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A'l"TACB1IRIft' 1. 

PUBLIC UTILITIES CODE S 747 
" 

741. (a) In addition to the incentives program required br 
section 146, the commission shall require one or more electr c 
utilities to implement pilot projects to accompiish the following. 

(1) On or before June 30, 1991, begin to test separately from 
any generation resource bidding system the ability of demand side 
bldd~nq to deliver benefits to utility customers. 

(2) At the earliest practicable time, test the feasibility of an 
integrated bidding system that includes both generation resources 
and demand side programs. 

(b) The commission shall establish a pilot program for gas . 
utilities which tests a program of com~titive bidding auctions fOr 
demand side services which deliver benefits to utilitycustofuers. 
However, a pilot program shall not apply to customer classes for 
which the gas utility is at risk for loss of sales or revenues due 
to the lack of a sales adjustment mechanism. 

(c) On or before January 1, 1993, the commission, in 
consultation with the state Energy ResOurces ConservAtion and 
Development Commission, shall report the results of the pilot 
projects required by subdivisions (a) and (b) to the Legislature. 
The repOrt shall assess the feasibility and implicati~ns of 
implementing the tested bidding systems and shall include 
recommendations on whether or not the state should adopt either, or 
both, of the followingt 

(1) Art integrated bidding system that ailows d~rna~d sl~e 
services to compete with generation resources to fulfill future 
electric ~tility resource nee~s, or program of separate bidding 
auctions for demand side services which deliver benefits to 
electric utility customers. 

(2) A program of separate bidding auctions for demand side 
services which deliver benefits to natural gas utility customers. 

(Added by Stats. 1990, Ch. 1369, Sec. 3.) 

(RHD OF ATTACHMKNT 1) 
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SUJlMARY OP BID EVALUATION CRITERIA 
FOR DsK-oHLY PILOT BID PROPOSALS 

Southern California Edison (SeB) 

, SCE is proposing to conduct two solicitations. One for 
small office buildings and One for school buildings, Differences 
in bid evaluation criteria between the two solicitations are 
indicated below. 

1. Threshold requirements. Each propOsal must meet the minimum 
requirements outlined below in order to be eligible to bid. 

a) Eligibility 

• Bidders must not be SCE affiliates; 

• Rey staff members must have ,a minimum of five years 
of experience in applying efficiency technologies; 

• Eligible, customer sites are smallo££lce buildings 
(under 200 kwof demand) or school buildings (K-12) 
and related electric loa~s located within one of the 
eligible market regions. 

• An eligible energy efficiency measure must be a 
commercially available system, ,piece of equipment Or' 
material that improves the efficiency of an existing 
and ongoing electric~ty end use. Fuel switching, 
cogeneration and self-generation projects are not 
~ligible. Eligible measures may include (but are not 
limited to) the followingt 

--package air conditioner~; heat pumps~ heat pump , 
water heat~~s; indoor lighting system replacement; 
lighting efficiency modificatio~s: window treat
ment; daylighting controls; roof/wall insulation: 
electronic adj. speed drives; evaporative coolers: 
electric motors; electric chillers. 

, IT he eligible market regions are identified as regions within' 
SeE's San Gabriel Valley and Southern customer service areas. 
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b) Insurance 

• General liability insurance must be maintained with a 
minimum ocoverage of $1,000,000 per occurrence. 

c) cost-Effectiveness Test 

• The proposed program as a whole and each customer site 
must pass the TOtal Resource costs (7RC) test. 

d) Protect Size 

• An eligible energy efficiency program must,haye a 
committed electricity savings of at least 5 million 
kWh of electricity savings during each calendar year 
of the performance period. 

e) project Definition 

• Bidder"must provide a statement of project definition 
that includes (at least). program design and engineer
ing summary, description of development te~m, pr~gram 
management plan, statement of referenc~s, financing 
plan, marketing plan, operation and mainte~ance plan 
and measurement and verification support plan 

f) Milestone schedule 

• Bidder must provid~ a preliminary milestone s~hedule 
that includes (atleast)tprojected schedule for 
equipme~t purchasing an4 financing, es~cted year,and 
mon~h of commencement of inst~llation of enerqyef
ficiency me~sures, schedule,of implementing p~ans to 
measure savi~g~ u~n installation and to.verify savin
gs over the life of the c6nt~act, dates for submitting 
project development reports for SCE approval. 

2. selection of Short List. After rev~ewing bids for comp~ete
ness, and verifying t~e required cost-effectiveness tests, seE 
will develop a short list of bid proposals for negotiation, as 
followst 
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a) 

b) 

For the small o££icebulidings solicitation, blddeis 
passing the threshold requirements will be ranked based 
on their proposed weighted average price/,kwh of 'energy 
savings, using a three-tiered pricing srstem. The bid 
scOres are calculated by bidders in the r RFP, and 
verified by seE. Bidders w~th the lowest bid scores 
will be named to the short list. 

For the school building solicitation, bidders passing 
the threshold requirements will be evaluated using the 
following criteria and approximate percentage weights. 

• Cost-Effectiveness 
--Utility Cost Test 20% 
--TRC Test 20\ 

• Experience 20\ 

• Hanagement Plan 10% 

• Development Team 5\ 

• Marketing Plan 5\ 

• Financing plan 15\ 

• Operation/Maint. pian 5% 
seE will use a pariel (which includes regulators) to 
determine, based on these criteria; the three best 
qualifying proposals. These propOsals will be named to 
the short list. 

3. . Negotiations. seE wi~l begin. negotiations w~th all. b~d~ers 
on the short list. seE will award one contract for school build
ings~ a~d uP,to ~hreec?~tracts for sma~l office ~ui~di~gs~ B~d 
price w~ll not be negot~able; however, all other aspects of the 
bid may be the subject 6f discussion and negotiation. 
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B. Southern california Gas Co.pany (SoCal) 

socal plans to solicit bids for e~er9Y efficiency improve
ments in its non low-income multi-family sector. 

1. Minimum Requirements. To be considered, each proposal must 
meet the following minimum requirements. 

a) Eligi.bility 

• Bidders must not be a soCal subsidiary or affiliate. 

• Eligible measures must achieve energy savings by means 
of an efficiency improvement and not through curtail
ment of use or a reduction in standards of service or 
comfort. 

• Fuel switching/substitution prOgrams or measures are 
not eligible. 

• Eligible buildings are all existing residential build
ings in SoCal's service territory with two or more 
units, whether owner-occupied or rental. 

b) Minimum Annual savings 

• Bidders must demonstrate ability to achieve penetration 
and measure installations sufficient to deliver at 
least 10,000 therms of annual savings. 

2. Threshold Requirements/Non-price Criteria. Each proposal 
meeting the minimum requirements ~i~l be evaluated as accept
able/unacceptable in.meeting the following threshold requirements 
for non-price criteriat 

a) Bidders Qualifications 

• Proposed personnei must have demonstrable experience 
delivering programs of a size and scope similar to that 
being proposed. 

• Bidder/bidde~'s representative must be properly 
lice~sed to install proposed measures/appliances in 
California. 

• Bidder must affirm availability of proposed personnel. 
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• Bidder must suppiy complete list of references of firms 
with which it has done buisness during past 2 years, 
and with which it is presently doing business. 

• Bidder must show adequate working capital or cash flow 
to continue operations through term of project. 

b) Marketing Plan 

• Bidder must set forth marketing strategies and 
resources committed to secure customer participation) 
demonstrate that proposed marketing strategies have 
been used successfully and are in customers' 
interest/likely to lead to customer satisfaction. 

c) Proposed Measures 

• Bidder's proposal must include both water heating and 
space heating measures. Measures may include (but are 
not limited to) the followingt 

--Efficient' water heater (83+\), ~fficient furnace 
(7~+\), thermal efficiency central water he~t~r 
(80+\), ceiling insulation, groundwork, caulking, 
weatherstripping, water heater wrap, supplemental 
outl~t gaskets, supplemental faucet aerators; 
supplemental pipe wrap, duct wrap/insulation, . 
supp~emental evaporative cobler cover, storm windows, 
low flow showerheads, master meter conversion • 

• proposed measure~ must be commercially availablei.have 
a. track record of successful installation and satisfy 
all applicable codes and ordinances. 

3. selection of Short List. Bidders who have been determined to 
me~~ the abOve standards for non-price criteria will be named to 
the short list. Short-listed bids will be ranked according to 
their bid total resource benefit/cost ratio, or TRC test. The 
utility benefit/cost ratio (or uc test) will be used as a -tie 
breaker- for bids with the same TRC ratios. TRC scores wilt be 
adjusted by a ·penetration factor- for the purposes of ranking. 

4~ Negotiations. SoCal will negotiate with short-listed 
bidd~rs, beginning with the highest ranking,bidders and 
continuing until the program budget is committed. 
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c. San Diego Gas " Biectric (500&E) 

SoG&E is planning to replace its Appliance Efficiency 
Incentives program in the residential sector. The entire 
axisting residential customer market is o~n to bid, subject to 
avoiding conflict w!th2SDG&E'S other programs for existing 
residential customers. 

1. Threshold requirements. Each proposal must meet the minimum 
requirements outlined below in order to be eligible to bid. 

a) Eligibility 

• Bidders must not be SDG&E subsidiaries/affiliates; 

• Program may include some or all of the existing 
residential customer market, or stand-alone appliance 
market in new homes. Program may not include 
additions or renovations that requ~re compliance with 
california's Title 2~ energy efficiency standards. 
Programs should complement, and may not conflict . 
with, SDG&E's other prOgrams for existing customers. 4It 

• Both electric and gas energy efficiency measures are 
eligible, provided that they are documented as 
commercially available. Eligible measureS may be 
either prescriptive (specific identified technology) 
or performance m~asures (percentage energy savings 
goals). For performance measures, the average energy 
savings per customer Site must be at least 5\. A 
customer site may have prescriptive or performance 
measures, but not both. 

Excluded measurest Built-in appliances in new homes; 
measures that rely solely on customer behavior, 
result in fuel switching or require the provision of 
new electric or gas rate designs. Direct load 

2These progr~s aret Dir~ct As~istance (for. low-income 
customers); Resident~al Information, Residential Energy Management 
Services (energy audits) and Residential .Load M~nagement (load 
control and time-ol-use rates). Also SDG&E will address new 
construction through its Residential New construction Program. 
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control programsJ proposals that bypass the purchase 
of pOwer from SDG&E (e.g., qualifyIng facilities). 

b) ?roject Size 

• committed lifetime energy savings must equal or 
exceed 50 million kWh (net of free riders); 

• Summer peak demand savings must equal or exceed 
1.0 mi. 

c) Program Security. In their response package, bidders 
must document their ability to meet the following security 
requirementst 

• Each winning bidder ~ill be required to post an 
i~revocable letter 6f cr~dit_for a program cost· 
~f~ectiveness security of $.001 per kWh of committed 
lifetime energy savings. 

• Each winning. bidder will be required to. post a _ 
program persistence security between 20% and 50% of 
the overall bid cost. 

• Progr~ security funds will be due no later than 90 
days after noification by SDG&E that the CPUC has 
approved the contract. 

d) Insurance 

• All winning bidders are required to maintain worker's 
compensation insurance, commercial general liability 
and piofes~~onal liability insurance of at least (for 
each) $1,000,000 ~r occura.rice. Additional'i~surance 
shall ~ requi~ed for programs that involve direct 
installation of measures. 

e) Cost Effectiveness Test 

• A program n~st meet or exceed the totalTRC and UC 
cost-effectiveness score of the SDG&E plan. 

f) Personnel Qualifications 

• Bidder must docum~~t qu~lifications of key personnel 
assiqned, or quAlificat10ns being sought. 
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• Bidder must submit a financing plan wi~h monthly cash 
flow e~timates and potential sources of financing 
identified. The plan must include a ~ritten . 
statement from a reputable financial institution 
indicating the opinion that the program canbe 
finances. 

h) Milestone Schedule 

• Bidder must provide a mi~estone schedule that 
includes 1) completi9n of hiring all key personnel, 
2) finalizati~n of all operating prOcedures, 
3) obtaining final commitment for 100\ of required 
capital, 4)compl~tion of setting up and staffing any 
required office, 5) completion of promotional 
materials. 6) initiating of customer contacts, 
7) beginning the installation of mea~ures, 8) dates 
at ~hich~nstallations supporting life~imeenergy 
sav~ngs of 10\. 36\. sOt, 70%, and 100% will be 
complete. 

i) Marketing and Customer Service plan 

• Bidd~r must explai~ its marketing plan and describe 
how SDG&E may aid in marketing efforts. 

j) Evaluation and Product Support plan 

• Bidde~ must .outline a suggested.~mpact evaluation 
plan for SDG&E to monitor the effec~iveness 6f the 
program (e.g., indicAte the types of supporting data 
and records available). 

• Bidder must submit a plan to asure adequate rpoduct 
support, including product warrAnties, where 
applicable. 

2. Selection of Short List. After reviewing bids for 
completeness and verifying the minimumrequireroents, SoG&g will 
develop a short list of bid proposals for negotiations, based on 
the following criteria! 
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Total ReSource Cost ~est (TRC) 
Utility Cost Test (ue) 

Experience 
DSM Planning 
DSM Operation 
Marketing 

commitment 
Financing 
Staff Support 
Marketing Plan 
Persistence security 

Customer Service 
Quality Control 
Coordination-with SDG&E 
Emerging Business Enterprises 
Customer Value 

'l'OTAL 

300 
300 

-----
600 

sO 
50 
50 

150 

50 
50 
50 
50 

-----
200 

40 
40 
20 
50 

150 

1100 

,With the exception of customer value, all of the ab6ve 
attrib~tes are self~scored~by the bidder., The point ~core for 
cost-effectiveness is based on a calculation of the difference 
between SDG&E's TRC and uc test results, and those 6f the bidder. 
The other self-scored attributes are based on a series of 
questions, each ofwh~ch is assigned a score. The sc~re for 
customer value is derived~by SDG&E following review afthe 
customer value forms supplied by bidder. The three bidders 
scoriJ'1g~ the highes~on ~the scoring system, along with any. bidders 
who score within 15\ of the ~ighest scoring bidder, will be 
selected to the short list. 

3. Negotiations. In the negotiation prOcess, the initiai 
ranking of projects become less impOrtantJ selected target 
markets or program designs will be exam~ned to develop an overall 
prog~am that is cohesiye a~4 comprehensiv~. . SDG&E will negotiate 
sLmulataneously with al~ b1dders, and will allow up to 3 winning 
bidders. All aspects of propOsAls are subject to ~egotiations; 
however, price will be negotiable only if accompanied by a 
related change in a proposed program. -

(END OF A'l'TACIIIfEIrr 2) 
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CHAPTBR 984, STATUTES OF 1983 

An act relating to publio utilities. 

[Approved by Governor Sept~rnber 21, 1983. Filed with 
Secretary of State September 22, 1983.) 

LEGISLATIVE COUNSKL'S DIGEST 

sa 848, Montoya. Public utilitiest energy conservation 
development. 

Under existing law, public utilities, including electrical and 
gas corporations, are sub~ect to the jurisdiction of the Public 
Ut~lities Commission. EX1sting law. does not regulate the extant to 
which an electric~l or gas corpOration may engAge in energy 
conservation development. 

This bill would declare the intent of the Legislature ~hat the 
commission be ,given a clear and explicit mandate to regulate the 
involvement of electrical and gas corporations in energy 
conservation development, without substantive provisions. 

The people of the State of California do enact as follows! 

SECTION 1. The Legislature finds and declares it is in the best 
interest of the state to ensure competition ~n the energy . _. 
conservation industry because of th~ innovati9n, price competition, 
aggressive marketing, and freedoR, of entry which characterize 
competitive industries, and that the energy conservation industry, 
because its decentralized nature, has the potentiAl to be truly 
competitive. 

The Legislature further tinds and d~clares that the current 
uncertai~ty with regard to t~a role of electrical and gas 
corporations subject to regulation as public utilities by the . 
Public Utilities Commission with regard to energy conservation 
development hinders the full-sca~e development oftha energy 
conservation industry, and therefore requires legislative 
clarification. 

~he Legisl~t~re further finds and declares ~hat there may be an 
inherent conflict for a public utility which furnishes gas and 
electricity on the one hand and installs energy conservation 
materials or devices on the other hand, and that it would 
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he detrimental to the energy industry and to the state it 
privately-owned public utilities used their status as monopolies to 
dominate the energy conservation industry or exercise unfair market 
power. 

The Legisl~ture further,finds and declares that the basis for 
regulation of pub~ic uti~ities extends to their participation in 
energy c6n~ervationdevelopment as well as in the production and 
delivery of forms of energy derived from conventional sources. 

I~is, therefore, the intent of the Legislature that the Pubiic 
Utilities Commission be given a clear and explicit mandate to ' 
regUlate the involvement of eleCtrical and gas corporations in 
energy conservation development, and to ensure that the energy 
conservati6nindustry develops in a .manner which, is competitive and 
free from the potential dominance of regUlated electrical and gas 
corporations, 

(END OF AftACmmlrr 3) 
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~able of Acrogyas and Abbreviations 

- Application 

- Administrative Law Judge 

- California Energy Commission 

- coalition for Energy EffIciency and 
Renewable Technologies 

- commercial, industrial, and agricultural 

- California Public Utilities commission 

- Decision 

- Division 6f Ratepayer Advocates 

- demand-side management 

- energy service companies 

- Exhibit 

- gigawatt hour 

- kilowatt 

- kilowatt hour 

- measurement and verification 

- megawatt 

- net present value 

- net-to-gross 

- Investigation 

- Order lnstitutlng Investigation 

- Order Instituting Rulemaking 
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PU 

PURPA 
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Ref. Item 

RFP 

SeE 

SDG&E 

SESCO 

soCal 

SPM 

TR 

Transphase 

TRC 

uc 

ueM 
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- Pacific Gas & Electric Company 

- Public Utilities 

- Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act 

- Qualifying Facilities 

- Reference Item 

- Request for PropOsal 

- Southern california Edison company 

- San Diego Gas , Electric Company 

- SESCO, Inc. 

Southern California Gas Company 

- Standard Practice Manuai 

- Reporters' Transcript 

- Transphase Systems, Inc. 

- total resource cost 

- utility cost 

- Utility Consumers' Action Network 
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